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Preface

In the last few decades, new ways of resolving conflicts have been developed beside the formal adversarial model that characterizes our courts. At times it is a program of mediation and counselling for families on the verge of separation, at other times it is a judge's invitation to parties to resolve their cases with the help of a mediator, an Aboriginal sentencing circle, a restorative justice initiative to curb violence in the neighbourhood, or a mediation service for customers and businesses on the Internet. Often these forms of conflict resolution are developed because of perceived deficiencies in the traditional court system, which is seen as too long, too costly, too complex, too punitive, inaccessible or unresponsive to communities' concerns. These initiatives respond to the weaknesses of the adversarial model used in our tribunals by giving parties and often communities the ability to participate in designing the solution to the conflict. Transforming Relationships Through Participatory Justice is about the promises and the challenges of such participatory justice.

This Report is addressed not only to governments, but also to a broader audience. The Law Commission of Canada hopes that the Report will

• help Canadians learn more about processes of participatory justice;
• enable Canadians to better judge the alternatives that exist within the justice system so that they choose the conflict resolution method that suits them best;
• encourage Canadians to reflect on issues of conflict resolution for our society;
• support Canadians who want to participate in conflict resolution within a judicial system;
• celebrate the many initiatives that have been developed throughout Canada;
• prompt self-reflection among the people who are currently engaged in different participatory justice initiatives in order to strengthen the many good programs that exist throughout Canada; and

• guide governments and civil society in their support, financial and otherwise, of participatory justice programs throughout Canada.

The Commission is happy to have partnered with the National Film Board of Canada in its Citizen Project by making available as part of this report a DVD, *Community Mediation: Two Real-Life Experiences*. This DVD is intended to educate mediators and the general public about mediation and participatory justice and to encourage reflection about the issues involved.

The way in which citizens resolve their conflicts must reflect their values. This Report articulates some of the values that support the development of participatory justice. It also makes recommendations to the many actors involved in participatory justice: to the people who design participatory justice projects, to the citizens who wish to participate in them and to governments who support such initiatives. How we resolve conflicts defines who we are as a society. It must be part of an ongoing search for harmonious and respectful social relationships founded on principles of justice.

The Law Commission of Canada welcomes your comments and ideas.
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Executive Summary

Wherever there are people, the possibility of conflict exists. One of the ways we deal with conflict is through the justice system. But, over the past several decades, some Canadians have become dissatisfied with how the formal justice system responds to conflict. Conflicts are framed in legal language, rather than in terms of how individuals experience them; remedies often do not provide adequate redress for those who have been harmed; and the process is frequently time-consuming, costly and confusing.

Frustration with an adversarial justice system has spurred the rise of alternatives such as victim–offender mediation, sentencing circles, community mediation and judge-led settlement conferencing. These alternatives are usually grouped under two broad categories: restorative justice and consensus-based justice. **Restorative justice** refers to a process for resolving crime and conflicts, one that focuses on redressing the harm to the victims, holding offenders accountable for their actions and engaging the community in a conflict resolution process. **Consensus-based justice** refers to innovative methods of resolving mostly non-criminal conflicts. Because the participation of the parties in the resolution of the dispute is an essential part of both restorative and consensus-based justice, they can both be considered forms of **participatory justice**.

Over the past three years, the Law Commission of Canada has consulted with Canadians about meaningful methods of resolving conflicts. The Commission’s consultations revealed that Canadians want choices for resolving their conflicts, and that many want to actively participate in the conflict resolution process. The Commission believes that participatory justice—with its emphasis on the reconstruction of relationships through dialogue and on outcomes developed and agreed to by the disputants themselves—responds to this need. The challenge, as the Commission sees it, is for governments and civic institutions to find ways to support participatory justice without limiting its innovative potential.
As such, this report has several objectives:

• to clarify the underlying values and principles of both restorative justice and consensus-based justice by drawing from the literature, research and experiences that these innovations have generated;

• to challenge thinking about the classification and division of disputes for the purposes of fair process and just resolution, in particular the distinction between criminal and civil disputes;

• to identify the remarkably similar concerns and critiques that have been expressed about restorative and consensus-based justice;

• to identify best practices in participatory justice across Canada;

• to address policy questions and explore the changes necessary to make restorative and consensus-based justice processes part of the mainstream of dispute resolution practice in Canada, without losing their creative elements; and

• to make recommendations that enhance the capacity of the justice system to provide meaningful results for Canadians and to develop a culture of participatory justice in Canada.

The Current Experience of Participatory Justice

Participatory justice in criminal law: restorative justice

The failure of the punitive system to lower crime rates or contribute to greater public safety, and the disillusionment of victims and their families with the criminal justice system, are some of the factors behind the rise of restorative justice in Canada. Another important influence has been the emergence of the community justice movement, which seeks a return to local decision-making and community-building independent of the formal justice system. Restorative justice in Aboriginal communities, in many cases based on traditional healing and spiritual practices, has grown in response to an overwhelming need for emotional and spiritual healing, as well as out of the movement to assert community control over government functions.
Many of the early restorative justice processes were developed without a specific legislative framework. However, within the past several years, a series of court decisions, legislative initiatives and policy statements have sought to provide parameters for the growth and development of restorative justice processes.

The more common forms of restorative justice in use in Canada are:

- **Victim–offender mediation (VOM) and victim–offender reconciliation programs (VORPs).** Among the earliest models of restorative justice, VOM and VORPs bring the offender and the victim voluntarily together in the presence of a trained mediator, either before sentencing or sometimes many years after incarceration. Most of these models complement the formal justice system: regardless of the outcome, the offender may receive a formal conviction, a criminal record and a traditional punishment.

- **Community and family group conferencing.** A co-ordinator invites the family and friends of both the victim and the offender to participate in a discussion to explore appropriate ways to address the offending behaviour and desired outcomes for the family or community. The focus is usually somewhat broader than that of VOM and VORPs, since it involves an evaluation of the impact of the offence on a wider group. The group develops a plan for monitoring the future behaviour of the offender and sets out any reparative elements deemed necessary.

- **Sentencing circles.** Operating in many Aboriginal communities in Canada, sentencing circles allow victims, offenders, community elders, other community members and court officials to discuss the consequences of a conflict and to explore ways of resolving it. Some sentencing circles operate within the formal justice system as an alternative to the conventional sentencing process. Sentencing circles are sometimes also used for cases that are diverted from the justice system.
• **Community boards or panels.** Made up of volunteers from the community, who formally meet with offenders and victims to facilitate a discussion of appropriate outcomes, community boards or panels are used either as a pre-charge diversion from the formal system or as an alternative means to determine an appropriate sentence after a guilty plea has been entered.

• **Other participatory processes.** Restorative justice principles have influenced the development of many school-based programs, including peer mediation training and anger management education. Work also takes place in prisons with incarcerated offenders, preparing them for reintegration into their communities.

The Commission believes that most restorative justice initiatives share the following objectives and values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Restorative justice objectives</th>
<th>Restorative justice values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The delineation and denunciation of unacceptable behaviour</td>
<td>• Participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Support for victims</td>
<td>• Respect for all participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The reform of individual offenders via active responsibility-taking</td>
<td>• Community empowerment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Community order and peace</td>
<td>• Commitment to agreed outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The identification of restorative, forward-looking outcomes</td>
<td>• Flexibility and responsiveness of process and outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Participatory justice in a non-criminal context: consensus-based justice

Whether in commercial litigation, bankruptcy, landlord-tenant disputes, administrative law, family law or other areas of non-criminal law, the growth of consensus-based justice processes in Canada over the past two decades has been remarkable. Consensus-based justice shares many similarities with restorative justice, including the conditions that led to the development of alternatives to the formal justice system.

As with restorative justice, a factor in the rise of consensus-based justice is the gap between the needs of disputants and what the formal justice system offers them. Parties who have access to commercial arbitration for resolving disputes concerning online transactions, for example, seek outcomes to business conflicts that recognize the conventions of business practice, that are developed by adjudicators familiar with these conventions and the impacts of conflicts on commercial operations, and that can be implemented without unnecessary delay or cost. Similarly, more couples are bypassing lawyers or court procedures to formalize their separation, whether for financial reasons or simply because they are dissatisfied with the animosity divorce proceedings frequently generate.

The cost of legal fees and the investment of time required to bring a civil action to trial are significant factors in the rise of consensus-based justice initiatives. There has also been growing awareness of the other costs of a more adversarial process: lower productivity and workplace morale, for example, or weakened mental health and family stability.

Statutory provisions to incorporate mediation into the resolution of civil disputes are common, both at the federal and provincial levels, particularly in personal information protection acts, human rights codes, statutes related to land disputes, family law acts and labour dispute legislation. Several organizations offer mediation and arbitration services, such as the American Arbitration Association, the International Chamber of Commerce, the Canadian Commercial Arbitration Centre, and the Commercial Arbitration and Mediation Center for the Americas. Professional associations offering mediation accreditation, such as the ADR Institute of Canada and Family
Mediation Canada, have sprung up at both the national and provincial levels over the last few years.

Forms of consensus-based justice operating in Canada include the following:

- **Community mediation.** Most community mediation programs are attached to a community centre, where services are provided by some funded staff and by trained volunteer mediators.

- **Court-connected mediation.** In the civil justice system a case can be referred to a mandated mediation process.

- **Judge-led settlement conferencing.** Rules of court are allowing more opportunities for judges to play a proactive role in moving the parties toward settlement. (This is also known as judicial dispute resolution or JDR.)

- **Collaborative family lawyering.** This involves a contractual commitment between a lawyer and client to resolve differences amicably and not to resort to litigation to resolve the client’s problem.

The Commission believes that most consensus-based processes share the following objectives and values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consensus-based justice objectives</th>
<th>Consensus-based justice values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clarification of the wrong and an appraisal of its impact</td>
<td>Participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution and assumption of responsibility</td>
<td>Respect for all participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship transformation</td>
<td>Fair treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving forward</td>
<td>Respect for agreed outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flexibility of process and outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Restorative Justice and Consensus-based Justice:
Common Elements, Critiques and Concerns

Common elements

There are three key areas in which the vision of restorative justice and that of consensus-based justice overlap: in their conception of harm, their conception of justice and their focus on relationships.

Restorative justice and consensus-based justice see harm as occurring first and foremost to an individual—as a breach of a relationship—and secondarily as having implications for the whole community. Harm is not necessarily inherent in the act itself or an automatic consequence of a breach of rules, but arises from the circumstances of the act and its impact on others as individuals and community members. This view is in contrast to the focus of criminal law, where an act is assumed to cause harm simply if it violates the Criminal Code, while its impact on a particular individual has historically been considered somewhat irrelevant.

Both restorative justice and consensus-based justice traditions conceive of justice as multidimensional. Both approaches reject the idea that a just outcome must only be consistent with pre-existing rules. Instead, the presumption goes the other way—that in almost every case the solution is integrative, rather than winner takes all.

While prosecution and litigation often assume that there will not and cannot be any kind of future relationship between the parties, restorative justice and consensus-based justice are open to the potential for future relationships of many kinds.

Critiques and concerns

The introduction of informal and unregulated dispute resolution processes has been subject to sustained criticism by those concerned about the protection of vulnerable parties. The fear is that private, unregulated processes may privilege more powerful parties in ways that—at least in theory—formal, public processes do not. A related critique is that delegating the power to develop solutions to communities, even to the parties themselves, assumes that these are
healthy communities or people whose decision-making will be fair
and balanced.

A quite different concern—and sometimes criticism—of
restorative and consensus-based justice practices is that their original
innovative vision could be corrupted by assimilation into
institutional and bureaucratic structures.

The Future of Participatory Justice

A solution for all conflicts?

Are some conflicts unsuitable for a restorative or consensus-based
justice approach?

Research has not yet established which types of cases are most
likely to benefit from participatory processes. However, from its
study of Canadian restorative and consensus-based justice, the
Commission concludes that these participatory processes are most
suitable for disputes in which each party participates voluntarily and
has sufficient capacity to engage fully in a process of dialogue and
negotiation. Perhaps most important, the process must reflect local
conditions and individual circumstances, for example face-to-face
dialogue may not always be appropriate, and there may be a need to
constrain or monitor the outcomes of community decision-making
to prevent intolerance and vigilantism from surfacing.

That said, the Commission also believes that, with sufficient
safeguards in place, participatory processes may be appropriate for all
types of conflict—monetary, biparty or multiparty, private or public,
criminal or civil—across a broad spectrum, and for all types of
communities, urban and rural, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal.
What should participatory processes look like?

There is some tension between setting out even general principles for the design of participatory processes and meeting the needs of those participating in them. The Commission believes that some general principles for the design of participatory processes can be drawn from a survey of the most promising restorative justice and consensus-based justice initiatives. These principles are:

1. *Early intervention.* The earlier that non-threatening, constructive, participatory interventions can be made, the more likely the conflict may quickly de-escalate.

2. *Accessibility.* If participatory processes are to be used by community members and justice system officials, it is critical to design them to be easily accessible, user-friendly and not overly bureaucratic.

3. *Voluntariness.* That participants make informed choices about participating in restorative justice or consensus-based justice initiatives is fundamental to success. Mandatory participation should be considered only under specific and limited conditions.

4. *Careful preparation.* Notwithstanding the principle of voluntariness, careful attention should be paid to disputant relationships that suggest fear or intimidation. As well, all participants should have adequate time to prepare for the process.

5. *Opportunities for face-to-face dialogue.* Face-to-face dialogue should be offered as one of a range of strategies that parties may use to resolve conflicts.

6. *Advocacy and support.* Participatory processes should welcome those who want to provide support to the parties, while making clear that control of the process rests with the disputants.

7. *Confidentiality.* The assurance of confidentiality and of the legal inadmissibility of what is said are often critical to the efficacy of participatory processes.
8. *Fairness.* Generally, the parties themselves should make the decisions about what is “fair.” However, this does not remove the need to monitor whether a decision to accept an outcome is truly voluntary, as well as the need to monitor the quality and legality of the outcomes of participatory processes.

9. *Relevant and realistic outcomes.* Agreements reached in participatory processes must reflect available resources (e.g., drug rehabilitation programs, income to pay agreed-upon compensation). Where possible, compliance with agreements, and their durability, should be monitored so that problems can be identified quickly.

10. *Efficiency.* Although it is important that costs not be measured solely in monetary terms, participatory processes that place increased long-term costs on either disputants or the state are unlikely to be accepted.

11. *Systemic impact.* By moving decision-making into the hands of individual disputants and their communities, participatory processes have the potential to alter society’s habitual responses to conflict and conflict resolution. Participatory processes create the capacity for the disputants to learn new ways of responding to their conflicts.

12. *Flexibility and responsiveness.* The assumption of self-determination that lies at the heart of participatory processes means that parties can and must be trusted to make decisions about the process, such as who should be present, how long the meeting should last, what will be discussed, and what types of solutions or outcomes should be considered.

**A role for government?**

There have been many positive outcomes from participatory justice initiatives in Canada, and strong support for such initiatives from a variety of quarters. Civil mediation programs have demonstrated significant savings of cost and time for individual litigants, and restorative justice processes consistently report high rates of agreement. Federal and provincial governments have shown strong
support for restorative justice, and academic and community interest in participatory justice has increased markedly over the past few years. Even those who raise concerns about restorative justice processes in Aboriginal communities do not reject their use; instead, they press for more information to be provided to vulnerable participants, for a strong emphasis on the dynamics of family violence and for the development of broader antiviolence initiatives.

Yet, despite demonstrated benefits and increasing interest, participatory processes remain secondary—marginalized, even—alternatives to the dominant justice model. These initiatives may simply cease to grow and flourish without some government role in legitimizing and promoting them. But some point to a danger that dependence on government structure and resources will undermine the ability of communities to make good decisions for themselves and their members.

Recommendations

Over the course of its consultations, the Commission has heard from groups and individuals involved in participatory justice processes. These consultations have led the Commission to propose a number of specific recommendations for governments, legal professionals and community groups.

The Commission believes that it is appropriate for all levels of government and community agencies to invest in the development of new programs and in the enhancement of those already existing in light of an integrated approach to disputes, whether criminal or civil.

To support services and programs that can offer communities participatory processes for resolving all types of conflict, and to promote participatory processes that offer benefits to individuals and communities, governments should adopt a proactive role and facilitate the development of participatory conflict resolution initiatives. Specifically, the Commission recommends that

- governments develop meaningful partnerships with existing participatory justice research centres and centres of excellence, and local communities that have an interest in participatory justice;
• governments encourage research centres to work in partnership with communities to develop best practices in participatory justice;
• legal aid plans ensure that counsel preparation for, and participation in, extrajudicial conflict resolution processes is paid at the same rate as in conventional litigation or trial work;
• the Canadian Institute for the Administration of Justice and the National Judicial Institute strengthen judicial education in alternative conflict resolution processes to ensure that such training is available to all judges;
• law societies make the provision of continuing education in alternative conflict resolution a priority, encourage their members to undertake such training and review their codes of professional conduct to ensure that the role of the lawyer as an advocate in restorative or consensus-based justice processes is adequately anticipated;
• universities and colleges, and law schools in particular, continue to expand the quality of teaching in alternative dispute resolution offered to law students; and
• businesses and voluntary organizations review their policies to ensure that employees’ participation in participatory processes is considered in the same light as court attendance and that they continue to develop participatory justice projects to resolve conflicts within their organizations.
Chapter 1    Introduction

Conflict, and our response to it, is an enduring feature of our lives. We encounter conflict in our families, at work, at school and in most other aspects of our lives. Conflict causes pain and loss. It damages people and property, sometimes irreparably. Conflict has the potential to destroy relationships between people. But conflict can also have positive effects. Conflict can define boundaries, both in a physical sense and in a social sense. It can establish limits to what is and is not acceptable behaviour. On an individual level, conflict provides an opportunity for growth and moral development. We may learn from our mistakes. We may learn to develop an appreciative understanding of the interests and concerns of others. At the community level, conflict provides an opportunity to discuss the values that underpin rules and regulations, to examine their assumptions, and to test their validity against opposing claims.

There are many strategies for resolving conflicts. Some of these strategies are healthy, others are not. We often ignore neighbours who play their music too loudly. We may tolerate offensive behaviour because the process for making a complaint is too difficult. We may negotiate with clients who will not abide by a contract. We may avoid locations that are perceived as dangerous. As consumers we often accept the fact that we receive inferior products or service rather than complain. And, occasionally, we use the justice system—both the criminal law, and the civil and administrative remedies—to resolve some of our conflicts.

Over the past several decades, some Canadians have become dissatisfied with how the formal justice system operates. As we will explore further in this Report, tribunals are frequently seen as unresponsive to the needs of people in conflict; conflicts are framed in legal language, rather than in terms of how individuals experience
them; remedies often do not provide adequate redress for those who have been harmed; and the process is frequently time-consuming, costly and confusing. The frustrations with conventional dispute-processing—including excessive formalism, processing delays, and limited efficacy in resolving problems—that have stimulated the growth of the restorative justice movement are similarly reflected in consensus-based justice initiatives, both inside and outside the formal justice system. Restorative justice initiatives directed at criminal matters may have lessons to teach non-criminal programs, and vice versa.

The dominance of the adversarial framework in Canadian law is an expression of our commitment to principled and just outcomes. While these commitments continue to be central to our understanding of a just society, they are also increasingly seen as insufficiently flexible to respond to diverse social relationships in a changing socio-demographic context. Adjudication can destroy personal and social relationships. Its commitment to formal equality can appear naïve in light of economic and other disparities among Canadians and its focus on the protection of individual rights may neglect the impact of conflict on collective coexistence and on particular communities. Finally, the adjudicative system has a limited range of outcomes: probation, fines and incarceration in the criminal justice system, and monetary compensation in the civil justice system. Often, these outcomes fail to address the needs and desires of the parties involved in the conflict.

The questions the Commission seeks to answer in this Report are simple: Can we do better? Is it possible to imagine a way to frame and to respond to conflicts that provides more satisfactory outcomes while safeguarding principles of justice? How do we safeguard the justice values of the adjudicative model without limiting our capacity to resolve conflict in a way that is more meaningful to those involved in disputes? There is a case to be made both for change and for caution.
1.1 RESTORATIVE JUSTICE, CONSENSUS-BASED JUSTICE AND PARTICIPATION

Restorative justice refers to a process for resolving crime and conflict that focuses on redressing the harm to the victims, on holding offenders accountable for their actions and on engaging the community in the conflict resolution process. For victims, restorative justice may be an opportunity to restore a sense of control over their lives by expressing their anger, getting answers to questions they may have about the incident and re-establishing order and predictability in their lives. For offenders, restorative justice involves accepting responsibility for their actions by repairing the harm they have caused. It also means addressing the issues that contribute to their propensity to engage in harmful behaviour. This may require dealing with anger or drug and alcohol dependency. For the community, restoration involves denouncing wrongful behaviour and reaffirming community standards. Restoration also includes ways of reintegrating offenders into the community. While there are many different visions of restorative justice in Canada and abroad, a common element of restorative justice processes is that the victim, the offender and the community have some control over the process.

Consensus-based justice refers to innovative methods of resolving mostly non-criminal conflicts. Much as with restorative justice in the criminal justice system, there have emerged new ways of thinking about civil conflicts such as breaches of contract, marital disputes and environmental disagreements. These new ways of responding to conflict place the parties to it at the centre of the resolution process. The goal of processes such as collaborative lawyering, mediation and conciliation is to provide non-adversarial ways for parties to resolve disputes. Much as in the case of restorative justice processes, the thrust of consensus-based justice programs is to allow parties to a dispute to control how their dispute is resolved.

Restorative justice processes, both community based and court based, emphasize relationship-building, reconciliation and the development of agreement driven outcomes between victim and offender. These transformative processes are responses to frustrations with an adversarial justice system. Broadly similar goals are reflected
in the development of innovative non-criminal programs. Program goals cover a spectrum from negotiation (emphasizing therapeutic and systemic benefits from the development of peaceful consensus-building paradigms) to pure efficiency models (quicker disposition of civil disputes). Among others, examples of these civil programs include a judge-led conciliation in the Quebec Court of Appeal;\(^1\) Ontario’s Mandatory Mediation Program;\(^2\) Saskatchewan’s Mediation Orientation Program;\(^3\) Alberta’s Queen’s Bench Mediation Program;\(^4\) judge-led settlement conferences;\(^5\) workplace conflict resolution systems and other in-house dispute management programs in the private, not-for-profit and government sectors;\(^6\) peer mediation programs in schools;\(^7\) and a network of community mediation centres (in Ontario, British Columbia and Quebec) that

"My need is to dialogue with him—hold him to account.": A Victim’s Story

"I’ll need to meet with him face to face. I have dozens of questions that were never touched on in the justice process. I need to ask him ‘Why?’ and ‘Why me?’ And I need to be open to his humanity, his pain, to see if we can find some new freedom for us both … I’d like to ask him ‘What was all your pain about, and why was it that your rage was turned out on others?’ ‘Just relax,’ he said, ‘and you’ll survive.’ Well someone didn’t survive—my twins lost their lives. I want to see how he responds to the news of the loss of my babies. I want him to have to deal with my pain and his responsibility for the consequences. It may sound funny, but I don’t hate him. Maintaining anger for the rest of my life will just eat away at me. My need is to dialogue with him—hold him to account.”

offer mediation for disputants in landlord–tenant conflicts, consumer disputes, and so on. These and similar innovations will be described throughout this Report as consensus-based justice models.

Restorative justice in the criminal justice system and consensus-based justice in the civil and administrative justice system are ways of thinking about conflict that place those who are touched by conflict (victims and offenders, plaintiffs and defendants, claimants and respondents, and members of the community) at the centre of the process. Restorative justice in the criminal law and consensus-based justice in the civil and administrative law are connected. They are attempts to rethink how conflicts are named and framed, rethink our assumptions about who is properly a party to a dispute, and rethink how we ought to respond to conflicts. These processes represent a departure from our adversarial criminal and civil justice systems. Just as the principles of restorative justice challenge our entrenched assumptions about how to respond to criminal behaviour, consensus-based justice rejects a conventional right/wrong analysis of conflict, preferring a more creative approach to accommodating differing needs and interests and the development of integrative solutions.

There are conceptual and practical differences between restorative justice used to respond to the aftermath of criminal offences and consensus-based justice used to resolve non-criminal disputes. In later chapters of this Report, we explore some of these differences. There is, however, a fundamental feature that is common to both approaches. Both restorative justice and consensus-based justice seek transformation through the participation of the parties involved in the conflict. Conflict causes pain and suffering, but it also provides an opportunity for change and growth. Both restorative justice and consensus-based justice attempt to capitalize on the transformative potential of conflict, to use conflict as a springboard for moving toward a more just society. Participation is the key to the transformation process. Parties to a conflict ought to be actively involved in finding resolutions to it. In this report, therefore, we refer generically to restorative justice and consensus-based justice as participatory processes.
A Note on Nomenclature

For the purposes of this Report, the expressions *restorative justice* and *consensus-based justice* will be used to describe dispute resolution processes that explicitly or implicitly focus on encouraging the parties to actively participate in the resolution of the dispute. We will use the expression *participatory processes* to refer generically to both restorative justice and consensus-based justice.

Not all alternative dispute resolution programs ought to be described as consensus-based justice, nor should all non-custodial sentences be described as restorative. In fact, there is a lively debate about what both of these terms mean for conflict resolution processes. For the purposes of this Report, adopting a particular nomenclature to identify a definition or orthodoxy seems less helpful than looking for those underlying principles that may enhance our existing dispute resolution systems.

"A restorative justice way of thinking can influence the way any alternative conflict resolution program operates—whether the program is dealing with a dispute over money or property, the misbehaviour of a young person which falls short of being reported to police, a parent/child relationship which draws the attention of Child Welfare, or adult criminal behaviour."

1.2 OBJECTIVES AND THE CHALLENGES OF THIS REPORT

This Report evaluates the extent to which participatory justice values and practical initiatives have taken root in Canadian justice systems. The growing interest in participatory justice offers an excellent opportunity to assess the impact of pressure for change within both the criminal justice system and the civil justice system. How influential has the restorative justice movement been, not only in the criminal context, but also in the growth of civil justice initiatives such as court-connected mediation and judge-led settlement conferences? How do restorative justice and consensus-based justice relate to conflict resolution outside a formal legal arena such as peer mediation in schools and community mediation programs?

By emphasizing the reconstruction of relationships through dialogue and the consensual outcomes developed by the disputants themselves, the Commission believes that both restorative justice models and consensus-based justice models offer a valuable alternative to the conventional adversarial paradigm of dispute resolution.12

The first objective of this Report is to clarify the underlying values and principles of both restorative justice and consensus-based justice by drawing from the literature, research and experiences that these innovations have generated. The purpose here is not to create an orthodoxy of doctrine in either case. Rather, the objective is to explore the origins of each of these social movements in order to better understand their meaning in action and how this is driven by core beliefs about the nature of conflict and by our desire to change the way conflict is handled in our communities. Chapter 2 describes the conditions that appear to have stimulated the development of participatory alternatives to traditional dispute management. Chapter 3 explores the core objectives and values of each participatory alternative. The goal in these first chapters is to identify the origins, the distinctiveness and the potential of each approach.

Our present thinking is constrained by equating of restorative justice practices with criminal matters and equating consensus-based justice approaches with civil non-criminal matters. A second objective of this Report is to challenge thinking about this classification and division of disputes for the purposes of fair process and just resolution, in particular
the distinction made between criminal and civil disputes. This is more than simply a procedural question. Integrating best principles and practices from restorative justice and consensus-based justice models challenges us to think deeply about the character of conflicts themselves as they are manifested and presently understood in the criminal and civil contexts. In the first half of Chapter 4, we offer some common themes and elements that link restorative and consensus-based justice processes.

A third objective of this Report is to identify the concerns and the critiques that have been expressed, often in similar form, about restorative and consensus-based justice approaches. The second half of Chapter 4 addresses these concerns and critiques, alerting us to the risks and exploring ways in which these risks might be managed. This is a reoccurring theme throughout the Report. One of the risks associated with the increased use of restorative and consensus-based justice processes is the potential for vulnerable groups that might otherwise seek the protection of formal rights-based justice processes to be disempowered in an informal process. It is critical to the development of any alternative that it be fully responsive to the power relationship between disputants and between disputants and the wider community or the state.

The fourth objective of this Report is to identify best practices across Canada. Chapter 6 offers some principles for the design of participatory justice systems, drawing on the most promising outcomes seen in current restorative and consensus-based justice initiatives.

The fifth objective of this Report is to address policy questions and explore the changes necessary to make restorative and consensus-based justice processes part of the mainstream of dispute resolution practice in Canada without undermining their creative elements. The opening section of Chapter 7 reviews some examples of best practices in a range of applications, including criminal, civil, administrative, family and extralegal conflicts. Chapter 7 also considers the role of the state in community-based justice initiatives. Community participation is key to both restorative justice and consensus-based justice initiatives, and many proponents regard government as threatening their work. At the same time, as long as the traditional justice system operates as the hub
of formal dispute processing, community justice initiatives must develop structural and political relationships with the criminal and civil justice systems.

The final objective of this Report is to make recommendations that enhance the capacity of the justice system to provide meaningful results for Canadians and to develop a culture of participatory justice in Canada. Chapter 8 gives a number of recommendations for governments, justice officials, lawyers, social service agencies and members of the community who have an interest in participatory justice. Our recommendations are about how governments, justice officials, community groups, and other agencies and individuals working in conflict resolution can develop a culture of participatory justice.

Report Objectives

- To clarify the underlying values and principles of both the restorative justice and the consensus-based justice perspectives
- To challenge the conventional wisdom about how we think about and categorize disputes
- To alert us to the risks of restorative and consensus-based justice practices and how these risks might be managed
- To highlight best practices and their implications for the design of fair, safe and effective alternatives to adjudication
- To explore the changes necessary to advance restorative and consensus-based justice processes and practices, in particular the role of government in promoting alternatives to traditional dispute processing
- To make recommendations to develop a culture of participatory justice in Canada that would promote the development of restorative and consensus-based justice processes

The task set for this Report involves many inherent tensions. The promise held out by new approaches to dispute resolution is that they are participatory. Both restorative justice and consensus-based justice
focus on relationships. It is important to evaluate alternative programs to ensure that our expanding experience enables us to enhance both the process and the outcomes of conflict resolution. This means identifying best practices and articulating the underlying values and principles of conflict resolution in order to anchor restorative and consensus-based dispute resolution. We must also begin to clarify the role of government in enabling and legitimizing such programs. However, the institutionalization of change carries many risks. There is a danger that “packaging” the potential of an interactive and dynamic process might diminish its radical and transformative power and lead to new orthodoxies as inflexible and unresponsive to context as those of the existing system. There is pressure to create neat definitions and models of practice. This pressure denies the spirit of alternatives that seek to respect diversity and to challenge assumptions of homogeneity in both the processes and the outcomes of disputes.

1.3 ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

The rest of this Report consists of Part 2 and Part 3. Part 2 synthesizes what we know from existing research about the meaning and significance of participatory justice principles for our existing dispute resolution processes. This part of the Report also explores innovative conflict management methods developed to respond to criminal and non-criminal matters. It examines the following questions:

• To what types of needs—needs that are not met by the existing legal system—are initiatives in restorative justice and consensus-based justice appropriate responses?

• How do restorative justice and consensus-based justice challenge us to reconceptualize conventional dispute resolution processes and concepts, including concepts of justice, causation, harm and culpability, participation, equality and accountability?

• What critiques and opposition have been encountered by current initiatives in restorative justice and consensus-based justice, and how might these be addressed?
• Are there themes and principles common to both restorative and consensus-based justice approaches? How might these themes help us understand the conflict resolution process in general?

Part 3 addresses the policy implications of participatory justice for existing dispute resolution processes in both criminal and non-criminal disputes. These questions will help guide policy development.

• How does the experience of participatory justice processes contribute to our understanding of best practices in dispute resolution?

• What results have been achieved by current initiatives, both inside and outside the formal justice system?

• What distinctions between conflict types (criminal acts and civil wrongs) and conflict circumstances (conflict within Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal communities, or between more or less powerful parties) are significant in considering the suitability of a relationship-focused approach to conflict resolution?

• What have we learned about best practices in designing restorative and consensus-based justice processes and, in particular, how can these processes become more responsive to various needs in the community?

• What is the appropriate relationship between communities and government in developing and operating restorative and consensus-based justice programs? How should policymakers support community programs to achieve good outcomes within an accountable and democratic social structure?

Part 3 concludes by suggesting a roadmap for how we can move toward a culture of participatory justice. It provides a number of specific recommendations to governments and other actors and agencies. These recommendations are based on extensive consultations with Canadians and on research conducted by the Commission over the past few years.

2 Rule 24.1 Ontario Rules of Civil Procedure, O. Reg. 194/90, known as the Ontario Mandatory Mediation Program.

3 Queen's Bench (Mediation) Amendment Act, S.S. 1994, c. 20.

4 Mediation Rules of the Provincial Court, Civil Division for Alberta, Alta. Reg. 971/97.

5 See, for example, W. Brazil, “Hosting Settlement Conferences: Effectiveness in the Judicial Role” (1987) 3 Ohio State Journal on Dispute Resolution 1; and in Canada see, for example, Rule 77 Ontario Rules of Civil Procedure, O. Reg. 194/90.

6 See, for example, the review of non-unionized workplaces by M.L. Coates, G.T. Furlong and B.M. Downie, Conflict Management and Dispute Resolution Systems in Canadian Non-unionized Organizations (Kingston: Industrial Relations Centre, Queen's University, 1997).

7 An extensive literature has been developed on peer mediation in schools. See, for example, R.J. Bodine and D.K. Crawford, The Handbook of Conflict Resolution: A Guide to Building Quality Programs in Schools (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1998); and in the university context, W. Waters, Mediation in the Campus Community (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2000).

8 For example, Community Justice Initiatives of Kitchener/Waterloo, St. Stephen's Community House Conflict Resolution Services, and Downsview Conflict Resolution Services.


10 For an argument that the attachment of dispute resolution labels should be a matter of actual practice rather than abstract theory, see C. McEwen, “Toward a Program-based ADR Research Agenda” (1999) 15:4 Negotiation Journal 325.
A somewhat contestable term of art, largely due to Bush and Folger’s celebrated book, *The Promise of Mediation: Responding to Conflict Through Empowerment and Recognition* (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1994), which marked the beginning of efforts to delineate and separate a transformative, as opposed to problem-solving, approach in mediation.

Part II — The Current Experience of Participatory Justice

Chapter 2  Participatory Justice in Criminal Law: Restorative Justice

What is restorative justice? Is restorative justice a philosophy? An intellectual tradition? A way of life? Or is restorative justice a process? A program? Or a specific initiative with identifiable interventions and measurable outcomes? Most people would recognize that restorative justice is a different way of thinking about crime and conflict, but just what makes it different?

There are many ways of thinking about restorative justice, and each offers a different insight into how conflict is understood and resolved. Some proponents focus on restorative justice as a program or a specific type of intervention, such as victim–offender mediation or sentencing circles. Other proponents place a greater emphasis on the outcome of restorative justice processes. They focus on restorative justice as a way of healing victims, offenders and the community.

The starting point for the Commission is that restorative justice is a process that brings victims, wrongdoers and the community together to collectively repair harm while satisfying each participant’s conception of justice. This Report adopts this process-centred conception of restorative justice.

The adversarial process is event based. The key driver for the adversarial criminal justice system is the event that caused a conflict: how the event is defined and shaped goes a long way in determining how the conflict is resolved. The criminal justice process revolves around establishing that the act occurred and that the accused is or is not guilty. Either an accused can plead guilty to committing the act, or the case can go to court where evidence is presented to prove or disprove that the accused is criminally responsible.
Restorative justice is relationship based. Restorative justice processes focus on helping the victim to come to terms with the aftermath of the crime, holding the offender accountable for the crime and its consequences and, where appropriate, re-establishing their relationship in the community.

Restorative justice processes embody a set of values, which point toward a process, or set of processes, for addressing how individuals are affected by conflict. Restorative justice processes attempt to facilitate the personal growth and recovery of both the victim and the offender and, where warranted, to transform their relationship and restore some basis of understanding and common purpose. Restorative justice principles emphasize respectful and inclusive processes that exemplify many of the values of procedural justice (sometimes described as “justice as process”). The orientation of restorative justice favours consensual outcomes over imposed ones. Therefore a set of process values—for example, personal voice, dialogue, respect for other participants and respect for outcomes—flow directly from restorative justice principles. There is also an important relationship between the types of processes implied and promoted by restorative justice principles and the desired or anticipated outcomes of restorative processes.

While there is a healthy debate regarding the question “What is restorative justice?” the Commission believes it is possible to distil five underlying objectives and five underlying values common to most restorative justice processes. In this chapter, we review some of the

"[Restorative justice is] a way of dealing with victims and offenders by focusing on the settlement of conflicts arising from crime and resolving the underlying problems which cause it. It is also, more widely, a way of dealing with crime generally in a rational problem solving way. Central to restorative justice is recognition of the community, rather than criminal justice agencies, as the prime site of crime control."

factors that led to the development of restorative justice. We then sketch out some of its core objectives and process values. Finally, we provide an overview of restorative justice processes currently in use in Canada and elsewhere.

2.1 THE CONTEXT

The principles of restorative justice have deep roots in both Western and non-Western traditions. Some argue that a move toward a restorative model of justice is perhaps best understood as a return to the roots of justice. While the roots of restorative justice can be traced back to antiquity, in its modern form restorative justice emerged in the 1970s.4 This section will review the rise of restorative justice in Canada.

2.1.1 The failure of the punitive system

Over the past two decades, many have argued that the adversarial model has not helped lower the crime rate nor contributed to greater public safety; until recently, crime rates and incarceration rates continued to rise.5

The limitations of the justice system are particularly acute for Aboriginal people.6 Aboriginal people are significantly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Restorative justice objectives</th>
<th>Restorative justice values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Denounce unacceptable behaviour</td>
<td>• Participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Support victims</td>
<td>• Respect for all participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reform individual offenders via active responsibility-taking</td>
<td>• Community empowerment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Restore community order and peace</td>
<td>• Commitment to agreed outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Identify restorative, forward-looking outcomes</td>
<td>• Flexibility and responsiveness of process and outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
over-represented in the prison system. In 2000–01, Aboriginal people accounted for 19 percent of provincial and territorial sentenced admissions to custody and 17 percent of federal sentenced admissions to custody, but constituted only 2 percent of the adult Canadian population, according to 1996 census counts. The over-representation of Aboriginal people in the prison system is particularly evident in western and northern Canada. In the Yukon, Aboriginal people represented 72 percent of sentenced admissions to prison but only 17 percent of the adult population; in Manitoba, they represented 64 percent of sentenced admissions to prison but only 9 percent of the adult population; in Saskatchewan, they represented 76 percent of sentenced admissions to prison but only 8 percent of the adult population; and in Alberta, they represented 39 percent of sentenced admissions to prison but only 4 percent of the adult population.7 These data suggest that a punitive penal model has had limited, if any, impact on rates of crime and re-offending, particularly among Aboriginal people.

High crime rates and high rates of incarceration lead many to question the functioning of the justice system.8 During the 1970s and 1980s many countries adopted the “just deserts” model of punishment.9 “Just deserts” is premised on the belief that offenders ought to be punished in direct proportion to the wrong they have committed.10 Under this model, proportional punishment is seen as a measure of true justice. The relative severity of sentences must be closely linked to the nature of the offence and tempered by the principle of parsimony—the principle that the least restrictive sanction necessary to achieve defined social purposes should be imposed. The concept of “just deserts” is couched in moral terms; indeed, it is understood as “an integral part of everyday moral judgment.”11

Unlike other countries, Canada did not adopt the “just deserts” model. A parliamentary committee headed by David Daubney, then a member of Parliament, was convened to address the recommendations of the Sentencing Commission’s report. Daubney’s committee recommended that Parliament explore alternatives to imprisonment, including the use of restorative justice.
The failure of the punitive model has led others to explore an approach to crime and punishment that reconceptualizes the nature of harm done by an offender and the impact of punishment on individuals and communities. The motivation to look beyond the punitive model takes a variety of forms, many of which have contributed to the restorative justice movement. These include philosophical and pragmatic concerns, as well as the promotion of concerns, such as victims’ rights.

2.1.2 Victims’ movements

The disillusionment of victims and their families with the criminal justice system has been a highly significant factor in the growth of restorative justice initiatives. The past twenty years have seen a significant growth in the number of lobby organizations representing the interests of the victims of crime. These organizations are variously described as victims’ rights, or victim advocacy groups and victim

"[I]t is now generally recognized that imprisonment has not been effective in rehabilitating or reforming offenders, has not been a strong deterrent and has achieved only temporary public protection and uneven retribution, as the lengths of prison sentences handed down vary for the same type of crime ... [A]lternatives to imprisonment and intermediate sanctions ... are increasingly viewed as necessary developments."

_Taking Responsibility_ (Standing Committee on Justice and Solicitor General, 1988) at 75.

"[I]n the legal process, victims represent footnotes to the crime."

support programs. These groups have highlighted the alienation of victims in a prosecutorial system in which the state stands in the shoes of victims and effectively excludes them from the process. The victim is not a party to the criminal prosecution of the accused, but only a witness to the crime.

Victims are largely left out of the court process, except in their role as witnesses. It is assumed that the interests of the state and those of the victim are the same. Most victims need a public affirmation that what occurred to them was wrong and the criminal justice system is capable of responding to that need. However, many victims also want answers to questions, questions that the criminal courts are not structured to answer such as “Why did this happen to me?” and “Will I be compensated for my damaged property?” Victims’ rights organizations have also expressed concerns about procedural issues. They feel that they have been excluded from the process and have lobbied for greater control over, and input into, decisions that are made regarding how cases are processed through the system. Finally, victims lack important information about what happens to offenders as they progress through the correctional system.

So removed are victims from the process used to address the harms they have suffered that for some offences, such as those involving sexual assault, victims are confused, fearful, and angry. They want to know why this happened, and why it happened to them. They feel insecure and do not know who to trust or rely on for support, understanding, and help. Not only do they suffer physically, emotionally, and financially from their victimization, but they then face, often for the first time in their lives, the confusing complexity of the criminal justice system and all of its at times conflicting elements.

“Victims are confused, fearful, and angry. They want to know why this happened, and why it happened to them. They feel insecure and do not know who to trust or rely on for support, understanding, and help. Not only do they suffer physically, emotionally, and financially from their victimization, but they then face, often for the first time in their lives, the confusing complexity of the criminal justice system and all of its at times conflicting elements.”

Standing Committee on Justice and Human Rights, “Victims’ Rights—A Voice, Not a Veto.” Report 14 (Ottawa: Standing Committee on Justice and Human Rights, 1998) at chapter 1, online:

personal relationships in which charges are sometimes difficult to bring, the consent of the victim is dispensed with altogether. While originally intended to empower victims, mandatory or presumptive charging in domestic assaults has been resisted by some women's groups, who argue that this policy does little to erode or confront the belief structure that supports male violence against women and may even heighten the risks (physical, emotional, and economic) that these women face in their domestic situations. The promise of safety and of long-term transformation, which requires the redistribution of power between men and women in domestic relationships, has not been realized.12

Many victims’ organizations can be characterized as support focused.13 These groups emphasize the need for the criminal justice system to be sensitive and responsive to the needs of victims; these groups concentrate much of their effort on raising the consciousness of the public at large and of justice system officials in particular, about the ways in which the present system excludes and even re-

"As victims we know the power of truth to hold the offender accountable. We know we have the right to feel angry and to give the person who has hurt us a piece of our mind ... We need to remember that justice isn’t only about giving a stolen five-dollar bill back to the person from whom it was stolen. It is about mending the broken relationship and restoring trust. Violent crime is about hurting someone physically, spiritually, and emotionally. Crime steals from us our safety, our dignity and our trust. Therefore to really do justice, it is more than simply establishing who did the crime and compensating the victim; it is about restoring the safety, dignity and trust. A New Zealander, Judge James Rota, a descendant of the indigenous people from Mauit said it best. 'Justice must elevate the human spirit or it isn’t justice.'"

victimizes and further traumatizes the victims of crime. Some of these groups also criticize the fact that pre-existing stereotypes and social structures often result in victim-blaming, for example the mistreatment of women who are the victims of sexual assault. Some victim support groups actively support restorative justice processes that give victims a voice in the process of resolving the conflict. Victims’ groups also offer advice, counselling and other practical assistance to victims and their families.

The alienation of victims from the criminal justice system is well documented. But what do victims need? Many researchers emphasize the significance of victims regaining a sense of control in their lives, which may include the resolution (and not necessarily the restoration or reconciliation) of their relationship with the person who has harmed them. The traumatic impact of crime often includes a sense of powerlessness and vulnerability, and this can both demoralize and paralyse. Being swept along in a justice process that can be confusing, intimidating and impersonal—and sometimes even unsafe—only heightens this sense of loss of personal autonomy and control. Victims need a strong statement and clear acknowledgment that they have a right to protection and that the behaviour that damaged them was wrong. Howard Zehr describes this as “the moral statement implied in the recognition that the act was wrong.” Zehr also makes the point, as do others, that victims frequently need answers to their questions—Why did this happen? Why did he do this to me?—that the criminal trial process may or may not provide. “[A]nswers restore an essential sense of order.” This type of information can help victims develop a framework for making sense of their experience, both on a cognitive level and on an emotional level.

In response to victims’ rights movements, some efforts have been made in Canada in the past decade to refocus the justice system on the unmet needs of the victims of crime. One example is the introduction of victim impact statements into the sentencing process. Victim impact statements may be read by the victim into the court record. This requires special permission from the judge. When they are read in court, victim impact statements are not subject to cross-examination, nor are they made under oath.
In Manitoba, victims of crime now have the right to:

- Be informed about the status of an investigation
- Know the name of any person charged or arrested in connection with the crime
- Be informed about any decision not to lay a charge and the reasons for the decision
- Be consulted on the use of pre-charge alternative measures being considered
- Know the charges against the accused
- Give their opinion to the Crown attorney about whether an accused should be placed in custody or subject to conditions if released
- Be informed about the status of the prosecution
- Be consulted about the prosecution of the case
- Be informed about the use of victim impact statements and pre-sentence reports
- Be informed about how to apply for restitution
- Have an interpreter while testifying
- Know the date, time and place of court proceedings and the sentence given
- Have information about court security measures and facilities
- Access court records
- Ask for a separate waiting area
- Take time off work, without pay, to testify, to present a victim impact statement, or to observe sentencing
- Know if the accused is in custody and where
- Be informed about release dates, temporary absences or other dates if the accused is in custody
- Know the terms and conditions of supervision orders
- Make suggestions about a person’s release on bail or temporary absence
Provinces have also introduced legislation to enlarge the recognition given to victims of crime. For example, in 1986, Manitoba enacted legislation specifically directed to protecting the rights of victims.\textsuperscript{21} Recently, Manitoba introduced a newer \textit{Victims’ Bill of Rights},\textsuperscript{22} which provided victims with a host of new rights.

Other provinces have similar legislation.\textsuperscript{23} In Ontario, a \textit{Victims’ Bill of Rights} describes a series of measures intended to enhance the role played by the victim in the criminal justice process, including the right of a sexual assault victim to be interviewed by a person of the same gender and the right to be informed of the release of a person convicted of an offence against them.\textsuperscript{24} Ontario and Manitoba have each established an Office for the Victims of Crime, which provides counselling and other assistance to victims. All provinces have initiated services for victims. Some programs provide victims of crime with compensation, long- and short-term counselling services, and assistance with preparing victim impact statements. Quebec has set up an extensive network of Centres d’aide aux victimes d’actes criminels throughout the province that provide a full range of victims’ services, including compensation.\textsuperscript{25} The services of the New Brunswick Victim Services Program include direct support in crisis situations, referrals to psychologists working in trauma, support for victims throughout the criminal justice process, and liaison with police and other community agencies providing victim services. Parallel programs include a Victim Impact Statement program and short-term counselling and compensation for victims of crime programs.\textsuperscript{26} However, in many jurisdictions, only victims of serious crimes—where a death or sexual assault has occurred—are provided services and even these services are limited.

\subsection{2.1.3 The emergence of a community justice movement}

Another significant factor in the evolution of restorative justice initiatives has been the development of a social movement that seeks a return to local decision-making and community-building, independent of the formal justice system. Advocates of community justice have argued that no amount of system reform could eliminate
the effects of institutionalization and bureaucratization, which treat all individuals as formally equal, thereby failing to recognize the reality of diversity and power differences.27 Conflict is often seen by the state as a negative force, something to be controlled and eliminated, thereby taking away the opportunity to discuss conflicting values, which are often at the root of conflicts.28 In contrast, community-based justice initiatives can encourage the peaceful expression of conflict, build respect for diversity, and promote responsibility-taking by the community.29

Another important theme in community justice projects is an attachment to social justice issues, such as tolerance and inclusiveness, environmental care and stewardship, and fair working environments.30

An early Canadian community justice initiative is Community Justice Initiatives of Kitchener/Waterloo, established in 1978. Like many community dispute resolution programs, this type of initiative offers intervention and facilitation for both criminal and civil disputes—also for matters in which no legal steps have been taken.31 Many of the values of community-based justice are especially significant for faith communities, which have often been at the forefront of initiatives in community justice.32 In Canada, the Mennonite community has been played an enormous role in furthering the development of restorative justice, as has the Church Council on Justice and Corrections.

People who are not members of a faith also have the opportunity to give meaning to their experiences of conflict through participation in community justice. Neighbourhood justice centres have often originated in very large urban environments, which are often characterized as culturally individualist.33 The Regroupement des organismes de justice alternative du Québec (ROJAQ) is a provincial non-profit organization that promotes community participation in the administration of justice. Similarly, the Conflict Resolution Co-Op of Prince Edward Island, the Conflict Resolution Network in Kitchener/Waterloo, and the Native Counselling Services of Alberta bring together individuals interested in conflict resolution in their respective communities.
Participation in community panels and boards and other informal dispute resolution processes represents an important effort to build community identity in these settings and perhaps offers an important alternative to “amusing ourselves to death” in isolation from our neighbours and neighbourhood issues.

“The value of a Community Circle extends beyond its impact upon victims and offenders. The most important value of the Circle lies in its impact upon the community. In allowing community members to assume ownership for resolving their own issues, a Circle restores a sense of collective responsibility—of being a community.”


One further characteristic of the community justice movement is important to note. This is a focus on the lessons of experience, or “what works.” Disillusionment with the formal criminal justice system has led to a willingness to innovate and experiment in an effort to do things better. This is reflected in the history of neighbourhood justice centres, the continuing development of new programs and processes (such as healing circles and group conferencing), a strong commitment to seeing results in action, and a growing interest in program evaluation that is faithful to the consensus-based goals of community restorative justice. While individual advocates and community justice activists are undoubtedly influenced by theoretical work on the values and principles of restorative justice, community models are primarily grounded in practical experience.

The desire to opt out of the formal justice system and establish an alternative has provoked fierce debate among community justice activists. Some of them argue that the community movement needs connections with justice officials—courts, judges, and police—to gain legitimacy and, for practical purposes, to obtain referrals. Others
see any relationship with the formal justice system as weakening the values of grassroots justice and the commitment to peaceful consensus-seeking rather than to the application of legal rules and principles.

2.1.4 Aboriginal community justice

The roots of restorative justice are particularly strong in Canadian Aboriginal communities. Aboriginal leaders have developed initiatives in response to an overwhelming need for emotional and spiritual healing in their communities. Moreover, in many Aboriginal communities, restorative justice initiatives are a part of a larger movement to assert control over governance functions.

"Restorative justice programs in Aboriginal communities have a broader mandate and set of goals and expectations than similar programs in non-Aboriginal communities. For Aboriginal communities, the development of restorative justice programs is part of a reclaiming of the process of social control and order maintenance—a process that was explicitly taken away from Aboriginal communities during the period of colonization. In this way, the development of restorative justice programs by Aboriginal communities is very much a part of decolonization of reasserting the importance, vitality and significance of Aboriginal community control over Aboriginal people."


In many cases, traditional healing and spiritual practices have been taken up as restorative justice measures, so justice practices have come to reinforce and extend the influences of those traditions in the communities.\textsuperscript{37} The “circle” is symbolic and, in some cases, sacred. It
is used extensively across many Aboriginal communities as a form of social control and governance. A crime against an individual has an impact on the whole community because everyone is connected through relationships and through belief and value systems based on connections with land, animals and spirits. In some communities, a crime committed by an individual must be repaired by the extended family or clan, and amends must be made to all other families or clans. Specific rituals exist to fulfil these reconciliatory and compensatory obligations. The unwillingness to break an offender’s connections to the community is exemplified in the statement of the Hollow Water researchers: “The People of Hollow Water do not believe in incarceration … The difference in Hollow Water is that offenders face their responsibilities with the love, respect, and support which the Anishnabe people believe are due to all creatures.”

The Tsuu T’ina Provincial Court in Alberta is an Aboriginal court. It has mostly Aboriginal personnel, including an Aboriginal judge, an Aboriginal Crown prosecutor; many of the clerks of the court and administrative staff are Tsuu T’ina Band members. Native court workers assist the court by providing non-legal advice and assistance to the accused. The peacemaker coordinator attends court each day the provincial court is in session and a peacemaker or elder may attend as well. Some Aboriginal lawyers attend on occasion to provide legal services and there are tribal police in attendance inside and outside the courtroom.

A variety of alternative measures are possible at the Tsuu T’ina court. Perhaps the most significant alternative measure used by this court is the peacemaker’s process. This process serves as an alternative to the court system and helps resolve issues by employing such dispute resolution mechanisms as healing circles, family group conferencing, and sentencing circles. The intent of the Tsuu T’ina peacemakers’ process is to resolve disputes, avoid the courts, get to the underlying causes of the actions, restore community relationships and bring back a sense of harmony to the community.

In Nunavut, justice programs have been shaped by the legislature’s commitment to the traditional Inuit knowledge and understanding of the world, a policy direction called Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit.
Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit includes unwritten traditional knowledge, as well as family and political structures, learning and social development schemes, and even the understanding of local weather patterns. The underlying justice principles being sought under this framework are alternatives, healing and community involvement. To meet these ends, the Nunavut Department of Justice has set up community justice committees throughout the territory and incorporated the advice and efforts of elders into the sentencing process. The traditional role of elders is reflected in modern restorative justice practices.

Through these community justice committees a Land Program has been implemented that delivers one month of traditional life skills on the land to youth offenders between 15 and 32 years of age. Inuit adults and elders teach the participants traditional skills, knowledge and values unique to the Inuit culture and environment. The learning activities include hunting and fishing; attending healing sessions; learning about firearms safety, the environment, tool-making and the practical uses of natural resources harvested from the land and sea; hearing stories about the past; and learning to speak Inuktitut. The Land Program is founded on the belief that learning more about traditional life skills, knowledge and values, will

"An Inuit Elder, Emile Imaruittuq, described the methodology he had learned from his father for dealing with offenders:

"We had a system in place that did not damage a person emotionally. We would deal with a wrong-doer with sincerity and without hurting the person; we would rectify most behavioural problems. Only if there were repeat offences, were severity and intensity necessary during counselling. You have to look at someone’s face. You have to show a person that they are loved and that people care for them."

help participants develop cultural self-esteem, form healthy relationships with other community members, and learn the basic values that will help them make better choices in their lives. Similar programs have been made available to youth at risk through the Department of Justice Canada’s National Strategy on Community Safety and Crime Prevention.

We would be ignoring important cultural differences if we were to suggest that restorative justice fits into a worldview that is shared by all Aboriginal communities. The Aboriginal Healing Foundation notes that clear and generic healing principles and processes have not evolved “because of the necessity for communities to develop their own models and processes which are closely linked with their own cultures, resources and needs.” It may also be unwise to accept restorative justice processes as distinctly Aboriginal. Finally, the Aboriginal Women’s Action Network (AWAN) notes that the rush to implement restorative justice processes in some Aboriginal communities may place victims in danger of re-victimization, particularly for victims of violent or sexual assaults.

2.2 THE POLICY FRAMEWORK

Section 2.2 provides a brief overview of the policy framework for the development of restorative justice processes. It is important to recognize, however, that many of the early restorative justice processes were developed without a specific legislative framework. Within the past several years, there have been a series of court decisions, legislative initiatives and policy statements that have sought to provide parameters for the growth and development of restorative justice processes. This section reviews some of these initiatives.

2.2.1 Restorative justice and the Criminal Code

The sentencing principles set out in the Criminal Code provide legislative support for the implementation of restorative justice processes. Although the Code says that sentences ought to be proportional to the harm caused by the act, the principle of proportionality is balanced by another provision that states that an
offender should not be deprived of liberty if less restrictive sanctions may be appropriate in the circumstances. Moreover, recent amendments\textsuperscript{46} introduced, for the first time, a provision that explicitly refers to alternatives to incarceration—which might include sanctions agreed to through restorative processes—to be considered when a court imposes a sentence. This provision also emphasizes the need to give special consideration to alternatives in the case of Aboriginal offenders.

In addition, imposing conditional sentences\textsuperscript{47} is also an option in a restorative process. Considerable case law has been generated regarding the appropriate conditions for imposing a conditional sentence. The Supreme Court of Canada makes it clear that a conditional sentence is “generally … more effective than incarceration at achieving the restorative objectives of rehabilitation, reparations and promotion of a sense of responsibility in the offender”\textsuperscript{48,49} and that “restorative sentencing goals do not usually correlate with the use of prison as a sanction.”\textsuperscript{50} Moreover, the Supreme Court points out that a conditional sentence, properly imposed, can meet the goals of both denunciation and deterrence.\textsuperscript{51} There continues to be much controversy in our society regarding the availability of conditional sentences for certain serious crimes.\textsuperscript{52}

\section{2.2.2 Aboriginal people and the application of sentencing principles}

The \textit{Criminal Code} states that “all available sanctions other than imprisonment that are reasonable in the circumstances should be considered for all offenders, with particular attention to the circumstances of Aboriginal offenders.”\textsuperscript{53} This provision is widely regarded as a response to the high level of incarceration among Aboriginal people. It reflects some formal recognition of the need to develop culturally appropriate outcomes for behaviours within Aboriginal communities. It also reflects efforts to return some types of decision-making to Aboriginal communities, including determining the consequences of criminal behaviour. During the 1990s, Aboriginal sentencing (or healing) circles were developed in several Aboriginal communities, often with the support of local judges.\textsuperscript{54} These initiatives have achieved some success in retaining offenders
within their communities and developing rehabilitative processes for them, often including traditional Aboriginal practices such as sweat lodges or retreats to places of reflection. As one Aboriginal scholar and judge has put it, “Healing is an Aboriginal justice principle which is slowly being merged into Canadian criminal law through the practice of circle sentencing and community-based diversion programs.”

The Supreme Court of Canada has recognized the necessity of responding to the over-representation of Aboriginal people in Canadian penal institutions. The Supreme Court has stated that “the excessive imprisonment of Aboriginal people is only the tip of the iceberg insofar as the estrangement of the Aboriginal people from Canadian justice is concerned.” According to the Supreme Court, a sentencing court ought to consider other sentencing options, even if a term of incarceration would normally be appropriate.

2.2.3 The Youth Criminal Justice Act, 2002

The Youth Criminal Justice Act (YCJA) formalizes some of the informal strategies advocated under the previous youth legislation and used by police. These include warnings and cautions, referrals to community programs and other measures taken outside the formal court process. The YCJA confers statutory recognition on these types of informal interventions and provides a detailed set of principles for their application. Extra-judicial measures include warnings and referrals to community programs for less serious offences, as well as formal reparation orders and community service for more serious cases. In the latter case, the offender must first accept responsibility for the offence in order to access extra-judicial measures.

The YCJA contains an important declaration of principles that sets out the objectives behind the implementation of this new regime. These objectives are to ensure a rehabilitative focus in responses to youth crime; to maintain a separation between the adult and youth systems; and to reinforce respect for community and individual values, and for interests that are affected by criminal behaviour. Many of these principles are contained in the earlier Young Offenders Act, but the new legislation “appears to reflect a shift away from considerations such as society’s denunciation of offending behaviour, and the short-term
protection of the public from offenders, that tend to favour custodial dispositions for young offenders.”57

2.2.4 UN Declaration of “Basic Principles on the Use of Restorative Justice Programmes in Criminal Matters”

The United Nations Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice developed a draft resolution, “Basic Principles on the Use of Restorative Justice Programmes in Criminal Matters.”58 Canada has taken a leading role in sponsoring this resolution and hosted a major meeting of international experts in October 2001 to draft a set of basic principles for further consideration by this Commission. The “Basic Principles on the Use of Restorative Justice Programmes in Criminal Matters” lends strong international support to the concept of restorative processes and outcomes at “all stages” of the criminal justice process. The principles of the Declaration emphasize party self-determination and voluntariness and refer to the need for procedural safeguards, including the availability of legal advice and full provision of information to participants in advance of any restorative process.59

Most significantly, perhaps, the Declaration calls for national governments to take steps—through consultation between criminal justice authorities and program administrators— to develop guidelines and standards for the operation of restorative justice processes. These standards may require the imprimatur of legislative authority. As one commentator on the Declaration expresses it, “If restorative justice is to become a legitimate legal alternative in the international setting, this Declaration is a promising first step.”60

The Declaration provides a clear acknowledgment that states should develop national policy for the development of restorative justice initiatives that assume a proactive role for government. How the Government of Canada may take such steps toward the “mainstreaming” of fair, effective and safe restorative justice processes is taken up in Chapter 7.
2.2.5 Department of Justice Canada’s values and principles of restorative justice in criminal matters

Following the release of the United Nations declaration, the Department of Justice Canada launched a round of consultations to develop a statement of values and principles of restorative justice in criminal matters and guidelines for restorative justice programs that could be used in Canada. The values and principles document establishes eleven basic principles and procedural safeguards for the use of restorative justice, and a set of program guidelines. The values and principles and the program guidelines were the subject of extensive consultation undertaken in conjunction with the Conflict Resolution Network. Results of this consultation are posted on the network’s website.61

Basic Principles and Procedural Safeguards for the Use of Restorative Justice

1. Participation of a victim and offender in a restorative justice process should be based on their free, voluntary and informed consent. Each party should receive a clear explanation of what the process might involve and the possible consequences of their decision to participate. Consent to participate may be withdrawn at any stage.

2. The victim and offender must accept as true the essential facts of the offence, and the offender must accept responsibility for the offence.

3. The facts must provide sufficient evidence to proceed with a charge, and the prosecution of the offence must not be barred at law.

4. The offender has the right to seek legal advice before and at all stages of the process.

5. Referrals to a restorative process can occur at all stages of the criminal justice system from pre-charge diversion through to post-sentencing and post-release from custody in appropriate cases, and taking into account relevant prosecution policies.
6. Referrals to and conduct of a restorative process must take account of the safety and security of the parties and any power imbalances between victim and offender with respect to either person’s age, maturity, gender, intellectual capacity, position in the community or other factors. In particular, implied or explicit threats to the safety of either party, and whether there is a continuing relationship between the parties, must be of paramount concern.

7. All discussions within the restorative process, other than those conducted in public, must remain confidential, unless agreed to the contrary by the victim and offender, and may not be used in any subsequent legal process.

8. The admission of responsibility by the offender for the offence is an essential part of the restorative process, and cannot be used as evidence against the offender in any subsequent legal process.

9. All agreements must be made voluntarily and must contain only reasonable, proportionate and clear terms.

10. The failure to reach or to complete a restorative agreement must not be used in any subsequent criminal proceedings to justify a more severe sentence than would otherwise have been imposed on the offender.

11. A restorative justice program should be evaluated regularly to ensure that it continues to operate on sound principles and to meet its stated goals.

2.3 RESTORATIVE JUSTICE PROCESSES

It is within this context that restorative justice processes emerged in Canada. In this section, we review some of the more common forms of restorative justice in use in Canada. Each of these short descriptions will address three critical design issues for restorative justice processes: the convening and format of the intervention, the timing of the intervention, and the relationship between the restorative justice initiative and the formal criminal justice system.
2.3.1 Victim–offender mediation

Victim–offender mediation (VOM) and victim–offender reconciliation programs (VORPs) are among the earliest models of contemporary restorative justice processes. In VOM and VORPs the offender and the victim are voluntarily brought together—either before sentence or sometimes many years after sentence and incarceration—in the presence of a trained mediator. In Kitchener, Mark Yantzi and Dave Worth asked a judge to permit them to try a different approach in dealing with two young offenders arrested for vandalism. The approach was to allow the victims and the offenders to take a key role in deciding the most appropriate method of responding to the harm done by the conflict. A satisfactory resolution—direct reparations—was reached, and the first Canadian VORP was born. Since then, the scope of mediation practices has grown considerably, with VORPs emerging across North America in the 1980s, often initiated by faith communities attempting to facilitate some type of face-to-face engagement between minor offenders and the victims of their crimes. In their earliest days, VORPs were staffed wholly or almost wholly by community volunteers and operated quite independently of the formal justice system. Formal systems for the diversion of cases into VORPs gradually developed during the late 1980s.

VOM and VORPs usually rely heavily on a volunteer base, and they are now generally located within the criminal court. Many VOM programs are formally sponsored by probation or youth justice departments, which make referrals of individual cases. Some programs work closely with Crown prosecutors to select cases appropriate for referral to mediation. Sometimes a local criminal court judge will recommend that a matter be referred to mediation.

In common with other restorative justice initiatives, referral into mediation can take place at any of four points in the processing of a criminal event: police entry point (that is, pre-charge); Crown entry point (that is, post-charge but pre-trial); court entry point (generally at the sentencing stage); and corrections entry point (following incarceration and before release).

Intervention at any of these four points requires a close working relationship with the formal justice system. These schemes can function
as a form of diversion from the formal justice system and they are often built into existing alternative measures programs that are operated by community agencies in cooperation with justice officials. In some programs, when a referral takes place pre-charge, an offender may not receive a criminal record since there is no formal finding of guilt by a criminal court. Where mediation takes place before sentencing and the matter has not been formally diverted to an alternative measures program, the outcome of a VOM usually goes back to the Crown and the trial judge for consideration.

Fraser Region Community Justice Initiatives Association

The Fraser Region Community Justice Initiatives Association has been running conflict resolution programs for more than 20 years. First conceived by the Langley Mennonite Fellowship, the Association has grown into a multi-program organization, operating within settings that include the criminal justice system, educational institutions, businesses and community centres. The Association provides training in mediation through a framework that involves materials development and a practicum-based curriculum. Current programs also include the Victim–Offender Reconciliation Program, the Victim–Offender Mediation Program, and the Educating for Peacebuilding initiative. Both programs involve direct contact between the parties to create understanding and initiate the healing process. Through the Educating for Peacebuilding initiative, the Association has developed a relationship with Langley School District 35 to help foster a climate that promotes restorative justice principles and values.

For more information visit <http://www.cjbc.org/>.

In another example, the Collaborative Justice Project characterizes its work as facilitating “the human repair work that is not addressed by the legal process. Where this repair work results in a resolution
agreement developed by all parties, the agreement is submitted to the court for consideration at the time of sentencing." In addition, rather than operating as an alternative to punishment, some restorative justice processes operate after sentencing, with the express purpose of providing an opportunity for a victim and offender to meet to exchange information.

---

**Restorative Resolutions**

Restorative Resolutions is operated in Winnipeg by the John Howard Society of Manitoba in conjunction with Manitoba Justice and other stakeholders. The program was initiated in 1993 as a restorative justice demonstration project. Organizers included periodic evaluations in the development of the program structure. Restorative Resolutions was undertaken with a firm commitment to finding community-based alternatives to incarceration. Referrals are invited from a wide variety of sources, including Community and Youth Corrections, Crown and defence attorneys, judges, family members and community agencies. A framework for acceptance into the program was created with criteria based on Crown sentencing recommendations, offender motivation, and a requisite guilty plea. Accepted offenders must agree to a jointly developed community action plan that incorporates victim options, recommendations to the court and ongoing supervision. The most recent outcomes report (November 2002) cites 1,039 referrals to the program since its inception.

For more information about Restorative Resolutions, visit the John Howard Society of Manitoba website: <http://www.johnhoward.mb.ca/>.

---

### 2.3.2 Community and family group conferencing

Originating in family group conferencing, which was developed and applied to youth justice processes in New Zealand, conferencing...
models are now widely used in restorative justice initiatives. A coordinator will invite the family and friends of both the victim and the offender to participate in a discussion to explore appropriate ways to address the offending behaviour and desired outcomes for the family or the community. The focus of conferencing processes may, therefore, be somewhat broader than that of VOM since conferencing processes evaluate the impact of offender’s behaviour not just on the primary victim, but on others as well. Those involved will then develop a plan

---

**Calgary Community Conferencing**

Calgary Community Conferencing (CCC) began as a part-time initiative of Calgary’s Youth Probation Services in 1998. The following year, a collaborative, community-based approach was developed and extended to include the participation of Calgary Family Services, the Calgary Board of Education, Calgary Police Services, the John Howard Society and the Mennonite Central Committee. CCC brings together youth and their family or supporters, and anyone affected by the young person’s wrongful acts. High-impact incidents are referred to the program from Calgary Youth Court or from schools where a student is in danger of suspension or expulsion. Preparatory meetings are held with every individual affected and together they develop and implement an agreement. CCC stresses community involvement in the justice process, facilitation of youth-initiated agreements, and effective preparation of all participants in the justice process.

The number of youth referred to CCC has steadily increased over the four years of the program. In 2001–02, CCC worked with more than 150 youth and their families and victims. Halfway through 2002–03, CCC had worked with 140 youth.

For more information visit: [http://www.calgarycommunityconferencing.com/](http://www.calgarycommunityconferencing.com/).
for monitoring the offender’s future behaviour and set out any reparative elements deemed necessary. Conferences are seen as an effective means of ensuring follow-through on agreed outcomes because of the larger number of individuals who are asked to commit to the rehabilitation plan.\textsuperscript{72} This is in marked contrast to traditional criminal procedure in which community input into sentencing is rarely, if ever, available.\textsuperscript{73}

2.3.3 Sentencing circles

Sentencing circles operate in many Aboriginal communities in Canada. Sentencing circles allow victims, offenders, community elders, other community members and court officials to discuss the consequences of a conflict and explore ways of resolving it. Restitution for damages and reintegration of the wrongdoer into the community are high priorities. Community members play an active role in assisting the victim and the wrongdoer with the healing process. Some of these circles—for instance, the Circle Sentencing model developed in the Yukon by Judge Barry Stuart\textsuperscript{74}—operate within the formal justice system as an alternative to the conventional sentencing process, and include justice professionals (police, probation officers, defence counsel, Crown counsel and judges). The plan developed by the circle may be adopted by the judge either in the circle (if the judge sits in on circles) or in a subsequent court hearing. As with the outcomes of court-connected VOM, in cases not formally diverted, the plan formulated by the circle is not binding on the court, although it is generally taken very seriously.\textsuperscript{75}

Circles are also sometimes used if cases are diverted from the justice system into alternative-measures programs (usually reserved for first-time youth offenders). Where diversion programs are hosted by community agencies, the agency itself—and principally the members of the circle or panel—will take primary responsibility for monitoring the alternative measures, with or without oversight by justice officials. Other circles are simply a gathering of those most concerned about the offender and the victim, and any other community members with an interest in the process.
Aboriginal Legal Services of Toronto’s Community Council Program

“The Community Council is a project that allows the Aboriginal community of Toronto to take a measure of control over the manner that the criminal justice system deals with Aboriginal offenders.

If the Crown consents to the diversion, the offender is approached and asked if they wish to go before the Council. Since the Council cannot decide guilt or innocence, the accused person must first admit that they are responsible, to some degree, for their charge(s). Before the individual decides whether they wish to go before the Council, they are required to consult with defence/duty counsel. Counsel will also stress to individuals that if they feel they are not guilty of the offence then they should try for an acquittal in court. If the accused person agrees to go before the Council, the charge(s) against him or her are stayed or withdrawn by the Crown Attorney.

The Council will reach its decision by consensus and only the individuals involved with the offence themselves discuss their cases with the Council. Where the offence involves a victim, every effort is made to encourage victim participation in the hearing.

The role of the Community Council is to begin the healing process necessary to reintegrate the individual into the community. In deciding how best to accomplish this healing, the Council will make a decision requiring the individual to do certain things. Any option, except jail, is available to them in making this decision. Some options include counselling, restitution, community service, treatment suggestions or a combination of the above.

(continued)
2.3.4 Community boards or panels

Community panels are made up of volunteers drawn from the community who meet formally with offenders and victims to facilitate a discussion of appropriate outcomes. Again, panel hearings can be conceived either as a pre-charge diversion from the formal system or as an alternative means to determine an appropriate sentence after a guilty plea has been entered. The use of community panels is presently more developed in the United States than in Canada, and data on their activities are limited. One of the first panels in Canada was developed in Whitehorse, Yukon Territory.

Following a discussion (or “hearing”), the panel and the offender make a contract stipulating what the offender will do during a probationary period. There is an emphasis on reparation and responsibility-taking by the individual offender. The probation contract is generally supervised by members of the panel, but in the event of breaches the offender will be referred back to the court for sentencing. In the United States, state corrections departments have sponsored a number of the leading programs that take referrals directly from criminal court judges.
2.3.5 Other participatory processes

Besides VOM and community circles and panels, a range of other restorative justice practices has evolved, and innovative processes continue to emerge. For example, restorative justice principles have influenced the development of many school-based programs, including peer mediation training and anger management education. In addition, circle processes have been used to address school-based conflicts. Churches in Canada are also exploring restorative justice applications. The United Church of Canada, for example, has developed a restorative approach to conflict resolution and has trained volunteer conflict resolution facilitators (CRF) nationally who use restorative approaches such as circle processes and mediation to deal with disputes in local church congregations.

Restorative justice processes also take place in prisons with incarcerated offenders, preparing them for reintegration into their communities.

---

The Whitehorse Youth Justice Panel

'The Whitehorse Youth Justice Panel, Yukon, Canada is a post-charge inter-agency screening program for young offenders. The first of its kind in Canada, the Youth Justice Panel was implemented in March 2001. The Youth Justice Panel goals are to increase referrals to extra judicial measures; reduce court-processing time; reduce length of stay in remand; reduce custody committals; build partnerships; and enhance family and community capacity to repair harm. These goals embody restorative principles of the Youth Criminal Justice Act (2003), including victim, family and community participation; diversion and reduced custody; reparation of harm; offender accountability and rehabilitation.'

communities. For example, the Correctional Service of Canada (CSC) has shown a strong commitment to the principles of restorative justice by establishing a Restorative Justice and Dispute Resolution Branch that works with internal and external partners. Successful restorative opportunities have been created through victim-offender mediation of serious crime, surrogate programs, peacemaking circles and other initiatives. At several penitentiaries, inmates, community members and staff have collaborated to create Restorative Justice Coalitions that have advanced educational initiatives. At Grande Cache Institution, a research-based pilot Restorative Justice Living Unit has been established where restorative justice principles have been integrated into operational routine. Working with local Aboriginal communities, the CSC has incorporated many restorative justice principles in Healing Lodges across the country and in working to develop and implement inclusive measures intended to safely and successfully reintegrate Aboriginal offenders. In addition, many of CSC’s Citizens Advisory Committees have demonstrated an active interest in restorative justice. Working with the Mennonite Church, CSC funded the development of the successfully researched Circles of Support and Accountability, a program in which small groups of volunteers form a support circle with a high-risk sex offender. CSC has also taken steps to enhance interaction with victims as part of its ongoing commitment to inclusive processes. CSC recently completed an international literature review summarizing correctional restorative justice developments.

2.4 OBJECTIVES OF RESTORATIVE JUSTICE

The diverse origins of restorative justice initiatives, as well as the wide range of practice models, makes developing shared objectives and values for restorative justice processes a challenging task. It is, however, possible to distil from these practices a set of objectives and values that animate most restorative justice processes.

The discussion that follows describes five key objectives for restorative justice processes that seem to be shared among programs and proponents of restorative justice. These objectives are:

• Denouncing unacceptable behaviour;
• Supporting victims;
• Reforming individual offenders through active responsibility-taking;
• Restoring community order and peace; and
• Identifying restorative, forward-looking outcomes.

2.4.1 Denouncing unacceptable behaviour

Restorative justice processes do not take a value-free approach to anti-social behaviour. Denunciation of certain behaviours is an objective of restorative justice, just as it is in the formal retributive model. However, the process of arriving at a denunciation is quite different from that used by the adversarial criminal justice system, and the measure of what is unacceptable is examined in a broad context.

Restorative justice attempts to deliver “deliberative justice” that is not circumscribed by legal definitions. Restorative justice processes aim to identify the locus of responsibility and assess the impact of the harm caused by the behaviour in question, rather than meeting pre-existing criteria of harm. Restorative justice is a flexible response to the circumstances of the behaviour. Because each case is considered individually, the parameters of unacceptable behaviour may change from case to case. In this way, the nature of the wrong and that of its consequences are flexible. Nonetheless, the commitment of restorative justice to identifying unacceptable behaviours and to acting to minimize their impact and reduce potential repeat offending means that restorative justice processes go beyond dealing with particular incidents and cases of law-breaking and harm, and offer a general social mechanism for the reinforcement of standards of appropriate behaviours.

Of course, the assessment of behaviours as inappropriate and unacceptable does not take place in a vacuum. Participants in restorative justice processes are undoubtedly affected by their knowledge and experience of the existing criminal law, their degree of proximity to the offender and the behaviour, and the prevailing social climate in relation to crime and recidivism. There are also entrenched assumptions—although these are now being challenged.
in a few restorative justice processes—about the appropriateness of restorative justice for serious crime. These assumptions reflect wider external values about punishment and imprisonment. What behaviour should be declared off-limits and where the lines on punishable or culpable behaviour should be drawn may vary widely between restorative justice advocates. At the same time, just what denunciation should look like and amount to will also vary widely.87

This pluralism gives rise to concerns about delegating the authority to denounce and forgive certain types of conduct to restorative justice processes, which may function inside or outside the formal justice system. The development of standards for acceptable and unacceptable behaviour can be a vehicle for progressive and community development, as well as for the intolerance and even tyranny of homogeneous groups. This is a particular concern if there are already entrenched inequalities of power and privilege within the community.88

2.4.2 Support for victims

A central theme in restorative justice initiatives has been to give a voice to the victims of crime in the dispute resolution process. We have already discussed the disenfranchisement and alienation of victims from the criminal justice process. As that discussion recognizes, motivations for placing the needs of victims centre stage in criminal justice processes vary widely.89 Most victims’ groups challenge the assumption that the state can and should stand in the shoes of victims. Instead, victims’ groups are looking to the state for “a much greater appreciation of the legitimacy of the participation by victims in the disposition of the crimes they have experienced.”90

The focus on the offender in the state prosecutorial model means that the expertise of justice professionals is oriented toward offenders, not victims. Restorative justice processes reconceptualize the victim as the focal point in the conflict resolution process. As a consequence, the victim’s role is central to restorative justice processes—victims are provided a voice, an opportunity to ask questions and a process in which to confront their fears.91 Further, by participating in decision-making, victims can exercise some power regarding outcomes.
When they participate, victims are generally satisfied with restorative justice processes. Most evaluation studies report a high rate of victim satisfaction with these processes. Mark Umbreit, director of the Center for Restorative Justice and Peacemaking at the University of Minnesota, has conducted a number of thorough program evaluations. In one of these, Professor Umbreit and his colleagues in the Minneapolis and Saint Paul Victim–Offender Reconciliation Program found that 84 percent of victims interviewed indicated that it was helpful to them to meet with the offender, and some reported reduced fears about re-victimization.92

A recent study by Justice Canada found that restorative justice programs, when used in appropriate cases, are effective methods of improving satisfaction for both victims and offenders, increasing offender compliance with restitution and decreasing recidivism when compared with more traditional criminal justice measures.93 Wemmers and Canuto94 reviewed the literature on victims’ experiences with restorative justice. Their review showed that most victims who participated in a restorative justice program were satisfied with their experiences and that they benefited from the process, particularly through meetings with the offender. Victims participate in restorative justice programs to seek reparation, help the offender, confront the offender with the consequences of the crime, and ask questions, such as why the offence was committed. Victims decline to participate in restorative justice programs for a variety of reasons: they do not think it is worth the effort; they fear the
offender; they are too angry with the offender; or they disbelieve the offender’s sincerity.

The Results of a Meta-analysis

“We are currently in a period of substantial change; but, as the results of this meta-analysis indicate, we are moving in a positive direction. The addition of restorative justice programs has enhanced victim satisfaction in a process that was, by its very nature, rather unsatisfactory. Moreover, this response to criminal behaviour has a strong impact by encouraging more offenders to take responsibility for their actions and repair through restitution some of the harm they have caused. And while the gains made in recidivism are not as strong as ‘appropriate correctional treatment’, restorative justice does appear to reduce recidivism for those who choose to participate. Finally, offenders in restorative justice programs report moderate increases in satisfaction compared to offenders in the traditional system.”


Umbreit and colleagues have published the results of evaluation studies of four American VOM programs, four Canadian programs and two VOMs located in the United Kingdom. Each study included a control group. In each case participation in mediation was voluntary (about 40 percent of those referred to mediation took up the opportunity), and in all but a small number of the cases in the United Kingdom, dialogue between victim and offender was face-to-face in the presence of a third party. The group recording the lowest victim satisfaction with the outcome of the mediation (74 percent) was the one that participated in shuttle mediation rather than in face-to-face discussions. In the United States, 90 percent of the victims declared themselves satisfied with the mediation outcome, and 89 percent did so
in Canada. In the four Canadian programs, 79 percent of the victims did not fear being re-victimized.

"In terms of victims specifically, there appears to be overall satisfaction (89 percent) [with the Collaborative Justice Project] due mainly to the fact that someone in the system attended to their needs, they had an active role in the criminal justice process, and there was an attempt to repair the harm that they experienced. However, it is important to note that only 58 percent of cases resulted in a victim–offender meeting, suggesting that a face-to-face meeting is not necessarily needed to meet the victims’ needs."


While generally promising, victim satisfaction data have some limitations. First, it is important to distinguish between victims of minor crimes and those of serious crimes. Are satisfaction rates as high for victims of serious crimes as they are for those of minor crimes? Second, high satisfaction scores may be a result of self-selection. For example, it is possible that victims who participated in a restorative justice process had a positive attitude toward mediation prior to participating in the process. Third, it is necessary to examine the relationship between victim satisfaction and demographic variables such as age, gender, race and ethnic origin. Finally, evaluations must examine why some victims refuse to participate in restorative justice processes.

Preliminary evaluation data on victim satisfaction are promising, but this is only part of the story. Victims’ personal accounts are perhaps more revealing of the ways in which restorative justice processes can meet the needs of victims in the aftermath of crime. Many personal accounts testify to the power of the processes to facilitate healing and closure for victims.
Another practical dimension of victims’ needs that appears to be met by restorative justice initiatives is follow-through with agreed reparations and restitution. Like civil mediation, restorative processes claim a higher rate of individual compliance with outcomes that are consensually agreed to than orders imposed by a court. Umbreit reports that victims who participate in court-administered VOM programs receive reparation in 81 percent of cases, compared with 54 percent who did not participate in mediation.\textsuperscript{101} Marshall and Merry also report on a number of American studies that show higher rates of compliance as a result, they suggest, of the positive attitudes developed between the parties in the process of face-to-face dialogue.\textsuperscript{102} Further, and perhaps more importantly, victims may receive an apology as a result of a participatory process—apologies are not generally available to them in the adversarial process.\textsuperscript{103}

"If cases are mediated, there is no question about short-term success: most victims and offenders are satisfied with the process and outcomes, an agreement is reached in practically all cases, and the vast majority of restorative plans are completed by offenders. This is true for earlier as well as more recent studies, both juvenile and adult programmes, and in U.S. and international evaluations. Satisfaction, agreement, and completion rates typically vary between 75 and 100 per cent."


Nonetheless, significant concerns persist about the capacity of restorative justice to place victims at the centre of the process of resolution, especially initiatives operating within the formal criminal justice system and including justice officials. Can restorative justice really be victim oriented? It is not clear that given the opportunity, victims would jump at the chance to engage in face-to-face dialogue
with an offender. A number of programs report low rates of take-up by victims invited to participate in either mediation or group conferencing.\textsuperscript{104} Some victims reject the idea of meeting and talking with the offender altogether; others agree to communicate by proxy (such as through written statements or shuttle mediation). A further concern is that some victims may be pressured by their families, communities or perhaps program advocates to participate in restorative processes in which they feel uncomfortable or even intimidated.

Aboriginal women in particular have voiced fears that women who have experienced sexual or physical abuse may feel pressured to participate in community circles, despite feeling unsafe. A 1996 evaluation of the Hollow Water First Nations Holistic Circle Healing (CHCH) process reported that victims were generally supportive of the program but less so than offenders; many victims felt pressure from the community to process their complaint (at that time the Hollow Water program was dealing primarily with sexual abuse cases) in the circle, rather than in criminal court; and generally felt unsupported by the community.\textsuperscript{105} A report prepared for the Law Commission by AWAN highlighted a paradox that some Aboriginal women are confronted with. While many Aboriginal women recognize the debilitating effects that the adversarial justice system has on Aboriginal communities and want to support alternative ways of resolving conflict, they question whether their concerns and their interests can be met in their communities as they currently exist.

More broadly, restorative justice processes must include specific protection for vulnerable populations. For example, a significant number of individuals who get caught up in the criminal justice system have mental health problems, which may impair their ability to make an informed decision to enter into a restorative justice program. Where the mental health of a victim or an offender is an issue, mental health professionals should participate in intake procedures to ensure that the victim is fully aware of the implications of any decision they make. Special care should be taken to ensure that they have the cognitive capacity to meaningfully participate in the process. Once the restorative justice process commences, a mental health professional should be available to provide services when required.
Seniors are another potentially vulnerable segment of the population. A study conducted for the Commission examined how the justice system responds to the financial exploitation of the elderly. The authors analyzed the adequacy of the various components of Canadian law in this regard (provisions of the Criminal Code, common law, Quebec civil law, and special legislation applicable to the elderly). They concluded that Canadian law is currently adequate to combat the various forms of elder abuse, including financial exploitation. The difficulty, however, is the application of the law. Many individuals who are exploited are reluctant to ask the police to intervene in what is perceived as a family matter. For example, some elderly victims do not want to take legal action against their children, while others who have been abused...
and financially exploited tend to feel guilt and shame about what has happened to them, particularly if the abuser is a relative.\textsuperscript{107}

**Case Example: A Healing Approach to Elder Abuse and Mistreatment**

“Mrs. Smith (pseudonym) is an 89-year-old widow who lived alone. The assistance of private and public funded services, plus her family, made it possible for her to live in her own home. One day, she disclosed [to her personal support worker] that her son had taken $40,000.00 from her bank account. Mrs. Smith was given information about various community resources including calling the police and reporting the theft. She refused these options. She said that her son was a good man [and] probably needed the money more than [she]. Furthermore, she needed him to buy her groceries, to run errands, to take her to church each Sunday. The relationship with her son and his family was more important to her than the $40,000.00.”


---

**2.4.3 The reform of individual offenders through active responsibility-taking**

Retribution as a sentencing philosophy has evolved into a moral choice for its advocates, regardless of its instrumental value in reducing recidivism. The retributive model understands responsibility-taking as essentially passive.\textsuperscript{108} The offender receives a punishment for engaging in prohibited conduct. It is an acknowledgment of responsibility for past actions, with no sense of taking responsibility for the consequences of the behaviour.\textsuperscript{109} Moreover, it is imposed on the offender by the state, instead of being assumed or actively embraced by the offender.
Restitution succeeds where retributive theories fail in relating the punishment to the circumstances of the actual offender and victim and focusing on forward-looking behaviour—both making amends and dealing with other consequences of the offence. Restorative justice processes have a component of restitution attached to them. In their focus on the individual offender and victim, restitution and restorative justice share many objectives and values. What distinguishes restorative justice from restitution is its enlarged lens, which includes the wider community surrounding the individual offender and victim. Whether using VOM or larger group processes—such as circles, community panels or group conferencing—restorative justice has the central objective of encouraging offenders to take responsibility for their actions. Confronted with victims in a mediation setting, offenders are asked to recognize and take responsibility for the impact of their actions. Offenders are asked to take responsibility for their behaviour, not so much in relation to the state as in relation to the individual victims and the communities in which they live. \(^{110}\) Circles and group conferences enable other community members to be included in responsibility-taking indirectly (for example, by encouraging offenders to take authentic responsibility for the impact of their actions) and perhaps also directly (by sharing in the sense of vulnerability that crime creates for a community).

A circle setting also facilitates the development of group norms and group identity, challenging offenders to take responsibility for the impact of their behaviour, rather than allowing them to hide behind the technical language and rules of the courtroom. The circle includes offenders, making them a part of the group rather than outsiders. Restorative justice processes appear to reduce the likelihood that offenders can simply avoid the human consequences of their actions by pleading guilty or by not testifying. Instead, restorative justice “uses passive responsibility to create a forum in which active responsibility can be fostered.”\(^{111}\)

Certain restorative justice advocates go further in searching for a means of encouraging personal cognitive and emotional change in the offender. Some writers distinguish making amends or feeling
Restorative justice moves beyond assessing legal guilt to determining responsibility for a conflict. Determining responsibility means addressing the immediate context of the event—Did the individual commit the act? But it also means placing the act within a broader context—What were the relationships between the victim, the offender and the community? What are some of the underlying factors that may have been associated with the conflict?

The adversarial criminal justice system equates the attribution of responsibility to a conviction, and conviction is a win–lose proposition: the accused is either guilty or not guilty. Most restorative justice processes allow for a much more nuanced approach to responsibility. In many conflicts, including those that result in criminal charges, the accused may be guilty of the criminal charge and may be fully or partially responsible for the conflict. This is a key difference between restorative justice processes and the adversarial system. In many situations, the accused is both legally guilty and fully responsible for the crime—for example, a typical case of robbery, break and enter, or drunk driving resulting in death. In other situations, the accused may be legally guilty of the crime, but the question of responsibility is less clear-cut.

"Shame will become complicated, chronic, more likely to descend into rage if it is not fully confronted. If there is nagging shame under the surface, it is no permanent solution to lash out at others with anger that blames them."

2.4.4 Community order and peace

Restorative justice aims to increase the effectiveness of our response to crime in terms of community order and peace. Functionally, this means both reducing levels of individual recidivism and, more widely, preventing crime. But an effective response to crime also has a broader and deeper meaning for restorative justice advocates and for actively engaging the community in the dispute resolution process. Restorative justice advocates argue that peace and order can be achieved by expanding community control and narrowing state control over the justice system. While there are fears that restorative justice may expand the state's social control—"net widening"—many argue that the devolution of dispute resolution processes is a way of building stronger, healthier communities.

Traditionally, the jury has been the primary method of involving the community in the justice system. Restorative justice processes suggest a departure from this traditional way of incorporating the community. Juries and community members in a restorative justice process perform many of the same functions. Both examine the facts of the case, both add a layer of accountability, both act as the conscience of the community, and both are a buffer against oppressive and unjust law. The two differ, however, in at least two significant ways. First, juries are supposed to be impartial. Impartiality is a cornerstone of the Canadian justice system. The justice system values decision-making by independent individuals. Juries operate under the assumption that individuals with nothing to lose and nothing to gain from the outcome of the case will make a reasoned decision. Indeed, citizens can be disqualified from participating on a jury if they have any personal connection to the case or if they possess knowledge that may prejudice the decision-making process. Detachment fosters impartiality, and impartiality encourages rational decision-making. Unlike juries, community representatives in restorative justice processes are not impartial.

Second, whereas juries represent communities in the abstract, community representation in restorative justice processes is concrete. The families of the victim and offender, the people who live in the area, those who know the conflicting parties, and those who have a vested
interest in the outcome of the case participate directly in the proceedings. Unlike the value of juries, the value of community participants in a restorative justice process resides in the possibility of leveraging their relationship with the offender to bring about a meaningful resolution to the incident. Restorative justice advocates suggest that this expanded role for communities is empowering. It allows communities to actively participate in decisions that have a direct bearing on their lives. The expanded role of communities does, however, suggest a shift away from a formal, detached and rational style of decision-making to one that is much more informal, involved and emotional.

Restorative justice offers the possibility of harnessing the power of individuals to create the social capital required to build strong communities. Social capital refers to the elements of social organization, such as networks, norms and social trust, that foster coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit. Social capital helps create interconnections between community members and networks of civic engagement. The interconnectedness of community members often encourages trust, discourages political and economic opportunism, and facilitates collaboration for a common goal.

Participating in a restorative justice program helps build relationships between members of a community. Restorative justice processes bring these individuals into a safe place where differences can be discussed and conflicts can be resolved. Sentencing circles, community justice forums, VOM sessions and other forms of restorative justice offer the possibility of bringing together individuals from a variety of backgrounds who may not normally enter into meaningful relationships with one another. In the context of a sentencing circle or a community forum, these individuals are asked to interact with one another, speak openly and listen to the contribution of others. This increases the density of the web of relationships among community members.

Communities, however, are complex. Communities can be highly stratified by race, gender, class or age. Communities can be inclusive, but they can also impose membership conditions that are highly exclusionary and unjust. Many women's groups, including Aboriginal women's groups, have cautioned about the danger of accepting “the community” as an unqualified social good. There are real concerns that
restorative justice will reproduce many of the inequalities of the current adversarial process.

AWAN conducted focus groups with women in rural Aboriginal communities in British Columbia. It reported that violence in some rural Aboriginal communities in British Columbia was so pervasive that

"To rebuild a democracy ... we need to do more than motivate people to participate in circles that address problems of living that directly affect their personal relationships. The extra step to democratic citizenship is taken when the citizen moves from participating in a restorative justice conference to being active in some way in the social movement for restorative justice."


"Restorative Justice envisions the community taking significant responsibility for conducting programs. The creation of new positions of authority creates concern about the participation of diverse community members and how their views are included. The dynamics of communities involve relationships of power—the existence of dominant groups based on age, religion, colour, ability/disability, gender, race, socio-economic status, ethnicity, and sexual orientation; those that lead and those that are led. We cannot assume communities are healthy or safe, or are concerned with creating an equitable status for all their residents. Safeguards must be developed to prevent possible misuse of power created by the alternative programs."

it had become normalized. Moreover, when women spoke out against violence their voices were silenced. The normalization of violence was accompanied by a lack of social supports and antiviolence programs for the community. AWAN reported that even where social services were available, Aboriginal women often faced discrimination—the police and other social service agencies did not always respond to their calls for help. Finally, the interconnectedness of the lives of community members, particularly those who deliver programs and services, made it especially difficult to maintain confidentiality.

"In Wha Ti, for example, the community sought to establish a justice committee with members who were ‘reliable’. This meant that no person who is abusing alcohol, drugs or persons [is] eligible. These criteria proved virtually impossible to meet and so community discussions centred on who had ‘recovered’ and were now good models and on an acceptance that negative experiences in the past could inform people about appropriate behaviour for the future. This has implications for the restorative justice system as now practiced in many areas, since community members on restorative justice committees are vetted for any criminal record and presumed unable to contribute if they have served time. The flip side of that is that people who have had trouble with the law may have developed the wisdom learned from their experience and may indeed be in a position to counsel people on how to avoid similar problems."


There is always a danger that restorative justice processes may produce “counterfeit communities.” Restorative justice is part of a larger movement, in which governments are entering into partnerships with communities. These new partnerships raise a
number of issues regarding the relationship between governments and communities. Partnerships are voluntary arrangements between two or more individuals or organizations that agree to work cooperatively toward a common goal. Successful partnerships extend further than consultation. Successful partnerships are those in which there is a recognition that all parties may not come to the table with equal power and in which steps are taken to ensure that even the least powerful members of the partnership are given equal standing. Partnerships must involve a willingness on the part of government to share power and decision-making with the community. But community members must also be encouraged to assume control of the decision-making process.

A restorative justice program in which experts act on victims and offenders or otherwise exert control over the process is not a partnership, regardless of how much information these experts share with their “clients.”

"The shift from meaningless consultation and sometimes vacuous engagement—usually a snapshot of public opinion captured at a particular moment in time—to genuinely deliberative and interactive citizen engagement will require a fundamental change ... True citizen engagement involves dialogue and listening, the expression and exchange of views, group and individual deliberation, reflection and learning."


Restorative justice principles see conflict within communities as an opportunity for dialogue and change—as a means to better understand the dimensions of peaceful order in a truly inclusive way.120 The community must take responsibility for high levels of both control and support if peace and order are to be established and maintained, resisting the slide to taking a punitive approach
It is implicit that the shape that “peace and order” takes when a community conceptualizes and designs it for itself reflects the community’s unique needs and fears. It will be a reflection of what troubles that community, its diversity, and to some extent, its strongest and most persuasive voices. Assessments of what will bring peace and order to the community are made by community members themselves, rather than by justice professionals, who may otherwise “steal” conflicts away from the community and apply the system’s definition of peace and order.

2.4.5 Identifying restorative, forward-looking outcomes

A broadly shared objective for restorative justice processes is the use of constructive, contextually appropriate, and forward-looking outcomes or restorative resolutions. Instead of basing sentencing on predetermined rules with a strong retributive flavour, restorative justice processes strive for outcomes that satisfy a wide group of
stakeholders (of whom the Crown is just one). Fair punishment should also have a forward-looking component, for example, apology and reparation by the offender, community service of some sort and, when warranted, a term of incarceration.

When determining an appropriate outcome, those involved in a restorative justice process reflect on the needs of victims, offenders and members of the community. Restorative justice processes do not rule out a term of incarceration as one component of a restorative resolution to a conflict, but they generally are resistant to using incarceration as a reflex reaction to a crime. For example, incarceration may not be the most appropriate punishment if it deprives a family of the principal breadwinner or deprives a community of a person who can contribute positively.

There is also a preventive aspect to forward-looking outcomes. “Prevention” includes the prevention of further interpersonal harm and, if possible, the neutralization of the social harms caused by continuing power imbalances. The objectives of restorative processes are met if the processes are responsive to these types of practical, forward-looking criteria, rather than being overwhelmed by conventional assumptions about the intrinsic moral value of punishment.

The notion of looking forward is key to understanding restorative justice as it affects not only society, but also what transpires between victim and offender. The possibility of a face-to-face discussion between a victim and an offender presupposes that there is a relatedness (not relationship) that will continue to exist between them and that dialogue may help to calm fears and may bring closure. The theme of forgiveness runs through much restorative justice writing, and some programs—although not all—see this as their highest goal. For some faith communities, the willingness to forgive is an important spiritual value. However, it would be inaccurate to characterize forgiveness as an essential objective of restorative justice processes.

While religious values can inspire and motivate forgiveness, these are not a prerequisite. Forgiveness as a coping strategy has many emotional and rational benefits for those who are not motivated by
faith but simply want to better survive life’s storms. Some values associated with coping with harm in this way include emotional venting, the humanization of the offender and a re-appraisal of the costs of not forgiving and the benefits of doing so.126

### The Objectives of Restorative Justice

The Commission believes there are five objectives that restorative justice processes ought to strive for:

- Delineating and denunciating unacceptable behaviour;
- Supporting victims;
- Reforming individual offenders through active responsibility-taking;
- Restoring community order and peace; and
- Identifying restorative, forward-looking outcomes.

### 2.5 CORE PROCESS VALUES FOR RESTORATIVE JUSTICE

Section 2.5 develops the five objectives just described into key process values for restorative justice undertakings. What types of processes and practices best result in achieving the objectives of restorative justice?

#### 2.5.1 Participation

A key process value of restorative justice is to engage victims and offenders in resolving a conflict. Restorative justice objectives can only be met if victims and offenders are permitted to participate in the conflict resolution process. Participation offers several advantages: having a voice in the conflict resolution process, being listened to, and having control over how a conflict is resolved. Participation in the conflict resolution process increases one’s sense of fair treatment. Each of these elements is discussed below.

Experience suggests that the expression of an individual voice in a determinative process has value in itself regardless of the impact on eventual outcomes.127 Writing about mediation processes, some
authors argue that the self-expression that empowers the speaker by giving voice to his or her concerns and goals is itself a legitimate objective for the process of dialogue, regardless of whether an agreed, or a “good” outcome results.

The Commission’s consultations and research has shown that victims and offenders experience a strong need to articulate thoughts and express feelings about the crime in question. A meeting format that enables a face-to-face exchange of information and perspectives is often key to the premise of restorative justice that “truth” is established through personal experience and interaction. Among other things, discussion can challenge assumptions about the other side’s motivations and rationale, fill in gaps or explode theories about the meaning of one another’s acts, and challenge stereotyping of motives and behaviours.

Face-to-face dialogue encourages a number of positive outcomes that are important to restorative justice while mitigating the potential for some anticipated negative consequences. Positive outcomes include achieving individual empowerment (through giving voice to fears and hopes); being listened to; developing a process in which, perhaps regardless of outcome, each party feels fairly treated; and gaining some control over a process, rather than being swept along by an unfamiliar procedure.

"There is nothing in traditional criminal justice procedure that offers to match a successful personal meeting of this kind in destroying delinquent self-images or the assumption that everyone is 'against them' and will be rejecting (the experience most offenders had always anticipated)."


Face-to-face dialogue between a victim and an offender may be the purest expression of restorative justice principles in action. Face-to-face dialogue is not, however, the only way in which victims and offenders
can participate in the resolution of a conflict. Some victims and offenders may not want to participate in a dialogue. Others may prefer to engage in a video exchange. For example, in the Collaborative Justice Project in Ottawa, only about 40 percent of cases that go through their restorative justice process result in a face-to-face meeting between a victim and an offender. It is vitally important to provide individuals with a range of options. In the end, face-to-face dialogues are one tool that can be used in a restorative process intended to help victims and offenders come to terms with a conflict.

"We contacted the victim and, although somewhat sceptical, he agreed to meet. The victim is a young immigrant who was deeply impacted by the robbery. At this point in the process, he wanted nothing from the accused. He did, however, want to convey to the accused how this had affected him, i.e., his increased fear, his growing bias against teenagers and what the loss of his immigration card would have meant to him.

We relayed this information to [the offender] who seemed to gain a fuller comprehension of the issues the victim was dealing with. He offered to write a letter of apology to the victim.

The victim was open to receiving a letter. He seemed to be somewhat surprised at the level of sincerity expressed in the letter. The victim began to share more of what this experience had meant to him and admitted that he had missed work the week following the robbery due to his fear. As a result he lost wages amounting to $800.00."


A parallel element to having a voice is being listened to. Being listened to is strongly associated with validation and the acknowledgment of one’s losses or suffering. Acknowledgment and
validation are strongly advocated by a growing number of mediation practitioners and scholars who propose what is sometimes described as a communication frame for negotiation and dialogue (as contrasted with the settlement frame, which focuses on the delineation of the technical and factual issues to resolve the presenting dispute). “The need to be heard is often as important as the need to resolve the problem.”

For some disputants, control over process is exemplified by being able to tell their own story in their own words. Control over process may also extend to developing suitable process norms; for example, participants can be invited to propose their own basic rules of courtesy and civility for a circle setting or a VOM. Restorative justice processes characteristically impose on participants a set of threshold ground rules that recognize the importance of respect and civility (other particular ground rules may be added by the participants themselves). Perhaps most important of all for restorative practices, however, is the idea that in meeting in this way the participants are taking back control over their conflict from a state model that de-personalized their experience. One strategy used by many practitioners working in the restorative justice area is to conduct preparatory sessions with both offenders and victims, either separately or together. This can assist the parties by clarifying how the process will work, what their role in it will be, what expectations they will face, what will make the process constructive, and so on.

The importance of face-to-face dialogue in giving voice to both offender and victim, as well as others affected by the behaviours, highlights the need for a skilful third party, whether acting as a circle moderator, mediator, panel chair or in some other position. It is important that the third party ensure that these values are maintained throughout the dialogue, for example by requiring respectful listening and shared talking time. However, the third party must not “take” the opportunity for conciliation, or at least better understanding, from the parties by over-structuring and controlling the dialogue.
2.5.2 Respect for all participants

Respectful behaviour toward all participants in a circle, a mediation or other restorative justice forum is a necessary corollary of the principle of face-to-face dialogue. However, it is not an inevitable consequence and, in the often emotionally charged environment of victim–offender interaction, it is worth stating explicitly as a key process value for restorative justice. Respectful treatment is a procedural value and need not be identical to structural equality of the parties, something which might be difficult to achieve in a criminal justice context. The offender will usually have already accepted responsibility for the wrongful conduct, and the victim will already have been seen as the wronged person, thereby establishing a structural inequality from the outset. While circles and other restorative processes cannot provide structural or psychological equality, they must be explicit and proactive in their commitment to respectful treatment of all participants, including offenders. Significant in achieving this goal is the effort of restorative justice practices to place the problem, and not the person, at the centre of the process. The offender often cares deeply what the victim thinks about them. The opportunity for face-to-face dialogue can reduce or alleviate the tendency to demonize the offender and enables the beginnings of mutual respect.

2.5.3 Community empowerment

Another key process value for restorative justice is the participation of the community, whether delineated by family ties, membership in a geographically defined group (for example, neighbourhood or residents of an Aboriginal community, etc.), or some other connection to the victim or offender or affected community. The concept of community involvement has provoked some scepticism, especially outside more closely knit communities such as Aboriginal groups or smaller rural communities. Questions that are raised include: Who decides who should participate in a circle or other restorative justice process? Is participation by invitation only—the practice with family group conferencing—or can anyone sit in the circle to discuss fair
outcomes when an offender has admitted a charge? The victim may feel that the circle is stacked with friends and supporters of the offender. Who speaks for the wider community in the circle, and with what legitimacy and what mandate? Are there key persons of influence (and sometimes expertise) in communities whose participation is critical, such as elders, respected older students within a school community, youth workers or probation officers, or even the local magistrate?

If decisions about participation in the circle or other restorative justice process are made unwisely, other key process values risk being compromised: for example, the value of ensuring that the offender and the victim find their voice in face-to-face dialogue and the values of respecting all participants and any agreed outcomes. To better understand the significance of participation as a process value in restorative justice, it is important to link it to the notion of empowerment. This means that the participants in the process see the problem not just as something that affects their lives now, but as something that may continue to affect their community and see that the problem requires the attention of more than just the two formal parties—the Crown and the offender—or even these two parties and the victim. Community empowerment assumes that antisocial behaviours and criminal events are not entirely private affairs. It also assumes that even though the state has made a decision to prosecute the accused, the community still has a role in the conflict resolution process.

If this ideal notion of community empowerment is not to descend into community tyranny and vigilantism, it is critical that when community members discuss accountability for antisocial or criminal behaviour, they do more than look for an individual to blame. Instead, participation must be based on a genuine recognition that the wider group—the neighbourhood, the school or the extended family circle—has a role to play in the restorative process. This includes working with the offender to enable them to take personal responsibility by “harnessing sources of social control within families, schools and neighbours as well as among public institutions.”
2.5.4 Commitment to agreed outcomes

Restorative justice practices vary widely in the degree to which they rely on formal enforcement and compliance monitoring. In some programs, any breach of the terms of a restorative resolution may result in referral back to a trial judge for formal sentencing. In other situations, including some types of community service and some Aboriginal circles, there is less formal monitoring and greater reliance on the integrity and honour of the offender. Just as respect for participants in restorative justice processes is not the same as equality of the participants, a commitment to agreed outcomes is not the same as an entirely voluntary acceptance of outcomes: for the offender, there may be significant incentive to avoid a custodial term, and for the victim, there may be an incentive to avoid the trauma of testifying at a trial. However, data collected from restorative justice processes suggest that voluntary compliance rates are high.144

2.5.5 Flexibility and responsiveness of process and outcomes

This fifth and final process represents an important tenet of the restorative justice movement. A tension arises between, on the one hand, the goal of providing respectful and respected processes for a dialogue that reflects individual and community needs and, on the other hand, the need for structure and control. The very nature of restorative justice processes and their emphasis on informality rejects the one-size-fits-all approach of the traditional adjudicative model. Moreover, some of the concerns about the potential for the tyranny of community are only properly addressed if communities are self-conscious about their assumptions of good or fair process and ensure that they can be responsive to both cultural diversity and individual needs. An author writes of the need to provide “openings” and “hospitality,” rather than imposing an orthodoxy of structure on restorative justice processes.145 But there is also pressure for protocols and the emergence of claimed orthodoxies in restorative justice, just as in other areas of innovation. To resist this temptation to recreate a rigid and unresponsive process or set of processes, the restorative justice movement must continuously reaffirm the importance of process flexibility and creativity.
The same issues arise in relation to outcomes. The commitment of restorative justice to consensual and context-sensitive outcomes as the end result of facilitated dialogue processes does not mean that there is no recognition of relevant rules and principles, experience in past cases, and so on; it means simply that this is also a part of, and not all of, the context in which an outcome is fashioned by these participants. Again, there is pressure to produce outcomes that can be matched to identifiable standards and do not go soft on offenders, pressure that needs to be resisted if restorative justice is to remain committed to its core goals and values.

"Placing victims' needs first requires that programs be flexible. Different victims will have different needs. Rather than trying to impose a single ideology of what victim-offender mediation should be like, programs should strive for flexibility in response to victims' wishes. Programs should offer a variety of services, such as indirect mediation, the exchange of videos or letters, and the offer of a meeting with the offender."


Core Process Values for Restorative Justice

• Participation
• Fair treatment
• Respect for all participants
• Community empowerment
• Commitment to agreed outcomes
• Flexibility of process and outcomes
2.6 SUMMARY: RESTORATIVE JUSTICE —  A FOCUS ON PROCESS

Restorative justice has been described as a way of thinking about conflict resolution. Restorative justice processes embody a set of values that set them apart from the traditional justice system. Restorative justice is a process for resolving disputes that places victims, offenders and members of the community at the centre of the conflict resolution process.

Some writers have pointed out that the sheer variety and diversity of definitions of restorative justice—from principles to process, to outcomes and back again—means that in a sense there is something for everyone in the promises held out by restorative justice. Those who are dissatisfied with the ability of the existing criminal justice system to change behaviours and protect both individuals (especially individual victims) and communities see restorative justice as a means of confronting and dealing with the harm caused by criminal acts. Those who reject the “just deserts” model of punishment—which sees punishment as an inherently moral response, justifiable in the face of harm—regard restorative justice as a more human and humane approach to managing antisocial behaviours. Yet others see restorative justice as a means for the community to take back from the state the control of justice systems and outcomes.

It may be inherent in the enterprise of restorative justice that any single innovation or initiative must be sufficiently fluid and dynamic to respond to highly varied needs. In general, the need for the protective intervention of the state in conflicts seems much less obvious than it might once have been. Indeed, some communities are questioning whether they might accomplish as much or more than the current criminal system by introducing processes that include community members, as well as justice officials, and consensus agreement on appropriate outcomes.

2 For example, the United Nations, in articulating and adopting its “Basic Principles for the Use of Restorative Justice Programs in Criminal Matters”, describes “restorative outcomes,” as agreements reached “as a result of restorative process”; further, “Restorative outcomes include responses and programs such as reparation, restitution and community service.” See “Basic Principles for the Use of Restorative Justice Programmes in Criminal Matters,” at III(3) and see the further discussion of the United Nations principles of restorative justice available online: <http://www.restorativejustice.ca/NationalConsultation/BasicPrinciplesBody.htm.
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Chapter 3 Participatory Justice in a Non-criminal Context: Consensus-based Justice

In Chapter 3, we review the development of participatory justice processes for resolving non-criminal conflicts. Whether in commercial litigation, bankruptcy, landlord-tenant disputes, administrative law, family law or other legal domains, over the past two decades a number of non-adversarial processes have developed with participation as a core value. We use the term consensus-based justice to refer to innovative methods of resolving conflicts in these domains.

Like restorative justice, consensus-based justice often arose as a response to frustrations with the adversarial processes. In traditional systems, the focus is on the event, and the wrongs and rights, as defined by rules and principles—inevitably leading to the construction of stories of personal experience—as processed by professionals. In criminal and non-criminal conflicts, disputants feel that they have been displaced and that they have lost ownership of their conflict and control over its outcome. The course of conflicts is clearly affected by similar escalating factors—for example, a dehumanizing experience, the detached formality of legal process with its technical but rarely emotional or cognitive resolution. A major difference between the two systems may be the extent to which some relationships affected by civil matters are restricted to particular individuals, while the collective community that might be understood as affected by criminal behaviour might be drawn much wider. What is clear is that there are many similarities between the conditions that have led to the development of restorative and consensus-based justice alternatives to the formal justice system.

This chapter will examine innovative methods of conflict resolution in the civil system. Over the past two decades there have emerged a number of promising alternatives to the adversarial processes that have “consensus” as a core value. Most work described as consensus-based justice occurs in relation to conflict outside the criminal sphere, for
example, family mediation, community mediation, administrative tribunals, civil court-connected mediation; landlord–tenant disputes; and facilitated dialogue around environmental and other types of policymaking. Just as we have seen with the development of restorative justice initiatives, some of these programs operate inside the formal justice system, and some operate outside or are loosely connected to it. A number of emerging practices illustrate this approach, and some examples are described below.

3.1 THE CONTEXT

Much like the growth of restorative justice in the criminal context, the rise of consensus-based justice processes was the result of several factors. Section 3.1 will review some of the factors that contributed to the rise of consensus-based justice.

3.1.1 The gap between adversarial justice and disputants’ conceptions of justice

The history of the inability of formal justice models to provide the types of outcomes that disputants really want and need can be traced back at least as far back as the Middle Ages. The original English “merchant courts” were developed as an alternative to the king’s courts by the merchant classes who wanted a speedier and more practical means of resolving their commercial disputes. In the 20th century, the development of commercial arbitration, both domestic and international, emerged as a result of similar dissatisfactions with the civil justice system. Commercial parties seek outcomes to business conflicts that recognize the conventions of business practice and that are developed by adjudicators familiar with these conventions and with the impacts of these disputes on commercial operations. They want solutions that can be implemented without unnecessary delay or cost and that maintain positive on-going relations. Private judging services now exist in many different forms, including binding and non-binding evaluations. Some may question whether commercial arbitration, in its increasingly formalized format, actually meets these needs in the manner originally intended. However, there is no disagreement about the impetus for its growth.2
In the 21st century, the same gap persists between the needs of many commercial disputants and what the formal justice system offers them. For example, businesses that deal exclusively or mostly on the Internet have begun to look for Internet-based solutions to their conflicts. Privately contracted online dispute resolution (ODR), which operates outside the world of judicial norms or actors, is a response to the frustrations of this group with the traditional civil court system of dispute resolution.

"The phenomenal growth of the Internet, both in terms of numbers of users, estimated at 323.7 million users in April 2002, and breadth of use, creates the first pressure point for ODR's [online dispute resolutions] development. ... Another critical force propelling ODR's emergence is e-commerce's economic vortex. Estimates of commercial activity emanating from the Internet are currently in the hundreds of billions of dollars with growth projected upwards to trillions of dollars within a few years. Consider the electronic revitalization of the old-fashioned auction through E-bay, where an estimated four million items are offered for sale each day. With increased economic traffic comes increased consumer and business complaints."


In turning to commercial arbitration, private judging, and ODR services, commercial agents express their frustrations with the adequacy and sufficiency of the traditional civil justice system. Another development that exemplifies the dissatisfaction of users with the traditional civil justice model—and appears more clearly influenced by aspirations to consensus-based justice and to restorative, healing, respectful processes and outcomes—is the development of
collaborative lawyering for divorcing and separating couples. Increasing numbers of couples are choosing not to use court procedures to formalize their separation, whether for financial reasons (including the reduced scope of provincial legal aid for family matters), or simply because of dissatisfaction with the level of animosity that divorce and separation proceedings frequently generate.

The users of civil legal services have often been frustrated by the failure of adversarial justice to resolve the core problems they face, either in their commercial dealings or in their domestic relationships. There is a widespread desire to take greater control over outcomes than these types of adjudication permit. In addition, a particular theme for restorative and consensus-based justice initiatives is a desire to pay greater attention to the relationship dimensions of disputing dynamics and outcomes.

3.1.2 System costs

A very significant factor in the movement toward alternatives to adversarial justice is the cost of using the existing civil justice system. This cost includes both legal fees and the investment of time required to bring a civil action to trial. While there is increasing public attention to exponentially rising legal costs, early studies in the United States already showed a widening gap between investment in legal services and returns.3

Ontario’s 1996 Civil Justice Review4 estimated that the cost of bringing a lawsuit, culminating in a five-day civil trial in the General Division, would be around $35,000—and legal costs have risen considerably over the ensuing years. Even when litigation settles on the eve of trial and legal costs will be lower than if a trial had taken place, they will nonetheless be significant. By this stage, the parties will likely have spent weeks or even months in preliminary questioning when the parties are examined under oath, which will account for a high percentage of total legal costs. As a consequence, lawyers are reporting marked changes in client expectations: they expect their lawyers to make early efforts to resolve cases before undertaking expensive discoveries, and they are demanding regular reporting on, and justification for, costs incurred.
Considerable resources have been put into programming initiatives to encourage the earlier settlement of litigation, with the goal of lowering costs, expediting resolution and possibly restoring (personal, commercial) relationships. Procedural reforms such as mandatory mediation and proactive case management have achieved some success in increasing the rate of earlier settlement.

Efforts to resolve the problem of last-minute settlement must take into account the pivotal role played by lawyers in the present system as the agents of disputing. The practices, strategies and attitudes of lawyers are crucial to finding workable and efficacious solutions. In addition, the role that lawyers understand themselves as playing in the settlement process has its own cultural context, which both defines and constrains it. This has become clear in the mixed reactions of litigators to mandatory mediation in Ontario and Saskatchewan.

A study funded by the Law Commission of Canada asked commercial litigators about the expectations of their institutional and commercial clients. One responded, "Now more and more clients are asking for an assessment right at the top from a timing standpoint, and asking you to analyse what's the best time to get a resolution of the thing and especially with in-house counsel involved. They are very conscious of the costs and they want to know up front where the thing is going."

Another litigator reflected, "I've noticed a few of my commercial clients recently, the old 'just fight-at-all-costs and don't look at it (the legal bill), don't even think about an approach' (i.e., opening negotiations) just doesn't seem to exist anymore."

There are no clear or easy solutions to the problem of excessive system costs, both in terms of delays and the costs borne by the parties. These types of costs are in themselves enough to persuade many system users that they need to create alternative processes that proceed more rapidly and are less costly than those of adversarial justice. However, expenditures of time and money are not the only or even the most significant costs of using the present civil justice system to manage conflict.

3.1.3 The other costs of conflict

Aside from system costs, there has been growing awareness of the related costs of conflict, whether in the workplace (for example, high rates of absenteeism caused by conflict) or in relationships (for example, fractured family relationships caused by acrimonious divorce proceedings). These further costs of conflict may be reflected in productivity, workplace morale, individual mental health, or family stability, but each is a cost that appears to be at best exacerbated by, or at worst actually created by, the adversarial process. There is increasing awareness among employers of the high number of days lost to absenteeism caused by conflict-related stress. Conflict management strategies in corporate and government settings are moving away from an adversarial, rule-driven approach toward a more inclusive, participatory environment. “Employees today equate fairness with a sense of participation, and failure to create a participative culture could, in the future, have a negative effect on employee commitment.”9 In this context, practical conflict resolution and problem-solving skills are regarded as important management tools more than traditional machismo and toughness.10

Realizing the extent of these other costs of conflict has focused researchers’ attention on ways of de-escalating conflict at an earlier stage, before it reaches the level of a formal “claim”, with its consequent costs. The constraints of the formal justice system often make these types of restorative outcomes difficult to achieve.11
3.1.4 The community justice movement

Discontent with monetary and other costs of adversarial justice, as well as a gap between practical, desired outcomes to conflict and those available in a formal win–lose model, have contributed to the momentum of a search for alternatives. Efforts to create alternative processes have often focused on grassroots, community-based initiatives, just as in the development of restorative justice processes. The emergence of a community justice movement that takes on non-criminal issues affecting neighbours and neighbourhoods—for example, landlord-tenant disputes, neighbour disputes, and smaller consumer-merchant conflicts—is a response to dissatisfaction with the resolution of conflict in civil disputes, just as restorative justice initiatives search for an alternative to the formal criminal justice system. The same themes—the desire for community decision-making, a frustration with the bureaucracy of state dispute resolution systems, and a commitment to social justice issues, especially at a local level—are apparent and do not require repeating here. The momentum achieved by the community justice movement in the 1980s has played a critical political and structural role in the emergence of both restorative justice and consensus-based justice models.

3.2 POLICY FRAMEWORK

Statutory provisions to incorporate mediation into conflict resolution processes are common, both at the federal level and at the provincial level. Twenty-two federal statutes contain mediation provisions, and eighteen of them provide substantive mediation requirements as part of dispute or complaint resolution processes. The provinces and territories have also embraced mediation as a tool to varying degrees. New Brunswick and the Northwest Territories have included mediation procedures in a few statutes. Quebec, Ontario and British Columbia each carry mediation provisions on more than twenty of their active statutes. The type of statutes that have most commonly incorporated provisions for mediation include personal information protection acts, human rights codes, statutes related to land disputes, family law acts and numerous pieces of labour dispute legislation.
3.2.1 Federal initiatives

Some acts are more comprehensive than others. At the federal level, the *Farm Debt Mediation Act*\(^\text{12}\) lays out a point-by-point process for mediation between insolvent farmers and their creditors. Labour dispute legislation tends to incorporate mediation as a first step in resolving disputes. Other acts also incorporate mediation. The *Canadian Human Rights Act*\(^\text{13}\), for example, includes a provision stating that the Minister, on receiving a request from the Tribunal to decide whether a member should be subject to remedial or disciplinary measures, may "refer the matter to mediation."\(^\text{14}\) The *Divorce Act* creates a statutory duty for lawyers to inform a client in divorce proceedings of any "mediation facilities" that might help in negotiating matters.\(^\text{15}\)

The *Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act*\(^\text{16}\) includes several mediation provisions. Under s. 68(6-10), a trustee or a creditor who disagrees about the amount of the bankrupt’s income to be paid to the trustee may request that the matter be determined by mediation; another section allows a dissatisfied bankrupt to make a similar request. The rules for mediation are set out in detail in the regulations to the Act and include provisions for timing, presence of the parties, mediator discretion, and formation of a mediation agreement.\(^\text{17}\)

More extensive mediation provisions are incorporated into the *Canadian Environmental Assessment Act*.\(^\text{18}\) The Act defines mediation as "an environmental assessment that is conducted with the assistance of a mediator."\(^\text{19}\) The mediator must be appointed under s. 30, which stipulates that the Minister must consult with all parties affected to appoint a mediator who is "unbiased and free from any conflict of interest" and who "has knowledge or experience in acting as a mediator." Under the *Canada Labour Code*,\(^\text{20}\) the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service (FMCS) is responsible for providing dispute resolution and dispute prevention assistance to trade unions and employers.\(^\text{21}\)
3.2.2 Provincial initiatives

British Columbia has government-directed mediation services. The Mediation and Arbitration Board derives its authority from the *Petroleum and Natural Gas Act*. In 1986, the province created the British Columbia International Commercial Arbitration Centre (BCICAC). The Centre is directly named in the *Nisga’a Final Agreement Act* appendices, which include provisions for a number of licensing agreements. Two British Columbia statutes, the *Commercial Arbitration Act* and the *International Commercial Arbitration Act*, refer commercial disputes to BCICAC. The *International Commercial Arbitration Act* is based on the model set out by the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) and refers to the development history of the *UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration* for assistance in interpreting the British Columbia statute. Similar statutes have been enacted in other provinces with reference to the UNCITRAL model. Most provincial versions of the international commercial statute contain a provision based on the following:

30(1) It is not incompatible with an arbitration agreement for an arbitral tribunal to encourage settlement of the dispute and, with the agreement of the parties, the arbitral tribunal may use mediation, conciliation or other procedures at any time during the arbitral proceedings to encourage settlement.

In June 2002, the *UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Conciliation* was released. It is hoped that the conciliation model will be as well integrated into provincial law as the arbitration model was.

Mediation provisions have been most widely incorporated, as well as being presented in the greatest detail, in statutes pertaining to divorce and family law. In 1997, the Quebec General Assembly introduced extensive amendments to the *Quebec Code of Civil Procedure* that provide a detailed framework for mediation in divorce proceedings. The Code stipulates that

no application that involves the interests of the parties and the interests of their children may be heard by the court if there is a
dispute between the parties regarding child custody, support due to a party or to the children, the family patrimony or other patrimonial rights arising from the marriage, unless the parties have attended an information session on the mediation process and a copy of the mediator’s report has been filed.

The province has made mediation a mandatory part of the divorce process, a legislative action that brought with it the creation of Quebec’s Family Mediation Service.

Mandatory mediation in such instances has received considerable criticism because research seems to show that spouses with tangible resources tend to experience an advantage in mediation proceedings; post-divorce depression prevents people from working in their own interests; women’s low perception of entitlement affects their negotiating skills; the blending of issues means women will often trade financial benefits for custody, regardless of the potential court outcomes; and of course, serious power dynamic problems exist where there has been a situation of physical abuse. The Quebec legislators have gone to great lengths to mitigate such power imbalances. After an information session, the mediator files a report and the participants have the choice of pursuing mediation or not. Either of the parties can terminate a mediation at any point in the proceedings “without having to give reasons,” and mediators also have the power to end a mediation if they consider it “ill-advised.” As well, the court may at any time step in and make any “appropriate order to safeguard the rights of parties or children” during the mediation. In addition, a party may refuse to attend the information session and may inform the mediator that their choice is related to “the inequality of the power relationship ... or the physical or psychological condition of the party.” A further protection, one common to most provincial family acts, is a confidentiality clause, which prevents any statements made during mediation from being presented to the courts.

Other provincial statutes also provide for mediation in family disputes. For example, the Northwest Territories Family Law Act provides that the court may order a mediation on topics of its choice as does the Ontario Family Law Act. The Ontario Act directs payment for the mediation to come from the parties, while the
Quebec amendments place the fees for a limited number of sessions with the Family Mediation Service. Clearly, further developments will be forthcoming in this area.

Statutes dealing with conflicts that tend to involve high levels of citizen and government interaction often have incorporated mediation provisions. For example, Alberta’s *Municipal Government Act* requires that mediation be attempted for disputes between municipalities and landowners and for intra-municipal disagreements. If mediations fail, the municipalities must submit to the court explanations for the failure to reach a mediated settlement. In British Columbia, the *Local Government Act* allows the Minister to force parties into mediation when there is a dispute that involves the withdrawal of services. The Minister may also order mediation if there are attempts to pass bylaws for service withdrawal but an inspector is not satisfied that the parties to a service have come to an agreement.

### 3.2.3 Other initiatives

Besides the International Chamber of Commerce and the American Arbitration Association, many organizations provide mediation and arbitration services. For example, the Canadian Commercial Arbitration Centre provides both arbitration and mediation services. Recent developments include services in disputes regarding “.ca” domain names and amateur sports disagreements. The movement is well established at the international level. For example, the Commercial Arbitration and Mediation Center for the Americas was founded in 1995 by national institutions devoted to the development of consensus-based dispute resolution practices in disputes in international commercial agreements.

### 3.3 MEDIATION ACCREDITATION IN CANADA

A number of professional associations of mediators have emerged both nationally and provincially over the last few years. Nationally, the ADR Institute of Canada (ADRIC) provides training and a national accreditation scheme for mediators and arbitrators. Since its inception ADRIC has developed a strict set of rules and procedures for
accreditation, as well as a series of protocols for various forms of mediation.

To attain the designation of chartered mediator with ADRIC, a practitioner must meet educational, practical experience and skills assessment requirements, pass reviews, and obtain the approval of a Regional Institute’s Accreditation Review Committee and ratification by ADRIC’s National Accreditation Committee. Applicants must also complete a pledge to abide by ADRIC’s Code of Ethics.

Also nationally, Family Mediation Canada (FMC) offers three forms of certification: family relations mediator, family financial mediator and comprehensive family mediator. Certification requires a thirty-hour practicum or two years of experience, with references; the submission of a role-play video, which is assessed by a FMC assessor; completion of an exam; and ratification by the FMC Board of Directors. Maintaining certification requires participation in continuing education programs and adequate insurance coverage.

In British Columbia, the Mediator Roster Society admits mediators in civil mediation and family mediation. In the Saskatchewan Civil Mediation Program, mediators are hired by the Dispute Resolution Office on the basis of a combination of training and experience.

Justice Quebec does not dictate who is used as a mediator under their mediation program, but refers parties to professional organizations. The “Institut de médiation et d’arbitrage du Québec” (IMAQ, Mediation and Arbitration Institute of Quebec) has brought together four professional organizations under an agreement to provide a central civil mediation roster.

Under the new mandatory mediation program in Ontario, mediator applicants are chosen and approved by local mediation committees. The committees’ guidelines are based on a point system, in which applicants receive points for their experience as a mediator, for training and for education; for their familiarity with the civil justice system and for references. In Nova Scotia, the Barristers Society, in conjunction with the Department of Justice and the local mediation community, established a Civil Mediation Roster that is managed by the Barrister Society and administered by the Civil Mediation Policy Committee.
3.4 CONSENSUS-BASED JUSTICE PROCESSES

It is within this context that a number of innovative, consensus-based justice processes have been developed. These processes cover different types of disputes, including those related to family law, landlord-tenant relations, bankruptcy, administrative law and commercial interests. This section will review some processes that have been developed over the past two decades.

3.4.1 Community mediation

The earliest formal manifestations of community-based mediation services in non-criminal matters were the neighbourhood justice centres that arose during the 1980s. By 1985, there were 182 community justice centres offering informal, consensus-based dispute resolution procedures across the United States.\(^4^4\) In Canada, an early community mediation service was developed in Kitchener–Waterloo that grew out of an early victim–offender initiative (Community Justice Initiatives).

One model is for a conflict resolution program to attach itself to an existing community centre, with perhaps one or two funded staff with the remainder of the services provided by trained volunteer mediators. The reliance on a combination of short-term project funding and a volunteer pool means that community mediation programs often face instability and insecurity in their operations. Generally, community mediation programs provide a body of volunteer mediators whose diversity—of language and ethnicity—matches that of the local population. A co-mediation model, with substantial effort made in early case development before bringing the parties together, is also common.

The caseload of most community mediation programs is diverse, including both non-legal or pre-legal disputes, such as neighbour, neighbourhood or roommate conflicts, as well as matters that are already following legal procedures, such as landlord—tenant disputes, consumer goods or services complaints or disputes between small businesses. In such cases, if an agreement results from mediation, it may be filed with the court, which will discontinue the
action. Some programs have formalized referral links with local small claims courts (for example, the University of Windsor Mediation Service) or with local city services (for example, Community Justice Initiatives of Kitchener–Waterloo or Toronto’s St. Stephen’s Conflict Resolution Service) or with local police.

The mediation filmed by the National Film Board that is the subject of the DVD attached to this report is a community mediation.

3.4.2 Court-connected mediation

The last decade has seen the successive introduction of new rules of procedures that enable a formal referral from the justice system into a court-sanctioned mediation process. The first example of a mandatory court-connected mediation program in Canada was in the Saskatchewan Court of Queen’s Bench, which introduced early mandatory mediation in civil non-family cases in two centres (Regina and Swift Current) in 1994 under the *Queen’s Bench Act*.\(^{45}\) Ontario introduced a mandatory mediation pilot program under a Practice Direction to the Toronto General Division in 1994.\(^{46}\) In 2000, a new rule of civil procedure made mandatory non-family civil mediation a permanent feature of litigation in Toronto and Ottawa.\(^{47}\) Similar procedural reforms have been introduced in British Columbia\(^{48}\) and are being considered in Alberta.

In relation to more familiar pre-trial processes, court-connected mediation generally occurs earlier in the litigation process and is usually (although not always) hosted by a non-judicial officer. Such processes are intended to structure a discussion between the parties over settlement options and if possible, assist in the crafting of a settlement. Where attendance is mandatory, mediation is scheduled for two to three hours, although the parties may choose to continue if they believe the process to be constructive. In mandatory programs such as those of Ontario and Saskatchewan, attendance at a mediation session is required before the matter can proceed through the regular court process.
3.4.3 Judge-led settlement conferencing

Rules of court are allowing more opportunities for judges to play a proactive role in moving the parties toward settlement. Sometimes this intervention takes the form of a broader case management initiative, in which a judge is assigned at an early stage to ensure that a timetable is agreed to. Moreover settlement conferences, which are most commonly used as a means of canvassing settlement options under the evaluative guidance of a judge, are now included in either, or both, family and civil non-family matters in all Canadian provinces.

In 1998, the Quebec Court of Appeal initiated a judge-led conciliation service. The Conciliation Service, which is offered free of charge, is open to all parties involved in civil, commercial or family litigation at the appellate level. Parties to the conflict must agree to participate in the process. Filing for conciliation suspends the appeal proceedings, but any party may abandon conciliation and return to the ordinary appeal process at any time. Confidentiality is crucial to the success of the program. The parties voluntarily commit to keep all matters strictly confidential and refrain from disclosing the substance of all discussions. There are no transcripts or summaries of the conciliation session. If the parties are successful in resolving their conflict, a settlement agreement is drafted. The settlement agreement is ratified by an independent panel of three judges of the Court of Appeal. The judgment is then as enforceable as any other judgment of the court.

3.4.4 Collaborative family lawyering

A final example of the use of consensus-based justice in non-criminal matters is the development of collaborative family lawyering. Collaborative lawyering reflects a commitment by the lawyers and their clients to negotiate an alternative to a litigated or adjudicated outcome. Collaborative lawyering refers to a contractual commitment between lawyer and client not to resort to litigation to resolve the client’s problem. The lawyer is retained to provide advice and representation regarding the non-litigious resolution of the conflict and to focus on developing a negotiated, consensual outcome. If the client does decide that legal action is ultimately necessary to resolve the dispute, the retainer stipulates that the collaborative lawyer (along
with any other collaborative professionals, such as divorce coaches or financial planners) must withdraw and receive no further remuneration for work on the case.50

Originating in Minneapolis in 1990, collaborative lawyering arrangements have flourished in Minnesota, Ohio, California, Texas and Georgia, and now in many Canadian provinces, including British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan and Ontario. Proponents of collaborative law suggest that this approach reduces legal costs; expedites resolution; leads to better, more integrative solutions; and enhances personal and commercial relationships.51

3.5 THE OBJECTIVES OF CONSENSUS-BASED JUSTICE

The discussion that follows describes four key value-based objectives for consensus-based justice. The model of consensus-based justice presented here is not simply a descriptive model for negotiation within an adjudicative context. Conventional legal negotiations that

"By the time litigants arrive at the Court of Appeal, they are firmly gripped by the mindset of the adversarial system. Having had this direct experience at the trial division, the adversarial attitude often settles in and does little to encourage parties to consider resolving their conflict amicably, on their own. Judicial conciliation offers litigants this opportunity to withdraw—voluntarily and temporarily—from the formal adversarial system. It allows them to settle their differences with the active support and assistance of a judge. The process as such presents no risks for the parties who remain free to return to the formal system should a settlement not be achieved."

The Honourable Louise Otis, "The Conciliation Service Program of the Court of Appeal of Quebec," prepared for the NAFTA Advisory Committee on Private Commercial Disputes and presented at the Alternative Dispute Resolution for Judges and Businesses Conference, Mexico City, Mexico, June 1999.
occur between lawyer–agents in the process of litigation often adopt many of the same values and principles as adversarial justice. The concept of consensus-based justice draws on a set of objectives, including a desire to fashion consensual outcomes that meet individual needs; the inclusion of individual disputants as direct participants; and a focus on the relationship dimensions of the conflict, both present and future.

The four key objectives presented are shared among programs and proponents. These objectives are

- clarification of the wrong and an appraisal of its impact;
- distribution and assumption of responsibility;
- relationship transformation; and
- moving forward.

Each of these objectives is discussed below.

3.5.1 Clarification of the wrong and an appraisal of its impact

From a consensus-based justice perspective, the first step in conflict resolution is clarification of the wrong, rather than attributing it to or blaming someone. The relevant question becomes “What happened here?” rather than “Whose fault was it?” This implies an exploratory and investigative element in the dialogue, as well as an appraisal of the actual impact of the harm done by the act.

Traditional civil justice also includes an exploratory and investigative phase during which parties and others are examined under oath. However, the motivation and rationale for gathering information and the use of it are quite different in a consensus-building process than in litigation. In litigation, information is gathered to substantiate a particular version of events. Evidence is generated to enhance a particular rights-based argument, and anything that does not bear on this is deemed irrelevant. Presenting information as evidence means presenting it as “fact” and requires a certain denial of ambiguity, circumstance or context. In this adversarial model, the side with the most complete and well-
constructed information file is best placed to carry the day. In adversarial processes, information is for winning, not for sharing.

Where negotiations anticipate an outcome developed by the parties themselves, rather than one in which there is a clear winner and loser, the purpose of information collection is clarification. Instead of being for winning, information is sought and disclosed to build a better collaborative outcome for the parties. This does not mean that tensions do not arise. Nevertheless, in consensus-based justice processes—such as mediation, settlement conferencing and collaborative lawyering—the ability to identify and share information that is essential to early resolution is a critical skill.54

A consensus-based justice approach emphasizes value-creating negotiation strategies for creating power with rather than power over outcomes.55 Personal, business, practical and emotional issues can be factored into solutions that might include future business arrangements, monetary settlements, an apology or an acknowledgment of responsibility or of unintended impact, or the bestowal of some other valued outcome by one party on the other.56 Focus shifts away from finding a winning formula toward discovering a good outcome; for this to be possible, there must first be clarification through the sharing of information.

3.5.2 Distribution and assumption of responsibility

The initial gathering of information in a consensus-based justice process has a different purpose and is of a different nature than in an adversarial civil litigation process. More accurate, fair and practical allocation of responsibility will take place following a full disclosure of information, so that the wrong can be clarified.

Based on the information now available, the parties in a consensus-based justice process must assess who assumes responsibility for the harm, and for which part of the harm, caused by the conflict. A degree of flexibility over the distribution of responsibility is possible in a consensus-based justice process. This type of flexibility does not always exist in a conventional litigation model. A consensus-based justice approach to conflict enables factors to be taken into account in responsibility allocation beyond what formal rules of law might suggest.
In consensus-based justice processes, which are concerned with positively impacting actual and perceived relationships, responsibility-taking is important, but it is not a win–lose proposition. In other words, there is no given volume or depth of responsibility that must be assumed by one party. Responsibility is divisible, and it need not add to up 100 percent. The parties can negotiate what responsibilities each has to the other and how these may have been broken, assess the factors relevant to that breach of expectations (including, for example, factors beyond one or the other’s control), and eventually determine how much responsibility each must assume and what is the acceptable measure and tone of regret.

3.5.3 Relationship transformation

Each of the objectives listed above works toward the ultimate goal of consensus-based justice processes: the transformation of the relationships damaged or broken by the conflict. Transformation refers to a range of possible outcomes, from reconciliation to future avoidance. The important point is that the negative energy that fuels the conflict is confronted and addressed, even in the most pragmatic of ways (for example, by preventive steps and avoidance).

Some writers and practitioners argue that the central objective of consensus-based justice processes is to significantly change a relationship, whether or not the conflict is actually resolved. This approach acknowledges that different parties in different circumstances may seek different levels of resolution for their conflict and that none is proscribed or prohibited in a party-driven consensus-based justice process. For example, one disputant may simply want another party to stop a behaviour. Another may look to reveal a different understanding of what produced the dispute and why the other person behaved as they did. Yet others may feel that their emotional needs have been met in the resolution.

The model of consensus-based justice proposed here—and which we suggest has the most widespread currency among the many and various manifestations of consensus-based justice—does not assume that the only good outcome of conflict is a better, or at least significantly changed, relationship between the parties, regardless of
whether the conflict has actually been addressed and resolved between them. What is highlighted is the importance placed on relationships, as both a symptom and a cause of conflict, and the need to offer process opportunities to the parties to enhance this (business or personal) relationship.

3.5.4 Moving forward

Consensus-based justice processes encourage disputants to take a long hard look at the future, beyond the conflict that is presently consuming them. First, the clarification and appraisal stages of the process are designed to ensure that the parties can move forward to consider the future, including their future relationship, whatever form that might take. Second, the outcomes of consensus-based justice processes anticipate future issues and even conflicts and attempt to address these in a proactive, realistic manner. A good example of this is the difference between an order for custody and access made by a family court judge and the types of detailed, context-specific agreements that may be reached as a consequence of family mediation or collaborative lawyering; or the potential for structuring commercial agreements to enable structured payments, rather than the single judgment order of a court.

Third, consensus-based justice sees the process of dialogue and resolution itself as a rehearsal for the future, whether involving these parties and issues or another context of conflict resolution. The emphasis placed on a fair, accessible and constructive process of dialogue by consensus-based justice models is not simply instrumental, achieving a given end; it anticipates a future in which other conflicts will need to be addressed and offers some tools for that future.

3.6 CORE PROCESS VALUES FOR CONSENSUS-BASED JUSTICE

It is in the domain of process values that the congruence between restorative justice and consensus-based justice is most striking. Both restorative justice and consensus-based justice processes emphasize the importance of giving explicit voice to all those involved and
affected by the conflict in a way that ensures that they can use their own words to describe the impact on themselves.

Each type of process assumes that the form of dialogue that will enable the achievement of its objectives is one that occurs, for the most part, face-to-face, rather than by correspondence or at arm’s length. Both restorative justice and consensus-based justice stress respect for all participants as a core process value, as well as respect for the outcomes of the process. Flexibility—of both process and outcomes—is of central importance.

### 3.6.1 Participation

Much of what has already been said above about restorative justice is equally applicable to consensus-based justice and need not be repeated. Mediators who view mediation as primarily an opportunity to enhance communication focus their efforts on paraphrasing and reframing each party’s expression of needs, to provide explicit acknowledgment and validation. Some authors set out an understanding of acknowledgment that they describe as recognition. Recognition by one party of the needs and goals of others is the quid pro quo of personal empowerment. While recognition may be tacit, open recognition of another disputant’s needs and interests generally reflects a changed understanding, however subtle, on the part of the speaker and, as a consequence, a reassessment of, or a re-orientation to, the problem that has caused the dispute.
This type of re-orientation may be essential to unleashing the transformative effects of the mediation and other consensus-based justice processes.

3.6.2 Respect for all participants

Respectful listening, acknowledgment and recognition can be expanded into a broader principle of civility and courtesy between all participants in negotiations. It is a key value of consensus-based justice to ensure that all participants are treated respectfully. While always a challenging proposition, respect is perhaps easier to maintain as a structural equality value in non-criminal processes.

3.6.3 Fair treatment

People want to be treated fairly. Perceptions of fair treatment in the process itself are as important as actual outcomes when disputants come to appraise dispute resolution processes. While there is an obvious relationship between a sense of fair process and a welcome outcome, this research suggests that these judgments are independent.

Research shows that perceptions of fair treatment are as important as outcomes when disputants come to appraise dispute resolution experiences. Moreover, research shows that there are higher levels of compliance with court orders when, in the view of the disputants, the process is a fair one and that a feeling of procedural fairness may enhance perceptions of apparently negative outcomes, described as the “cushion effect.” Similarly, there are those whose negative experience of process persists, notwithstanding a good outcome. Preference for procedural fairness, as well as the identification of the factors that make up procedural fairness, appears fairly consistent across a range of cultural contexts. Recent work in the mediation field has suggested that for some disputants, having control over a process, especially the expression of their particular voice, has value in itself.
3.6.4 Respect for agreed outcomes

As with restorative justice, a key practical element of consensus-building in a consensus-based approach is the voluntary acceptance of agreed outcomes and compliance with them. In non-criminal matters, there are a variety of ways in which agreements reached in mediation or similar processes can be formalized by court order, enabling the parties to bring themselves within the aegis of judicial enforcement measures. However, since consensus-based justice emphasizes a healthy process, relationship restoration and forward-looking outcomes, many of the elements of an agreed outcome (for example, how these parties will treat one another in the future or how they have agreed to get past their conflict) are not readily monitored or enforceable. This makes an authentic commitment and a desire to maintain the outcomes—perhaps with some self-monitoring—especially important.

3.6.5 Flexibility of process and outcomes

Finally, as with restorative justice, consensus-based justice adopts a commitment to the flexibility and responsiveness of both process and outcomes. This flows naturally from the emphasis placed by both models on the emergence of effective resolution within a pre-existing context. The process of developing a resolution must also reject a rigid procedural approach, both to reduce unnecessary formality and to enable the appropriate process model to emerge for these parties and this conflict.

Process Values for Consensus-based Justice

- Participation
- Fair treatment
- Respect for all participants
- Respect for agreed outcomes
- Flexibility of process and outcomes
3.7  SUMMARY

The growth in consensus-based justice processes in Canada has been quite remarkable over the past two decades. Programs have developed in most jurisdictions and in many different fields. For the most part, these programs have developed in an ad hoc way; in some jurisdictions, for example, mediation of some civil disputes is mandatory, in others it is strongly encouraged, while in still others there are disincentives to enter into mediation. Notwithstanding the ad hoc nature of the development of consensus-based justice, there has emerged a set of objectives and core process values. As in restorative justice, at the root of consensus-based justice processes is the value of participation. Consensus-based justice processes also allow Canadians a choice in deciding how to resolve their conflicts. To this extent, these processes encourage the development of a healthy democracy.
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ADRIC's educational requirements include the completion of at least 80 hours of mediation theory and skills training in programs approved by the Institute, as well as 100 hours of study or training in general dispute resolution. General programs can include areas such as the psychology of dispute resolution, negotiation, public consultation, mutual gains bargaining, communication, management consulting, conflict management, or specific substantive areas such as law, psychology, social work and counselling. There is also an alternative process for applicants who can show the Regional Accreditation Board that they have satisfied or exceeded the educational requirement through proven skills and competency, longevity in practice and recognition or recommendation by peers. Applicants must also demonstrate practical experience by conducting at least ten mediations in which they were either the sole mediator or at least five separate mediations in which they were the mediation chairperson, and at least five of these had to be fee-for-service activities. ADRIC must also be satisfied that a skills assessment has taken place and that the applicant has demonstrated competency in the process of mediation.

To be admitted to the Civil Roster, a mediator must have at least 80 hours of core education in conflict resolution and mediation theory, and skills training; 100 additional hours of training in dispute resolution or in a related field; knowledge of Supreme Court procedures; letters of reference; insurance coverage; and completion of a minimum of ten mediations as the primary mediator. Admission to the Family Roster has similar requirements, but with a concentration in practical family mediation and at least 50 mediations as the primary mediator, in which 40 were family related. An alternative route can be taken by qualifying first with Family Mediation Canada.

The four organizations are the Chambre des notaires du Québec (Chamber of Notaries of Quebec), the Ordre des comptables agréés du Québec (Order of Chartered Accountants of Quebec), the Ordre des évaluateurs agréés du Québec (Order of Chartered Appraisers of Quebec) and the Ordre des ingénieurs du Québec (Order of Engineers of Quebec). Qualification and maintenance of the title of accredited mediator requires that an individual have five years of membership in one of the partner organizations, 40 hours of training at an accredited institution, 30 hours of continuing relevant education within five years of becoming accredited, and performance of at least three mediations within five years of becoming accredited. IMAQ is also a regional member of ADRIC.

Guidelines detail the role of the Committee and set out the requirements for membership on the Roster. Section 3 lists rules for mediator selection, which include personal qualities that determine mediator effectiveness, a minimum of 80 hours of training in core subject areas, being a member or retired member
of the local bar or showing substantial knowledge of the court process, and having acted as a sole mediator in at least five interest-based mediations over a five-year period. Maintaining a position on the Roster requires that a member has acted as a mediator at least twice in the previous year, provide minimum insurance coverage of $1 million, and attend any continuing education programs as directed by the Committee.


45 Originally an amendment to the Queen's Bench Act, R.S.S. 1978, s. 54(2)(1), and subsequently in the *Queen's Bench Act*, S.S. 1998, c. Q-1.01.

46 Practice Direction Concerning Alternative Dispute Resolution Pilot Project in the Ontario Court, 16 O.R. (3d) 481.


48 See the “Notice to Mediate” (B.C. Reg. 127/98) under the *Insurance (Motor Vehicle) Act*, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 231, s. 44.1.

49 See, for example, O. Reg. 194/90 (Ontario Rules of Civil Procedure), Rule 77, (non-family civil case management).


52 See, for example, S. Clarke, E. Ellen and K. McCormick, *Court-ordered Civil Case Mediation in North Carolina: Court Efficiency and Litigant Satisfaction* (Chapel Hill: Institute of Government, University of North Carolina, 1995).


Law Review 839; and A. Zariski, “Disputing Culture: Lawyers and ADR” (2000) 7:2 Murdoch University Electronic Journal of Law. Note that in collaborative family lawyering, the retainer agreement explicitly requires full and complete disclosure of all relevant information.


57 A view often associated with the transformative models of mediation, epitomized by the work of professors Bush and Folger. R.A. Bush and J.P. Folger, The Promise of Mediation: Responding to Conflict Through Empowerment and Recognition (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1994).


59 In contrast, some proponents of consensus-based justice would argue that only a significantly enhanced relationship is a satisfactory outcome and that the resolution of the original problem is far less important—a distraction even—from the real purpose of a participatory process. This is the argument made by Bush and Folger (supra note 56 at 33–78) and rebutted by Carrie Menkel-Meadow in her review, “The Many Ways of Mediation: The Transformation of Traditions, Ideologies, Paradigms, and Practices” (1995) 11:3 Negotiation Journal 217.

60 Bush, supra note 56 at 28–40.

61 Bush, supra note 56 at 89–92.


Supra note 62. See also T. Tyler, “The Role of Perceived Injustice in Defendants’ Evaluations of Their Courtroom Experience” (1984) 18 Law and Society Review 51.


For example, a significant number of litigants in the Ontario General Division interviewed for a 1995 study expressed dissatisfaction with the process, notwithstanding a positive outcome to their cases. More than one-third (36 percent) were dissatisfied with the “fairness” (described as opportunity to provide input to the counsel, time to speak and be heard) of the process. Furthermore, only 8.5 percent described themselves as completely satisfied with the outcome, reflecting perhaps the fact that further enforcement steps were often necessary after securing a favourable judgment. In some cases, this seemed to overshadow the final result. For example, one successful litigant told the interviewer, “It’s taken so long, and we’re still waiting. It’s taken its toll on myself and my family. Nothing could have prepared us for this process.” J. Macfarlane, Court-based Mediation in Civil Cases: An Evaluation of the Toronto General Division ADR Centre (Toronto: Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General, 1995).


Chapter 4  Restorative Justice and Consensus-based Justice: Common Elements, Critiques and Concerns

Restorative justice and consensus-based justice have developed in response to related concerns about the deficiencies of existing adversarial dispute resolution processes. In many ways the differences between a criminal wrong and a civil wrong are arbitrary. Conventional dichotomies (public–private, criminal–civil, state–citizen) explain disputes in the light of applicable legal and procedural rules and principles. But it is sometimes difficult to sustain a fair and logical distinction between wrongs that are always private concerns and those that are always matters for public adjudication. Indeed, these conventional dichotomies themselves are often considered responsible for maintaining boundaries that are antithetical to many contemporary ideals. It is similarly challenging to identify a clear social consensus in a diverse society that designates certain behaviours as wrong and others as right.1 There may be excellent reasons to treat some conflicts differently from others—for example, impact on the community, degree of harm, relative power of the affected parties—but the conventional dichotomy between criminal matters and civil matters is only one dimension of this differentiation.

Chapter 4 will explore points of convergence and divergence between restorative justice and consensus-based justice.

4.1  POINTS OF CONVERGENCE BETWEEN RESTORATIVE JUSTICE AND CONSENSUS-BASED JUSTICE

This section describes points of convergence between restorative justice and consensus-based justice. Both systems are underpinned by a common vision. These participatory processes are committed to generating outcomes that can be designed and embraced by those affected, rather than imposing outcomes in advance and from the
outside. This section provides an overview of a set of values that restorative justice and consensus-based justice hold in common. There are three key areas in which the vision of restorative justice and that of consensus-based justice overlap:

- Conception of harm
- Conception of justice
- Focus on relationships

4.1.1 Conception of harm

In criminal law, an act is assumed to cause harm if it is defined as a crime in the Criminal Code; an act that violates the Criminal Code is inherently harmful, independent of the type or level of actual impact. If harm is inherent in particular acts, a retributive approach has strong logical appeal. The challenge is to match the harm with an appropriately equal punishment.2

Because harm is inherent in a criminal act, the impact of an act on a victim has historically been seen as somewhat irrelevant, exemplified in the virtual exclusion of victims from the process of assessing harm and its consequences. Instead, the central issue is proof that the act took place as claimed and was carried out by (or with the aid of) the defendant. Once proof is established, the question that remains is the level of culpability of the individual defendant.3

For both restorative justice and consensus-based justice, the purpose of conflict resolution is to identify the harm and to understand its impact. Restorative justice and consensus-based justice conceive harm as occurring first and foremost against an individual, a breach of a relationship—and secondarily as also having implications for the whole community. Both approaches suggest a vision of harm that is not necessarily inherent in the act itself nor an automatic consequence of a breach of rules, but as arising from its impact on others as individuals and community members. The notion of harm is contextually constructed and thus adaptable to the circumstances of the disputants or the offender and victim, and those who are secondarily harmed by the conflict (for example, the
community, the industrial sector, third parties in commercial disputes, or children and other relatives in a marital breakdown).

4.1.2 Conception of justice

Restorative justice is about restoring a damaged relationship to a level of social equality—characterized by respect, mutual concern and dignity—rather than about advancing or protecting an abstract rule. The objectives of formal equality—the maintenance of general rules—are different from those of a system more concerned with establishing or restoring actual equality and respect between particular persons in a given context following a particular set of actions or events.

Some authors describe restorative justice as “equal well-being.” To achieve equal well-being, different individuals will have different needs. This notion of needs-responsive justice cannot be proscribed or administered through a particular set of procedures or rules, which often privilege one or another rights holders and may perpetuate patterns of systemic inequality. Instead, equal well-being must be “created or achieved” by those who participate in the process (participation being key to both a cognitive and an affective sense of equal well-being).

An important dimension of achieving justice through restorative justice is the creation of processes that enable different needs to be responded to differentially, without an assumption of same treatment. This vision of justice contemplates not only the resolution of interpersonal conflict and the restoration of those relationships,

"[In an ideal state,] everyone feels that his or her present needs have been presented, acknowledged, respected and met, and, therefore, feels justly treated. When these conditions are met, there is an overwhelming sense that justice has, in fact, been done."

but also the redistribution of power within society.\textsuperscript{6} This vision of justice is resonant of consensus-based justice models on the civil side. The shift away from a rights-centred approach to conflict resolution and toward the use of negotiation and mediation processes in which differences are articulated, needs are clarified, and appropriate norms are created.\textsuperscript{7} Where litigation has already commenced, a consensus-based justice approach requires disputants to reconceive their conflict as one in which certain solutions other than a win–lose outcome are possible. To achieve even the possibility of such solutions, disputants must embrace some of the hallmarks of a consensus-based justice vision, including openness, direct dealing and a longer-term vision.

The hands-on creation of fair, consensual outcomes to conflict allows for the differential treatment of individuals and circumstances. Consensus-based justice processes thus have the potential to recognize and address systemic inequalities by changing the ways we relate to one another.\textsuperscript{8}

Justice as it is conceptualized and practised in both restorative justice and consensus-based justice traditions is multidimensional. Both approaches reject the idea that a just outcome must only be consistent with pre-existing rules. Instead, the presumption goes the other way—that in almost every case the solution is integrative, rather than winner-take-all. For restorative justice advocates, notions of harm and responsibility are more complex than a simple determination of right and wrong.\textsuperscript{9}

4.1.3 A focus on relationships

The nature of an adjudicative system that determines outcomes according to established rules and principles leaves little room to consider relationships. The formal legal system is interested in objective notions of relationships (parent, corporate officer, agent), rather than their subjective realities. Moreover, relationships are considered as they are presently constituted, with the evaluation of future relationships of little or no relevance (other than perhaps in child custody and access litigation). Adjudicators are not charged with mending relationships, only with addressing events and their ramifications.
Within every conflict or criminal behaviour, a relationship or set of relationships is affected. These relationships might be personal and intimate, arm’s length and formal, long term or short term, important to the parties or not. However, to neglect to recognize that there are relationship consequences of some kind for every type of conflict or conflict-producing act is to ignore what lies at the heart of personal experiences. Wherever there are people, the possibility of relationship conflict exists, and behind every corporate, institutional or otherwise representative action (including Crown prosecutions), there are real people.

Relationships and their possible transformation—or more often perhaps simply relationship issues and closure—are central concerns of restorative and consensus-based justice processes. Both approaches are committed to exploring the context and impact of harm and creating a sense of justice, rather than adopting pre-determined solutions.

Different types or levels of conflict resolution have different implications for future relationships. Bernard Mayer suggests that there are three possible levels of resolution for conflict:

- Behavioural resolution—in which behaviour is changed, by court order or perhaps by agreement;
- Cognitive resolution—in which there is a change in how the parties perceive the causes and outcomes of the conflict; and
- Emotional resolution—in which there is a difference in how the parties feel about the conflict and about one another. 10

The adversarial system primarily addresses behavioural resolution; rarely does it address the parties’ attitudes toward one another or the causes of their conflict or their emotional needs. Mayer argues that while the potential exists for disputants to choose a different level of resolution, one not purely behavioural, this is the prerogative of the parties themselves and should not be imposed or assumed by any single process or third party.

On one level, restorative and consensus-based justice approaches re-establish the primacy of the personal experience of conflict and its resolution. This is implicit in the emphasis on face-to-face dialogue and “giving voice” and in the commitment to context-sensitive and individually chosen outcomes. In this way, both the restorative
justice and the consensus-based justice models attempt to give conflict back to the disputants themselves, reversing the “theft” of their conflict by lawyers, prosecutors and justice officials.\textsuperscript{11}

However, restorative justice processes, in particular, encourage the expansion of who we understand to be affected by criminal behaviour. They promote community empowerment and ownership of the causes and consequences of antisocial behaviours. Similarly consensus-based justice approaches, in practice, engage any person or group whose interests might be affected by the conflict, often dispensing with conventional notions of standing, to bring all those affected into the process of dialogue.

4.2 COMMON CONCERNS

There is an evident similarity in the social and political causes that have provided the momentum for restorative and consensus-based justice initiatives, in particular a desire for more self-directed and practical outcomes that are less costly to parties (including victims), both financially and emotionally. What many would see as a vehicle for social and personal transformation may also be utilized as a means to develop private and unregulated business solutions for corporations. Finally, there are fears about the dilution of the vision of restorative and consensus-based justice and their co-optation by institutionalized bureaucracies. These concerns are discussed further below.

4.2.1 Resources and training

In response to the growing recognition of the advantages, both personal and financial, of restorative processes, a myriad of sanctioning associations have sprung up across the country. This has led to considerable variation in prerequisites, educational requirements and practicum expectations. In some cases, family mediation in particular, justice departments have made efforts to ensure that only “qualified” individuals may work as mediators.\textsuperscript{12} Although a level of sanctioning uniformity may improve client confidence, it no doubt serves to limit creativity in implementation and to circumscribe local variation in practices.
As previously noted, a major hurdle for restorative process initiatives has been both the limited and fragmented nature of funding programs. The resources needed to organize, including a core group of highly motivated individuals, may be lacking or may not be long lasting. Increased regulation and accreditation requirements threaten the capacity of grassroots organizations to function. Professionalization of any process comes at increased costs for education and training, costs which ultimately filter down to those attempting to bring in innovative programs.13

4.2.2 The commitment of the state to protecting all its citizens equally

The introduction of informal and unregulated dispute resolution processes—whether in the context of community conflicts, of grievances arising between individuals, or of allegations of criminal behaviour—has been subject to criticism by those concerned about the protection of especially vulnerable parties.14 Vulnerable parties may make accommodations and hold back needs because they fear renewed violence or simply because they are intimidated. For example, in a divorce mediation, a woman who has been the victim of spousal abuse may experience pressure from her community to agree to an outcome that does not sufficiently protect her or her children from future harm. In a sentencing circle, the same woman may feel compelled to acquiesce to a sentence that she is not fully comfortable with and that does not adequately address the harm or inequality that has been caused.15 Even if provision is made for ensuring the safety of the victim, a non-custodial sentence may implicitly send a message of tolerance for wife abuse.16

Alternatives to adversarial justice have drawn the fears and suspicions of many groups. Some of these advocates regard restorative and consensus-based justice processes, operating either independently of the formal legal system or behind closed doors without public scrutiny, as dangerous opportunities for getting weaker parties to concede to the tyranny of stronger ones—exactly what the rights-based system seeks to prevent. There is a real fear that rights-based gains for vulnerable or marginalized groups will be
negotiated away in these unregulated environments. There are concerns about persons with disabilities being able to fully participate and be heard by the other parties to a conflict.

Authoritative adjudication is often seen as critical to the development of legal protections for the vulnerable or the less popular. The criminal law has developed protections for both those accused of crime (for example, rules on the admissibility of evidence and the protection of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms) and victims (for example, the rape shield legislation). These hard-won rights should not be waived in an informal process behind closed doors. The fear is that private, unregulated processes may privilege more powerful parties in ways that—at least in theory—formal, public processes do not. There are worries that cultural and other minorities may be unable to express their differences in the context of consensus-based justice processes.

There are especially concerns that issues of gender inequality will not be taken into account by informal dispute resolution processes. In a civil family context, scepticism has been expressed over the equal bargaining positions of separating spouses, not only in cases in which there has been a history of violence or intimidation, but also, for example, in those cases in which the husband has been the dominant emotional and financial figure in the marriage. It has been suggested that the social pressures on a woman to seek a harmonious outcome—perhaps one that offers some stability for the children—may lead her to settle for less than she should in divorce mediation. Worse, some women may be intimidated by any prospect of face-to-face dialogue with an abusive former spouse. There is a perception that family mediators are not sufficiently sensitive to systemic gender inequalities in family dynamics, and there is evidence to suggest that attitudes toward violence and intimidation are at times unsophisticated and naïve.

Similar fears lie behind the resistance of some groups to the use of circles and non-custodial sentences for physical and sexual abuses carried out by men on women and children. Many women’s advocates are apprehensive about the impact of restorative justice principles on the lives of women and children.

AWAN conducted focus groups with Aboriginal women in small communities in British Columbia to assess their thoughts on the value
of restorative justice. Many of the women were too intimidated to speak out about violence in their communities. Many women spoke of leaving the reserve to escape violence, yet a similar code of silence was attested to in downtown east side Vancouver, where many Aboriginal people live. A similar dynamic of oppression and silencing undoubtedly exists in some non-Aboriginal communities and families as well.24

"It was evident in many of the accounts that women felt they had less power in their communities than men and that the system was designed to privilege and benefit males. The power imbalances within these communities are usually complex and bureaucratic. Band councils were often cited as reflecting the ways of the colonizer, with men holding power in the communities. Focus group participants expressed tremendous concern with the diversion of cases of violence against women and children because they felt that the majority of support goes to offenders along with a prevalence of victim-blaming mentalities. A lack of concern for the safety needs of women and children, particularly in isolated communities was also cited as a major concern in processes such as 'Victim–Offender Mediation'. In such situations, women must confront her abuser. This could have grave implications, in terms of psychological and physical safety, if the offender were to remain in the community."


How can communities that reflect systemic patterns of gender-based violence be entrusted with the responsibility to confront these problems or to create an environment free from fear?

The challenge for restorative and other alternatives to adversarial justice is to transform the conditions that created the conflict in the first place. If sentencing circles, for example, simply reproduce the
hierarchies of power and oppression of violent gender relations, they can rightly be criticized as no better—and for some vulnerable parties, possibly even worse—than the traditional processes they seek to replace. However, many of those most concerned about the vulnerability of disempowered groups in informal dispute resolution processes would also acknowledge the lack of success of rights-based advocacy to change underlying social attitudes toward systemic inequities. Our efforts, therefore, should be directed toward providing process safeguards to ensure voluntariness, information and freedom from coercion in both restorative justice and consensus-based justice processes.

Rather than assuming that power differences and imbalances can be addressed by guarantees of sameness in treatment and procedural requirements, it is important to regard every situation in which conflict arises—whether private contractual, public order, family and domestic, governance, corporate or any other—as one already affected by unequal social and economic structures. This may be as a result of prevailing social attitudes toward a particular type of crime (for example, white-collar crime or domestic violence), the position of individuals or groups (such as well-resourced litigants, impecunious litigants, parties with strong and supportive reference groups, parties with no reference groups, and so on), and in each case, the values reflecting the current status quo, perhaps replicated in the legal system. These differences cannot be eliminated by a conflict resolution process. But recognizing them explicitly would enable the construction of just outcomes that do not assume sameness to be the equivalent to fairness. Processes and outcomes should instead respond to particular circumstances and needs.

4.2.3 Vigilantism, punitiveness and exclusivity

A related critique made consistently of restorative and consensus-based justice programs is that delegating the power to develop solutions to the communities, even to the parties themselves, assumes that these are healthy communities or people whose decision-making will be fair and balanced.

In the case of some troubled communities, this means going even further and assuming a healed community. Critics question why
there is an assumption that the goodwill and good sense directing these processes are necessarily preferable to a judge-directed, legally formulated outcome. For example, it is possible to imagine offenders accepting a greater degree of punishment—or at least a greater degree of public humiliation—than they might have been subject to had they entered a plea of not guilty and taken their chances at trial. It is possible to imagine a defendant in a civil law suit settling for less monetary compensation than a court might award, or even a plaintiff paying out more than a court might have ordered. Are the agreed outcomes of community panels, group conferences and mediations really “better”—in the sense of fairer and more just—than the comparable decisions of a court? One author chillingly points out that “society’s response can be even more terrifying than crime itself,” pointing to the rise in gun sales and vigilantism that followed the Los Angeles riots of 1992.27

If a perception of harm to the community is the trigger for intervention in a restorative model, there is also a fear that the community might take this intervention into inappropriate areas, such as those of personal privacy and family life. If such interventions are also legitimized and buttressed by the authority of the state, the danger of net-widening becomes a very real threat.28 Again the issue is: Who decides when and what type of community intervention is

"Restorative justice envisions the community taking significant responsibility for conducting programs. The creation of new positions of authority creates concern about the participation of diverse community members and how their views will be included. The dynamics of communities involve relationships of power ... [W]e cannot assume that communities are healthy and safe, or are concerned with creating an equitable status for all their residents."

necessary? And how willing are we to offer this responsibility to communities, with all their flaws?

The notion of communitarianism implicit in restorative justice is generally understood as a means of extending and entrenching community control. However, a traditional conception of communitarianism is essentially a unifying strategy that inevitably separates “insiders” (who buy in) and “outsiders” (who are alienated from the community or who are simply less comfortable with collective solidarity). This raises fears about the potential for the community—or powerful individuals within the community—to act oppressively toward outsiders or those less powerful than themselves. How practically able are homogeneous communities to tolerate and include views highly divergent from their own? How hospitable will communities be to outsiders?

Even those who argue that community stewardship can be supported and grown acknowledge that there should be controls and safeguards on decision-making by communities. These controls and safeguards can be ensured by a relevant state with a responsive regulatory framework, and constitutional limits on the discretion of community decision-making. This relationship will be discussed further in Chapter 8, where the regulatory role of the state in relation to restorative justice and consensus-based justice will be explored in further detail.

4.2.4 Co-optation

A quite different concern—and sometimes criticism—of restorative and consensus-based justice practices is that their original innovative vision could be corrupted through integration into institutional and bureaucratic structures. This is a quite different kind of critique because it presupposes that restorative and consensus-based justice models are worth preserving in their pure form.

There is a real tension between the need for new forms of dispute resolution to be related to the formal justice system (thereby achieving legitimacy) and the need to be independent from it (thereby ensuring that its original principles do not become diluted). Some of those who advocate either restorative justice or consensus-
based justice do so with a vision that it will ultimately replace the formal justice system, not simply modify or supplement it with new alternative processes. However, as long as the formal justice system exists, restorative and consensus-based justice programs can only function entirely independently of it if they limit their interventions to conflicts at an early stage (for example, before pleadings are issued or before charges are laid) or to conflicts outside the context of legal claims. While some researchers’ data suggest that formal litigation accounts for only a very small proportion of all dispute resolution processing,31 drawing these disputes into a community-based dispute resolution program is far from easy.32

Therefore, a balance must be struck between the need to coordinate the efforts and preserve the flexibility and creativity of the different processes. We come back to this difficult equilibrium in Chapter 7.

Restorative justice and consensus-based justice attract very similar critiques. Both face comparable challenges in ensuring that the benefits of community-based, informal dispute resolution processes do not produce greater unfairness and inequities than the traditional justice systems they seek to substitute or supplement. Any integrated model must operate with a strong awareness of the critiques that concern those who might otherwise be supportive of alternatives to adversarial justice.


2 Even where one might feel that no real harm is being caused by a single individual act, traditional deterrence theory has argued that nonetheless standards need to be maintained for the greater good of the community. Retributive theories of justice also see criminal acts as harms that extend beyond the individual to the whole community, and the justification for assigning and ceding to punishment as laying in the notional “social contract” to which citizens subscribe. J.J. Llewellyn and R. Howse, Restorative Justice: A Conceptual Framework (Ottawa: Law Commission of Canada, 1999) at 33.

3 Llewellyn and Howse describe this in terms of a focus on individual guilt. Ibid. at 34–35.
4 Ibid. at 28.


8 This is Bush and Folger’s “transformation story,” which suggests higher ends and goals for collaborative processes than the resolution of a particular lawsuit. R.A. Bush and J.P. Folger, The Promise of Mediation: Responding to Conflict Through Empowerment and Recognition (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1994) especially 20–22.

9 In non-criminal matters, where it is easy to see many conflicts as being less about values and principles and more about resource allocation, this is even more clearly the case. See V. Aubert, “Competition and Dissensus: Two Types of Conflict and Conflict Resolution” (1963) 7 Journal of Conflict Resolution 26.


12 Quebec, for example, has certified five professional organizations which may designate mediators for the purpose of Family Mediation. Code of Civil Procedure, R.S.Q. 2001, c. C-25, r. 2.1 (Regulation Respecting Family Mediation).


18 Section 277 of the Criminal Code (which, unlike s. 276, survived the challenge of Seaboyer) excludes any evidence being admitted in a rape trial that discloses the previous sexual history of the complainant if its purpose is to challenge the credibility of the complainant. See P. Kobly, “Rape Shield Legislation: Relevance, Preference and Judicial Discretion” (1992) 30 Alberta Law Review 988.


21 Grillo, supra note 16 at 1545.

W. Stewart, A. Huntley and E. Blaney, supra note 15.


See, for example, the analysis in D. Bell, Faces at the Bottom of the Well: The Permanence of Racism (Basic Books, 1993); and R. Delgado, “Conflict as Pathology: An Essay for Trina Grillo” (1997) 81 Minnesota Law Review 1391.


Roach, supra note 19 at 259-262.


See, for example, N. Rockhill, Building the Caseload: Report from the Conflict Resolution Service (Toronto: Fund for Dispute Resolution, 1993), (pointing out that formal alliance with agencies and justice systems enabled St. Stephen’s Community Mediation Service to develop a healthy caseload); and J. Benoit, J. Kopachevsky, S. Macdonald and G. MacDonald, Evaluating the Effects and Methods of Mediation: A Summary Report (Halifax: Institute of Public Affairs, Dalhousie University, 1986) at 8, (noting that community-based services struggle for legitimacy and cases, arguing that “the best way to organize a mediation centre which relies on police referrals is to establish it within the police department”).

For example, the Civil Litigation Research Project, using a survey of 5,000 households, found that only just over 11 percent of the disputes that respondents identified were processed using litigation in the court. See D.M.

Chapter 5  Toward Participatory Justice

A central premise of the models of dispute resolution set out in earlier chapters is that every conflict—its circumstances, its players, its impact—is unique. Participatory processes, unlike the traditional adversarial processes, do not strive for a uniform set of rules and principles with which to achieve, consistency and certainty (in any case, more of a theoretical goal than a realizable objective for formal justice systems). While we have distilled some of the common values and principles of both approaches, it would run counter to their core assumptions to regard these as universally applicable to all types and contexts of dispute. This chapter considers the relationship between the characteristics of any one conflict or set of conflicts—the issues, the affected relationships, the community within which the conflict arises—and the appropriateness of new approaches to conflict resolution. Are some conflicts ever suitable for a restorative or consensus-based justice approach?1

Research has not yet established a convincing correlation between case type—the area of law in which the conflict falls, the character of the disputants, the issues at stake, and so on—and successful resolution using consensus-building approaches.2 However, it is useful to identify those dispute characteristics that suggest that an informal, consensual approach might be inadequate to ensure that fairness is achieved or that the goal of transforming relationships is achieved.

5.1  DIFFERENT TYPES OF CONFLICTS

Criminal and non-criminal matters raise similar concerns about the appropriateness of dialogue and consensus-building processes, but these are often expressed somewhat differently. A first set of issues relates to the personal safety of victims and, more generally, the less powerful parties in a conflict. Circles, Victim–Offender Mediation,
family mediation in which there is a history of domestic violence, or any civil mediation in which one party appears likely and capable of intimidating the other, raise concerns about the vulnerability of weaker parties and the impact on the authenticity and constructiveness of the process.\(^3\) There is a special concern about processes that are mandatory (for example, mandatory court-connected mediation) or implicitly coercive (involving pressure on victims to agree to a restorative process).\(^4\)

---

Program evaluation data tend to be predominantly quantitative, providing statistics for numbers of cases (often grouped according to dispute type) that have been settled. There are a number of methodological problems with such comparisons. Numeric data on outcomes generally do not examine variables such as whether the parties chose this process voluntarily and without pressure, how the parties felt about their role in the dialogue, and whether their particular needs and interests were met by the outcome. Apparently higher numbers of resolutions in any one case-type category can often be explained by contextual factors. For example, the Ontario Pilot Evaluation found that a higher number of wrongful dismissal cases were settled in mediation than other case types. It was hypothesized that the explanation for this was that a higher percentage of wrongful dismissal cases were mandated to mediation and, that as a consequence, the wrongful dismissal attorneys had become skilled at dealing with cases in mediation, as well as that the legal issues involved in wrongful dismissal cases were fairly well settled and the contentious issue was limited to determining the award. The aspiration of proponents of these new methods of conflict resolution is to provide respectful processes for developing fair and accepted outcomes. Quantitative program evaluation data on formal outcomes tell only part of this story.
A second but closely related set of concerns arises in relation to the health and tolerance of the communities within which disputes arise, especially if those communities will play a crucial role in the development and implementation of outcome agreements, whether as mediators, as circle participants, or perhaps as members of a community panel.

Another set of critical questions arises in relation to the potential for the abuse of a consensual process by parties who do not act in good faith or in the spirit of the process, or who may denigrate the integrity of the process and its credibility in the eyes of a significant community.

Finally, some would argue that some conflicts are simply too serious, too complex, or perhaps too socially repugnant to be dealt with in private processes. Instead, these types of conflicts require public adjudication and the application of formal rules to ensure fairness in outcomes. In the criminal arena, this argument has focused on the severity of crimes that should be dealt with in restorative processes. Programs limited to minor offences and perhaps first-time offenders tend to win public acceptance more easily than those that tackle more serious crimes. In the civil context, a parallel debate often centres on the need for adjudication if other individuals are actually or potentially affected. Each of these issues will be dealt with below.

5.1.1 Personal safety and the ability to bargain free from fear

The most obvious group of disputes in which informal consensual processes may be deemed inappropriate are those in which there is no possibility of equal dialogue, either because of the level of intimidation and fear in the relationship between the parties or because the history of the relationship indicates that equal bargaining is impossible. Where these factors are present, the more vulnerable party is unlikely to be a willing participant in the process. Even if the more vulnerable party is willing to be present, it may be that this person will be unable to speak freely during the dialogue. The dialogue that participatory processes aim to encourage and support
may be missing entirely or dominated by one party only. Victims’ groups have expressed great concern over the use of mediation or circles under such circumstances. This concern is further heightened by a perception that many mediators are inadequately trained and unprepared to anticipate and manage issues of domestic violence.

The unique nature of every conflict and the relationships involved in the conflicts mean, however, that it is important not to exclude all disputes with these variables. Indeed, mediation has been used with careful safeguards in some cases of domestic and other sexual violence with positive results. In addition, a circle setting where there is no pressure on the victims can offer them an opportunity to address their abusers in a safe environment where it can be an empowering experience.

Rather than excluding all cases in which there has been violence or intimidation from the possibility of restorative or consensus-based justice processes, a better approach is to emphasize voluntariness, which requires the adequate provision of information and counselling to ensure that all dimensions of a decision to proceed are understood.

Some programs apply careful screening questions at the intake stage in an effort to identify disputes in which fear and especially fear of violence may exist. For example, the Collaborative Justice Project in Ottawa spends much time working separately with victims and offenders to prepare each for a face-to-face meeting. Even after a long period of preparation, some victims and offenders choose not to meet directly. Clearly, where there is fear of coercion, pressure or intimidation, exiting from a participatory justice process must be straightforward and easy for the fearful party.

In addition, even when an individual genuinely volunteers to participate in a process, it is incumbent on a trained mediator to assess the situation independently and, ultimately, make a decision about whether to proceed with a dialogue. Some offenders may volunteer for a dialogue for purely strategic reasons. In these instances, a face-to-face dialogue may not be the most effective restorative justice process to use.

We will return to the question of intake practices, including case screening, in Chapter 6.
5.1.2 The need for healthy and tolerant communities

To meet the goals of participatory processes, it is critical that the community that is asked to take ownership of both the conflict and its solution is itself healthy, respectful of diversity and committed to finding fair and meaningful outcomes to conflicts. Are these processes appropriate if the community has a history of oppression or intolerance? We identify and differentiate between certain groups of victims and offenders who are regarded with more or less social approbation. Communities create hierarchies of crime and approbation. This may be especially marked in some communities where hierarchical relationships between men and women, leaders and followers, and adults and children have resulted in a level of tolerance and acceptance of certain types of crime and conflict inherently oppressive to the victims. It is essential that communities can both offer safety to those confronting victimizing behaviour and ensure that the victim is not placed under any (explicit or tacit) pressure to participate in a dialogue when they are feeling fearful or disempowered.

At the same time, the dialogue and openness offered by restorative and consensus-based justice processes may offer a unique means for a troubled community to heal itself. An example is the use of circles to address long-standing and widespread sexual abuse among members of a Manitoba Aboriginal community. The Community Holistic Circle Healing (CHCH) process began as an effort by an interdisciplinary community team to better understand and address the systemic problems of a small Aboriginal community. The discovery of widespread sexual abuse within the community led to the development of a healing process to uncover and address the harms perpetuated by child sex abuse. By an agreement with the Manitoba Department of Justice and the federal Aboriginal Justice Directorate, Hollow Water established a structure for referral of all sexual abuse charges brought against Hollow Water community members to a community circle program.

This procedure permitted the development of a series of steps—involving the victim, the victimizer, and friends and family—leading to the eventual determination of a three-year plan for the rehabilitation of the offender and protection of the victim (in effect, a three-year
probation order with the CHCH acting as the supervisory body). The evaluation of the Hollow Water program in 1996 noted that “there is no doubt that CHCH is making advances in creating a safer community.”

In the extensive data collected from program workers, victims and their families and victimizers, there is no challenge to the idea that even such a serious matter as child sex abuse can be dealt with responsibly in this forum, providing that adequate safeguards (in particular the proper monitoring of the “probation” period) are ensured. There is clear acceptance within the community that despite a history of denial and a painful and continuing process of disclosure and confrontation, the only way forward for this community is dialogue, forgiveness and eventually healing.

“Forgiveness is the hardest thing for people to do for people, but it is the natural way to healing. As long as you have anger, it will make you sicker and sicker.”—Hollow Water resident


5.1.3 Process abuse

There is a fear—which may grow with the potential seriousness of the offence or complaint—that offenders can abuse restorative and consensus-based justice processes by presenting themselves as remorseful, simply to reduce the severity of their punishment. This fear can be countered by evidence that many offenders find a circle or mediation process far more painful and personally demanding than a court appearance. Nonetheless, this concern persists and underscores the importance of having trained mediators who are able to utilize their judgment when determining the desirability of a meeting between a victim and an offender.

In civil matters, there is ample evidence of the strategic use of negotiation and mediation by lawyers who sometimes choose to use these processes to gather information rather than as good faith
opportunities for bargaining and possible settlement. Research on the attitudes of litigators using mandatory mediation in Toronto and Ottawa confirms this. The “instrumentalist”\(^{16}\) regards mediation and mediators as a process or a tool to be captured and used to advance the clients’ mostly unchanged adversarial goals. Mediation is regarded as a procedural tool to be efficiently utilized or, alternatively, avoided or neutralized (by showing up but not engaging). Another commonly described strategy for process abuse is to use mediation as a delaying tactic.

The response of some American jurisdictions has been to legislate a requirement of good faith of participants in civil mediation,\(^{17}\) although there is continuing debate about the effectiveness of such requirements.\(^{18}\) This approach has not found favour in Canada. A better approach may be to seek to change the climate of credibility and legitimacy of consensual processes so that good faith—at least in the sense of regarding informal processes as important opportunities to constructively advance resolution—will follow. In such a climate bad faith is internally censored and disapproved of, and good faith becomes the norm.\(^{19}\) Government has an important role to play in advancing the public credibility and acceptance of these processes. This will be discussed further in Chapter 8.

\hspace{1cm} 5.1.4 Repugnant acts

Are all types of disputes amenable to participatory justice processes? Some argue that very serious infractions of community norms and values should be excluded from restorative justice processes.

---

Restorative justice is not a soft option. Many offenders find it hard to face the real impact of their crime. For victims, restorative justice may not be about forgiveness, but a desire to tell the offender how the crime has affected them and their family, or getting information that only the offender can give.

Some restorative justice processes only accept offenders who have committed minor criminal offences or first-time offenders, or they tend to focus on young offenders. Other models have provoked considerable debate over whether there should be limits on the types of criminal offences that are eligible for a restorative justice program. In New Zealand, for example, all offences committed by juveniles, excepting only murder and manslaughter, must lead to a family group conference, which the victim is entitled to attend and which occurs before the court proceeds to deal with the case. The conference is an opportunity to discuss the needs of the young people and their families and to develop plans that will provide access to funds for services and programs intended to achieve these goals.

The Fraser Region Community Justice Initiatives program in British Columbia has for some time been working with more serious offenders. There are also examples of projects that deal with serious sexual abuse, such as Hollow Water. The Collaborative Justice Project provides another example of a program that has explicitly identified more serious crimes as its focus. The Collaborative Justice Project is not a diversion project; rather, a formal guilty plea is entered and the offender will ultimately be sentenced by a judge who may—or may not—accept the recommendations of a restorative process (for example, a circle or VOM). Moreover, along with making reparations to the victim, offenders can receive the full range of legal punishments, including a period of incarceration. It may be easier to make the argument for extending the range of offences for which restorative alternatives are available if these cases remain within the formal justice system—and offenders receive a criminal record, whatever the outcome.

It is important to recognize, however, that “a serious offence does not necessarily mean a serious offender.” Results from an evaluation of the Collaborative Justice Program showed that while a majority of offenders who participated in the project had committed a serious offence, 51 percent of the offenders were first-time offenders, and the evaluation indicated that the majority of offenders were offenders with a low likelihood of re-offending.
Arguments similar to those made in relation to serious crimes are often made over the importance of requiring strict public accounting of those whose civil actions have caused harm to a wide group of people, for example, environmental disputes, or whose behaviour challenged a fundamental value of our society, such as a Canadian Charter of Rights violation. Should some types of conflict—for example, disputes raising Charter or other human rights issues—be declared to be in the public domain and excluded from the realm of private settlement?

The principle of self-determination that lies at the heart of participatory processes implies that if the parties prefer a private consensus-building strategy to public adjudication, they must be allowed to make this choice. It would be unfair to deny litigants the benefit of a participatory process because their claim involves a human rights argument. In fact, in many human rights cases, a
participatory process may allow the victims to articulate a better remedy that fulfills their need and respects their dignity.

As discussed earlier, there may be cases in which the imbalance of power between the parties is such that a participatory process may not be adequate. At other times, the parties themselves may wish for a public adjudication to contribute to changes in the law. Possible still is the disclosure of the terms and results of the participatory process to respond to a need for public transparency and accountability. In Chapter 7, we give examples of processes that have been developed to balance the need for public scrutiny and the ability of parties to come to an understanding that satisfy them.

5.2 PARTICIPATORY JUSTICE IN DIVERSE COMMUNITIES

Some people have argued that participatory justice models are best suited to closely knit, non-urban communities with some of the characteristics of a traditional community. They argue that participatory justice models premised on meaningful interaction between individuals cannot be sustained in urban areas where individuals are socially disconnected from one another. Section 5.2 will examine the possibility of participatory justice in diverse communities.
5.2.1 Aboriginal communities

Principles and values of participatory processes often seem to better reflect the cultural mores of Aboriginal communities. For example, the acceptance of collective responsibility for conflict within the community—counterintuitive for an individualistic Western model of disputing—appears closer to how many Aboriginal communities approach conflict. In many Aboriginal teachings there is no distinction between the pain or the disgrace of one individual and the harm caused to the whole community. In addition, dialogue processes emphasizing consensus-building through participation are the cultural heritage of Aboriginal communities, despite the huge changes that contact with Western culture has wrought in their traditional way of life. The model of “circles” derives from Aboriginal practices in many parts of the world. Therefore, there is familiarity with dialogue as a means of resolving conflict, although it is important to note that Western legal culture has made significant inroads into this tradition.

In addition, there is a strong desire in many Aboriginal communities—a desire that is widely recognized by the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs—to bring justice and decision-making back to their local roots and traditions.

An impressive number of successful restorative justice initiatives have taken root in Aboriginal communities. These include the original circle sentencing projects in the Yukon, pioneered by Judge Barry Stuart, clarified in his landmark judgment in *R. v. Moses*, and now established in Aboriginal communities in the Yukon. The circle is used with criminal cases of chronic offenders. Separate healing circles are held for the victim and the offender. Accountability is a strong component of the latter. The sentencing circle includes the judge, prosecutor, defence lawyer, victim, offender, their supporters and any other community members who want to attend. The members of the circle participate as equals in determining the sentence. The process may last for several weeks. Similar initiatives are now in place across Canada, particularly in western Canada. In addition, circles operate in urban environments, for example, Aboriginal Legal Services of Toronto operates a Community Council.
5.2.2 Non-Aboriginal communities, including metropolitan settings

Some argue that participatory processes can only work in small, homogeneous communities. For example, the successful Farm Mediation Program in Saskatchewan in the 1980s and 1990s reflected the central importance of farming to the economy and the values shared among both farmers and financial institutions in maintaining...
Vancouver Aboriginal Restorative Justice Program

"On the evening of April 27th [2000], the Vancouver Aboriginal Restorative Justice Program (VARJP) held its first ever Community Council forum. Three Community Council members, an Elder, the offender and two of his family members, joined in a circle with VARJP Coordinator, Christine Smith-Parnell, to discuss the offence and the underlying causes of the behaviour which led to it.

The victims, employees of a Canadian corporation, while not in attendance, provided information during a pre-forum interview that was shared by letter during the actual forum. This information was of great assistance in helping the offender to understand the consequences of his actions. It also aided the Council members who were challenged with the task of coming up with a healing-focused plan that addressed both the offender’s and victim’s needs.

Feedback from forum participants was extremely positive. The offender stated that he was very grateful to have an opportunity to deal with the matter within the Aboriginal community and away from the court system. He was particularly happy about the presence of two Council participants who shared the same First Nations background as [he]. The family members who accompanied the offender for support were very excited to see him take responsibility for his wrongdoing and move towards addressing his negative behaviour.

When contacted with the results of the forum, the victims also expressed satisfaction. They were pleased that the offender came to understand that the victim was not just a corporation, but also a group of people who work within it. In addition, they appreciated that the offender was going to take steps toward improving himself.

(continued)
a strong agricultural base. Interestingly, there is also plenty of evidence of successful initiatives in much larger and more diverse metropolitan settings (for example, the Ottawa Collaborative Justice Project; neighbourhood mediation projects such as St. Stephen’s Community Resolution Centre and Downsview Community Mediation Services, both in Toronto). Perhaps the key concept is the existence of a “community of care” with shared needs and interests, which creates community ties and a sense of motivation to resolve difficulties locally and to apply local knowledge. Such a community might be a group of homeowners in a gated community who are concerned about crime, a loose association of small business owners trying to protect themselves against larger business, or a residents’ group lobbying for environmental cleanup in their neighbourhood. Such groups are increasingly recognized by sociologists as “a key organizing principle of contemporary life.”

Susan Merry has noted that communities that include pre-existing organizations, professional groups and institutions are more likely to embrace community-based dispute resolution models—what she describes as “those pockets of [American] society which retain the social characteristics of urban villages,” where community mediation programs can build on existing “patterns of informal social control.” Such programs are often organized around a strong volunteer core. For example, the Mennonite community took the lead in establishing the first Canadian victim–offender projects in Kitchener–Waterloo; Winnipeg Mediation Services was built on an originally Mennonite volunteer base; and the Church Council of Canada now plays a major role in a variety of projects, including the Ottawa Collaborative Justice Project.
Threshold Requirements for a Participatory Justice Process

- Community motivation to address conflict in a way that will serve individuals and the community better than conventional justice processes
- Local champions within the community
- The support of key players, particularly for referrals (courts, Crown, municipality, police, community organizations, schools)
- A group of core individuals who will work directly to build the program (this must include at least a few able practitioners with relevant training and experience)
- The potential for building a stable group of volunteers
- Access to conflict resolution training

5.2.3 Enhancing the capacity of communities to provide participatory processes

It is much more difficult to build credible and sustainable justice projects where the community lacks some unifying characteristics. For example, communities with high levels of transition—people moving in and out—are also those where collective spirit is harder to develop and maintain. The resources needed to organize, including a core group of highly motivated individuals, may be lacking or may not be long lasting. The creation of a stable volunteer group may be difficult or even impossible under such circumstances. Moreover, a large group of volunteers is essential for avoiding “volunteer burnout” syndrome, which affects many community justice projects.

For planning the development of a justice project in the form of a community mediation service, a VOM program, a program of healing circles, or a community panel process, the following resources appear to be threshold requirements.30
5.3 SOME CONCLUSIONS

Three conclusions emerge with some clarity from our discussion. One is that restorative justice and consensus-based justice appear most suitable for disputes where each party participates voluntarily and has sufficient capacity to engage fully in a process of dialogue and negotiation. Perhaps most importantly, process design must reflect local conditions and individual circumstances. For example, face-to-face dialogue may not be appropriate in every case. Instead, separate caucuses may be more appropriate. Whereas in restorative justice processes, victims and offenders may require time to deal with the aftermath of the crime, and many victims and offenders may not wish to enter into a dialogue. In some communities, there may be a need to constrain or monitor in some way the outcomes of community decision-making, to ensure that intolerance and vigilantism do not surface. The need for justice processes to be flexible and responsive to the unique conditions of each conflict is discussed further in Chapter 7 as a key design principle.

But while participatory processes are not universally applicable to all types of conflicts, experience suggests that a dialogue-based, consensus-seeking approach may be an appropriate tool in a wide range of conflict settings (wider than currently used). Despite fears about intimidation and coercion in disputes involving family violence, offering mediation as an option for separating or divorcing spouses can sometimes give a historically disempowered partner an opportunity to find a voice and control the outcome of a marriage dissolution in a way that traditional litigation cannot. Similarly, where the victims of violent crimes have chosen to participate in restorative justice processes they often describe relief and a renewed sense of control over their lives when the process is complete.31

There are examples of criminal justice projects in which communities have confronted collective demons and emerged stronger and healthier as a consequence. Even sceptical litigators have come to embrace court-connected mediation in cities where a culture of legitimacy has begun to develop around the use of mediation—marked in part by a generalized rejection of more instrumental and abusive uses of the mediation process to advance purely adversarial
goals. Sometimes, under the most unlikely circumstances, restorative, consensus-based justice has the greatest impact because of its potential to transform people, relationships and local culture.

Asking whether some disputes and dispute settings are appropriate for participatory processes is highly relevant to the question of where government should target resources to initiate and support such programs. But appropriateness is not the sole consideration. Government must balance concerns over the suitability of some matters for consensual dispute resolution processes with other important reasons to invest in the innovative enhancement of settlement processes in a particular area of disputing (wrongful dismissal claims, insurance claims, minor assault charges), particular communities (Aboriginal communities, isolated rural communities), or particular groups of disputants (neighbours, family members, young offenders). Government might wish to target one of these areas because of a dismal record of satisfaction or a history of largely unsuccessful outcomes within the traditional justice model (for example, the inability of the justice system to change behaviours in terms of compliance or recidivism). Even where there are characteristics within a target group that raise concerns about the suitability of participatory processes, government may still wish to proceed with new programs but rely on enhanced regulatory measures for monitoring funded programs. The issue of government oversight is the subject of further discussion in Chapter 8.

---

1 Answering this question raises further questions about voluntariness and compulsion in transformative processes. While this discussion cannot be detached from consideration of which disputes should be encouraged to use transformative processes, the question of voluntariness will be considered in more detail in Chapter 7 in relation to process design.


3 For example, see the results from focus groups convened by the John Howard Society of Manitoba to determine the suitability of a family group decision-

4 See the further discussion in relation to the principle of voluntariness in Chapter 7.


9 For a number of examples, see the survey in J. Pearson, “Mediating When Domestic Violence Is a Factor: Policies and Practices in Court-based Divorce Mediation Programs” (1997) 14:4 *Mediation Quarterly* 319. This article also highlights the many different forms that domestic violence takes and the lack of alternative processes for women who are victims of spousal abuse.

10 In contrast, see the decision in *G.O. v. C.D. H.*, [2000] O.J. No. 1882, where there was a presumption that mediation should be used, despite the objections of the fearful party.

11 See the discussion regarding the challenges faced by some Aboriginal communities in W. Stewart, A. Huntley and F. Blaney, *supra* note 6.


13 It is important to note that the Hollow Water community was facing other very


15 For example, Yves Tessier, an offender who appeared on the Law Commission of Canada’s video on restorative justice, said that having to meet with his victim’s family was much more difficult than serving time in prison. See Law Commission of Canada, *Communities and the Challenge of Conflict: Perspectives on Restorative Justice* (video) 2000.


17 See, for example, the extensive review in J. Lande, “Using Dispute Systems Design Methods to Promote Good Faith in Court-connected Mediation Programs” (2002) 50:1 *UCLA Law Review* 69 at 78–85.

18 Lande, *ibid.* at 86-107.

19 For example, the Bar in Ottawa has apparently embraced mediation in civil cases to the extent that it is now counter-culture to use the process for instrumental reasons only. Ottawa lawyers complain that they experience process abuse only when they mediate opposite a Toronto litigator, where the culture still supports bad faith and process abuse. See Macfarlane, *supra* note 16 at 300–301 and 315–316.


22 For more information about the Fraser Region Community Justice Initiative, see online: <http://www.cjibc.org/>.

23 “Risk” was measured using the Level of Supervision Inventory. T.A. Rugge and R. Cormier, Department of the Solicitor General of Canada, *Restorative Justice in Cases of Serious Crimes: An Evaluation* (prepared for delivery at the 6th
International Conference on Restorative Justice, Simon Fraser University, Vancouver, B.C., June 2003).

24 See, for example, the Aboriginal teachings outlined in P. Lane, J. Bopp and M. Bopp, The Sacred Tree (Lethbridge: Four Worlds Development Press, 1986); and see the discussion in B. Stuart, “Sentencing Circles: Making Real Differences” in J. Macfarlane, ed., Rethinking Disputes: The Mediation Alternative (Toronto: Emond Montgomery, 1997) at 206–207.

25 The initial development of “circles” within a formal justice setting is usually attributed to the Maori model of circle dialogue. See R. Ross, Returning to the Teachings (Toronto: Penguin, 1996) at 19.


27 R. v. Moses, [1992] Y.J. No. 50, was a landmark decision by Justice Stuart, setting out for the first time in a written judgment the rationale for using sentencing circles within Aboriginal communities, as well as a description of their process mechanics.


30 For an example of the challenges faced by a group in Victoria to establish a restorative justice program, see M. Dhami and P. Joy, Challenges to Establishing Community-based Restorative Justice Programs: The Victoria Experience (prepared for delivery at the 6th International Conference on Restorative Justice, Simon Fraser University, Vancouver, B.C., June 2003).

31 See, for example, the experience of the VOM program operated by the Mediation and Restorative Justice Centre in Edmonton, Alberta. A. Edwards and J. Haslett, Domestic Violence and Restorative Justice: Advancing the Dialogue (prepared for delivery at the 6th International Conference on Restorative Justice, Simon Fraser University, Vancouver, B.C., June 2003).
Chapter 6 Designing and Evaluating Models of Participatory Justice

One of the objectives of this report is to identify best practices in conflict resolution across Canada. Chapter 6 offers some principles for the design of participatory processes, drawing on the most promising outcomes seen in current restorative justice and consensus-based justice initiatives.

6.1 THE HALLMARKS OF BEST PRACTICE IN PARTICIPATORY PROCESS DESIGN

To achieve the goals of a participatory process, design principles for participatory justice processes must be faithful to both core values and practical constraints. Good practice now includes careful design planning, both at a general level (for example, determining the type of interaction that might occur between parties to a conflict, and whether the outcome is final or can be re-opened in another process) and at an individual level (for example, determining who should participate and what role they should be prepared to play, and the rules or understandings on confidentiality, future admissibility, and the publication of outcomes). Publication of outcomes is especially important in relation to evaluation and monitoring, but it also raises fundamental questions regarding the public scrutiny of informal processes such as mediation, circles and group conferencing.

The process design principles proposed below are responsive to the three ways in which participatory processes are clearly distinguishable from conventional dispute-processing strategies: a conceptualized notion of harm; a concept of justice as equal well-being, in full recognition of existing systemic inequities; and a focus on the relationship dimensions of conflict. First, it is instructive to take brief note of some of the major themes that have emerged in scholarly and practical work, now commonly known as dispute systems design (DSD), not least because these themes underpin our thinking in this area.
6.1.1 Building in disputant choice

Choice is a design principle that has emerged as key in the last decade of experimentation. Proponents argue that providing choices empowers the participants. Providing choices allows people to decide which process can respond better to their needs. Choice has implications for the principle of voluntariness that will be reviewed later.

6.1.2 Community ownership

The development of conflict resolution processes should include consultation and participation of the client groups that will be affected. The involvement of those directly affected in the design and implementation of these new dispute resolution processes is increasingly regarded as essential, enhancing both the credibility and the longevity of such initiatives. Participation may take place at the planning stage, at the implementation stage (for example, during the training of mediators), and at the evaluation stage (for example, through focus groups, surveys and other data collection techniques). Client-centred design allows designers and policymakers to avoid cultural assumptions in developing community-based programs—instead, the design of the program can reflect the cultural demography of the community—and encourages a sense of ownership for the initiative among community members. At a minimum, community participation should include an offer of training to community members on the principles of participatory processes that will form the cornerstones of the new program. As the process design takes shape and a program emerges, community members may choose to play key roles, such as volunteering as community mediators, participating in circles, or sitting as a member of community panels.

6.2 TWELVE GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR THE DESIGN OF PARTICIPATORY PROCESSES

There is some tension between setting out even general principles for process design and meeting the needs of those who participate in participatory processes. Justice is above all a highly subjective experience. Can the principles of restorative and consensus-based
justice be used to generate applicable recommendations for the design of overall systems that support consensus-building and healing? The most important principle for participatory processes may be that any process or system should be sufficiently flexible to take account of individual needs and goals. What works for one dispute will not necessarily work for another, however superficially similar they might appear. Individual expectations, motivations and values—and how the parties have constructed their “reality” of the conflict—are different in every dispute.

Nonetheless, some general principles do emerge and should guide the design of future participatory processes. Each of the 12 design principles that follow reflects the earlier discussion of the core objectives and process values of restorative and consensus-based justice initiatives in Chapters 2 and 3, as well as the fundamental characteristics of participatory processes (a conceptualized understanding of harm, justice as social well-being, a focus on relationships and relationship restoration). The 12 design principles are:

- Early intervention
- Accessibility
- Voluntariness
- Careful preparation
- Opportunities for face-to-face dialogue
- Advocacy and support
- Confidentiality
- Fairness
- Relevant and realistic outcomes
- Flexibility and responsiveness
- Efficiency
- Systemic Impact
6.2.1 Early intervention

A first guiding principle is an emphasis on early intervention and pre-charge or pre-litigation options for non-criminal matters. It seems clear that the earlier that non-threatening, constructive, participatory interventions can be made, the more likely that a conflict may quickly de-escalate. This principle is exemplified in restorative justice processes that operate as a caution for young people who otherwise could be at risk for future criminal behaviour. It is also exemplified in school-based programs that encourage good conflict resolution skills and practices among schoolchildren. In civil matters, early intervention would enable landlords and tenants to seek early mediation assistance when problems arise and their relationship begins to deteriorate, and it would not be delayed until the landlord obtained an order for eviction.5

It is interesting to speculate on how this public and political culture might change if people could expect assistance with conflict resolution before a formal criminal charge is laid or a litigation has commenced.6 There are obvious benefits both for individual disputants themselves and for the community at large. Participatory processes should be designed with an awareness of the benefits of early intervention. Participatory processes should consciously aspire to the creation of a culture in which early problem diagnosis and proactive intervention are widely accepted, in much the same way as the medical community uses early identification and diagnosis of health problems.

The principle of early diagnosis and intervention wherever possible should not discourage the important development of post-adjudication processes—for example, post-incarceration Victim–Offender Mediation or the use of talking circles in a workplace after the adjudication of a grievance. Such processes serve many helpful functions for the participants and contribute to the resolution of long enduring conflicts and the reduction of the costs of those conflicts for our society.
6.2.2 Accessibility

If participatory processes are to be utilized by community members and justice system officials, it is critical to design them to be easily accessible, user-friendly and not overly bureaucratic. A number of factors appear to be significant in designing programs to maximize accessibility and participation. The first is that the program must be located in a place that is considered unthreatening and welcoming to potential users. For this reason, some programs (especially restorative justice initiatives working with offenders and victims) take place outside a courthouse or formal justice venue. A second consideration is that potential users should be able to access information about the service with assurances of complete confidentiality.

Where the consent of a justice system official—for example, a Crown prosecutor, or a judge—is needed before a participatory process can be utilized by the parties, it is important that decision-making is timely and transparent.

6.2.3 Voluntariness

The fears expressed that some members of marginalized and disempowered groups will be coerced to participate in informal dispute resolution processes and perhaps agree to unfair outcomes must be taken very seriously. Genuine voluntariness seems to be more than a desirable principle in the design of participatory processes; indeed, it is fundamental. To ensure that parties to a dispute genuinely volunteer to participate in a program, they must be provided with full information about the process and its alternatives and all the assistance necessary to make an informed choice. This does not mean that each person who chooses a participatory process over a more traditional rights-based approach will do so with no concerns or fears, but that they should do so with authentic voluntariness, having appraised it as a good option for the resolution of the conflict at issue.

Choice must be respected. Participatory processes assume that individual parties are best suited to determine whether a consensual approach is suitable for the resolution of their conflict, whether this lies in the criminal domain or in the civil domain. At the same time,
however, the mediator must exercise judgment when considering whether to proceed with a mediation, particularly when issues of fear and violence are present.\textsuperscript{10}

Introducing mandatory mediation programs in the civil courts has been criticized on the grounds that requiring the parties to mediate corrupts the concept of voluntary bargaining. Others argue that this is the only way to ensure that clients, rather than their legal representatives, decide whether mediation is appropriate and to enable their legal representatives to experience a process that is otherwise unfamiliar and perhaps counterintuitive to legal training. What emerges from these debates is the need to design programs in such a way that they ensure that disputants themselves actively decide whether to use a participatory process to address a conflict. Attention must also be directed at removing the disincentives to using participatory processes that currently exist in our system of justice, for example, the absence of full legal aid coverage.

Is there a case for requiring some form of participation in consensus-building processes, as, for example, in mandatory court-connected mediation programs? Mandatory requirements vary widely. Some jurisdictions require that the parties and their counsel simply meet to negotiate the most appropriate process (mandatory consideration rules).\textsuperscript{11} An argument can be made that mandatory mediation is sometimes appropriate to expose both disputants and their legal representatives to a process that they would otherwise likely decline.\textsuperscript{12} Moreover, research now shows a correlation between actual experiences of mediation and positive attitudes toward the usefulness of the process.\textsuperscript{13} Research also shows no significant differences in satisfaction between participants in voluntary processes and those in mandatory processes.\textsuperscript{14}

Can the same arguments be applied to participatory processes in the criminal context? The debate over voluntariness in restorative justice processes appears to be centred on ensuring exit routes for those who feel coerced into participating (for example, for the victims experiencing pressure from their communities to participate), rather than on any suggestion that either victim or offender should be compelled to attend a circle or community panel instead of a
traditional trial process. Nonetheless, an equally strong case can be made from both civil and criminal matters requiring that legal counsel—and perhaps their clients—attend an orientation or information session describing the alternative process and its possible value.

Any suggestion of compulsion or coercion to participate in a mediation, circle or similar process clearly contradicts the principle of voluntariness, which appears intrinsic to participatory processes. It is the view of the Commission that such mandatory programs are to be reserved for non-criminal conflicts, for a time-limited period, alongside accessible training and information opportunities for participants, and with the possibility to refuse to participate for reasons of fear of intimidation or coercion.

It is proposed, therefore, that mandatory participation programs be considered only under the following conditions:

1. Where a requirement of mandatory participation is introduced for a time-limited period, in order to expose the local lawyers and their clients to dispute resolution services and to educate them about the potential alternatives to a traditional justice model.

2. Where a requirement of mandatory participation is introduced alongside accessible training and information opportunities for lawyers and their clients.

3. Where easily accessible exit routes can be provided for those identifying themselves as vulnerable to intimidation or coercion.

The debate over mandatory mediation ought not to detract from the very real issue of the existing disincentives to using participatory processes. Within both the criminal and non-criminal justice systems, many rules, practices and customs make it more difficult or costly for parties who might consider participatory processes. Throughout its consultations, the Commission had heard from many professionals and non-professionals who describe how the rules on costs or on access to legal aid, for example, prevented a serious exploration of participatory alternatives. Many invisible barriers to
developing and recognizing alternatives to the traditional adversarial system continue to exist. The Commission hopes that this report and the continued work of the many institutions involved in the justice system will serve to uncover and remove current impediments to wider recourse to participatory processes.

6.2.4 Careful preparation

Another design principle that must coexist, however uneasily, alongside voluntariness in participatory processes is particular attention to disputant relationships that suggest fear or intimidation. An example of a set of minimal standards for screening is provided by the Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General policy for funded mediation services at the Family Court.

Note, however, that point five assumes that when the intake worker believes that mediation is inappropriate, mediation should be refused, even if the party wishes to proceed. This seems incompatible with the emphasis on self-determination in processes and suggests a focus on protecting the intervener, rather than on achieving the best interests of the client. This principle does, however, recognize that it is not always appropriate for parties to meet, even when they want to. Throughout its consultations, the Commission heard that mediators ought to be in a position to evaluate particular cases to determine whether a meeting would be constructive or destructive. The Commission suggests that in cases in which fear and a history of violence are present, but the client wishes to pursue consensual dispute resolution, there should be joint decision-making between the disputant and the mediator. In addition, best practice in design might assign an external mentor to review such a case as it proceeds through the chosen process to ensure that there is no actual or perceived intimidation.

Intake processes should also build in adequate preparation time. A critical part of preparation is considering what documentation and other material needs to be made available to all participants before a meeting. Leaving this to the initiative and discretion of individual participants is sometimes inefficient, especially when counsel are constrained by conventional approaches to information exchange.
Instead, programs should ensure that an early substantive discussion takes place, if necessary facilitated by a program staff person, regarding the exchange of relevant information before a circle, mediation, panel hearing or other process.

Many informal dispute resolution processes move slowly. For example, it may take a great deal of preparatory work to ready participants for a circle; parties, for a face-to-face mediation; or

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General Policy for Government-funded Mediation Services at the Family Court</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mediation services are required to commit to the following goals:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. the identification of violence in the family/abuse;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. the safety of victims of violence in the family/abuse;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. ensuring that mediation is offered only when it is truly voluntary;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. to give clients who have been disempowered by violence in the family/abuse the support and safety they need to refuse to mediate;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. to suggest cases which are not suitable for mediation and to refuse mediation in these cases [and to suggest alternate courses of action];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. to encourage assertiveness of victims of violence in the family/abuse; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. to provide clients with information about community resources which can be of assistance to them and their children.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

spouses, for the first substantive four-way negotiation in collaborative law. It is important to invest the time and resources required to adequately prepare disputants for a process. Experience suggests that if this preparatory work is done, these processes appear to proceed much more successfully and quickly toward an acceptable conclusion.

6.2.5 Opportunities for face-to-face dialogue

This report has already dealt with the importance of face-to-face dialogue for both restorative justice and consensus-based justice processes. A key design principle for participatory processes must be the creation of opportunities for face-to-face dialogue in which personal experiences of justice can be created. During its consultations, the Commission heard from many people who are actively involved in restorative and consensus-based justice initiatives. Practitioners told the Commission that there will be occasions when face-to-face dialogue may be inappropriate or ill-advised: it may be rejected by one or more of the parties to the conflict or it may simply not be feasible because of time and distance constraints. Under these circumstances there must be sufficient flexibility to enable a dialogue to take place—through shuttle diplomacy, conference call, videoconferencing or other means—if the parties firmly believe this to be constructive.

While face-to-face dialogue has the potential to offer the greatest impact on victims and offenders, research indicates that even when victims and offenders do not meet, levels of satisfaction, particularly with the process, remain high.15

6.2.6 Advocacy and support

The Commission’s consultations with practitioners underlined the need for advocacy and support. The experience of these practitioners suggests that program design should ensure a clear place and functional role for supporters. “Supporters” can be lawyers, family members, friends or others who might provide advice and offer emotional support throughout the conflict resolution process. It is important that the role of the supporter be clarified in advance and
that participatory processes remain within the ultimate control of the disputants.

Many individuals whom the Commission consulted suggested that the presence of lawyers undermines the participatory nature of the process, as they bring with them their adversarial culture, particularly in criminal cases. The history of mandatory mediation in civil cases reveals that this fear of lawyers undermining a participatory process may be overstated. There is some evidence that when lawyers attend mandatory civil mediation with their clients, the discussions are dominated by counsel who sometimes instruct their clients to leave the talking to them. On the other hand, research conducted for the Commission by Julie Macfarlane showed that many lawyers involved in mandatory mediation come to realize the value of the process. These “true believers” embrace the principles of participatory justice and are open to allowing their clients to assume a leading role in the conflict resolution process.

To ensure that participatory processes retain a focus on the disputants themselves, rather than on their agents, advocates should be briefed on the need for their clients to speak for themselves wherever possible, to participate actively, and with full advice from counsel, to reach their final decisions independent of outside parties who might seek to influence them. As the Commission recommends in Chapter 8, the principles of participatory justice ought to be taught in universities and, in particular, in law schools and reaffirmed by law societies so that lawyers come to understand the value of these processes and the types of skills the processes require so that their potential is fully realized.

There has been a lot of discussion over whether disputants need legal advice in order to reach fully informed decisions in consensual processes. When legal rights and obligations are negotiated, it is good practice to ensure that the parties have access to independent legal advice. At present, not all participatory processes qualify for paid legal representation under provincial legal aid schemes. This is particularly the case in the criminal justice system. Because many legal aid plans do not apply to restorative justice processes means, there is a disincentive for lawyers to recommend these processes to their clients. This is an
"True Believers" in Mandatory Mediation

The True Believer has made a strong personal commitment to the usefulness of the mediation process which goes further than simply reorienting their practice strategies to new client expectations and requirements. The True Believer speaks about mediation in terms that suggest that it has had a significant impact on his attitudes towards practice, clients and conflict. He may even use quasi-religious metaphors like 'converted' or 'transformed' ('I got religion;' 'I think you'll find that I'm a person who has now converted and I admit to being a believer in mediation') to describe this process of personal and professional change. He sees mediation as having a transformative effect on relationships, outcomes and on the role of the advocacy itself which goes beyond an instrumental use of the process. One True Believer described 'a completely different form of adversary process.' Another in comparing mediation to traditional settlement negotiations asserted, '...[M]y role has significantly changed. All of those things are done quite differently at the mediation.'

The True Believer identifies what he thinks are signs of systemic change in the litigation environment and is perhaps more conscious or preoccupied with these than any of the other attitude types. The True Believer even sometimes takes on the role of proselytizer; for example, 'I've got into the practice of taking on the education of the lawyers on the other side with respect to mandatory mediation.' Because of his changed perspectives on conflict resolution and the role of counsel, the True Believer sometimes experiences a strong feeling of tension between his adversarial role and his settlement role.

important dimension of legitimating participatory processes and ensuring that those who choose this approach to dispute resolution are not disadvantaged compared with those who choose to remain within a conventional adjudicative process.

6.2.7 Confidentiality

The assurance of confidentiality, which is usually provided for processes working toward agreed outcomes, seems critical to their efficacy. Guaranteeing the confidentiality of information disclosed, explanations given and, perhaps, acknowledgments made during mediation, circles or group conferences enable participants to be open and at the same time protects this openness. Disclosures made in the course of participatory processes are generally understood to be inadmissible in future legal proceedings. During the course of the Commission's consultations, some people suggested that from time to time Crown counsels have used information disclosed during the course of a restorative justice process to prosecute the offender in court. These types of abuses of confidentiality ought to be carefully examined. Confidentiality is one of the core elements of participatory processes and ought to be guarded carefully.

Good practice suggests that participants read and sign a written statement before they begin a process. Ideally, confidentiality is discussed during the intake and preparatory stages. Intake procedures should explain both the legal status of disclosures and the importance

---

**Standard Confidentiality Agreement**

The parties acknowledge and agree that mediation is a confidential settlement process intended to explore possible compromises or accommodations and alternative solutions or designs to resolve the dispute, and they are participating in the process with the understanding that anything discussed in the mediation process cannot be used in any court or any other proceeding.  

---
of treating disclosures as confidential among participants. In consensus-based justice processes, the former is usually taken care of by standard clauses in mediation agreements.

There is sometimes confusion over the practical import of confidentiality clauses. Clauses such as the above are designed to exclude the repetition of anything said by another party under the cone of confidentiality. They do not restrict in any way a party from repeating a statement she or he has made in mediation or during a circle or conferencing process, nor do they restrict the same party from bringing forward the same information (including documents) again.

It is also important to anticipate certain limitations on confidentiality, both among the parties and on the part of any other participant. These include any disclosure that suggests a threat or danger to life and the ill-treatment or abuse of children. While the Canadian courts have generally been respectful of the confidential nature of conflict resolution discussions, it is also practical to recognize that a judicial order could in theory compel disclosures.19

A more difficult question is how to design processes that ensure that the second component of confidentiality—treating what is said as confidential among the participants—is taken seriously and observed honourably. Clearly, members of a circle or parties to a mediation are likely to discuss what was said with others outside the group, for example, with family and friends. This can sometimes lead to problems within small, close-knit communities. It is suggested that program designers and third parties stress the need to ensure that the private discussions that take place within these processes do not spread throughout the wider community, bringing embarrassment and possibly mistrust into the process and undermining the continuation of such processes.

Finally, it is important to distinguish confidentiality within the process from the confidentiality of outcomes, which raises different issues. These are discussed below.
6.2.8 Fairness

While outcomes should be “what matters” to the individual participant, a balance needs to be struck between community autonomy, personal self-determination and the regulatory role of the state. For the design of participatory processes, this raises questions of external scrutiny, review and appeals.

The decision to voluntarily engage in a participatory process should include a commitment to accepting an agreed outcome as a final resolution of the dispute. Whereas allegations of coercion in reaching an agreed outcome must be taken very seriously, it is appropriate to ask participants to agree at the outset that any outcome to which they consent shall be final and without recourse to an appeal body. The essence of a participatory process is that the parties have considered all the circumstances and have agreed to a particular outcome—a very different commitment than submitting to the imposed judgment of a third party. For this reason, Canadian courts have been unwilling to re-open mediated agreements on the civil side or to substitute their judgment for the apparent voluntary consensus of the parties, unless there is evidence of coercion or oppression in reaching that conclusion.

This does not, however, remove the need to monitor the quality of the outcomes of participatory processes. Where there are clear legal standards (for example, child support guidelines in the case of family disputes), there is additional pressure to ensure that these standards are followed and that parties are not agreeing to less than their entitlement. While it is important to satisfy critics that agreed outcomes do not undermine legal principles or diminish the rights of a particular group—for example, single mothers with custody of their children—the principles of participatory processes require that the parties themselves ultimately make the decisions regarding what they can accept as “fair.”

If the outcomes of a program are monitored to check for settlement patterns that suggest unfairness, an additional practical problem for designers and evaluators of consensus-based justice programs in civil situations is that outcomes are often regarded as confidential. This problem is removed in criminal diversion cases, for
which outcomes must be reported to the court. In many other processes, including family mediation, human rights mediation and some pre-charging processes, there is sometimes a requirement to report outcomes, as these are not generally regarded as private by the parties.

Whether and how outcomes might be made public in processes that are otherwise private is an important design consideration for participatory processes. In some conflicts the accessibility to and publication of the outcome are critical to achieving systemic long-term change (for example, in some human rights and discrimination cases). At the same time, for some parties the opportunity to fashion a private solution to a problem may be an important motivation for them to agree to a participatory approach. These needs and interests must be balanced, but there are clearly instances in which the public interest requires that outcomes should be public, even if anonymity is preserved and some details are omitted. At a minimum, public reporting of the outcome and the form of such reporting should be discussed and possibly negotiated during the process so that participants know in advance what to expect.

### 6.2.9 Relevant and realistic outcomes

While participatory processes leave the solution to the problem in the hands of the participants, it is important that outcomes be relevant and realistic and, if possible, durable. This is important for the credibility and long-term viability of participatory processes. In criminal matters, this means ensuring that resources are available in the system to provide for community services, probation, drug rehabilitation, anger management education, and so on. When an agreement calls for the payment of monies, program staff should have the resources to follow up to ensure that payments have been made. Some programs may choose to work closely with the civil courts, for example, asking a small claims court judge to rubber-stamp an agreement and thereby give the agreement the force of a court order. If a program prefers that compliance measures be informal only, this should be made clear to all participants at the outset, as well as the steps that the program will take as follow-up.
Compliance is an important indicator of the effectiveness of participatory processes. It is important that program designers anticipate some means of monitoring the durability of outcomes. This may mean that a sample of cases is followed up three (or six) months after agreement, in order to generate compliance data. If problems with compliance and durability become evident, the program should review the types of options that are commonly considered by participants to ensure that these are realistic and appropriate.

More important, failure to comply with agreements that are reached may reflect a failure on the part of some of the participants to take the processes and their outcomes seriously. In this case, program staff should consider renewing efforts to undertake sufficient preparatory work with the parties, to ensure that future outcomes are regarded as serious commitments.

6.2.10 Efficiency
 Attempts to measure the cost of court processing time for civil and criminal disputes are unsatisfactory because of the difficulty associated with measuring variables, such as whether a matter returns to court, the economic costs incurred when an individual is placed on probation or incarcerated, or the social costs incurred when a landlord evicts a tenant who is then forced to find new housing. Moreover, it is difficult to quantify the economic benefits that accrue from even one successful victim–offender or landlord–tenant mediation. Advocates of participatory processes argue that the worth of these processes is not directly translatable into any reduction in processing costs but must be seen in long-term benefits to the community. Clearly, it is important that costs not be measured solely in monetary terms, since conflicts have many other costs. Nonetheless, processes that place increased long-term costs on either disputants or the state are unlikely to be acceptable. Efforts must, therefore, be made to use the meeting time efficiently and allow parties to know in advance what is expected of them.
A Cost-Benefit Analysis of the Hollow Water Community Holistic Circle Healing Process

The Native Counselling Services of Alberta conducted a cost-benefit analysis of the Hollow Water Community Holistic Circle Healing (CHCH). Over the course of ten years, CHCH received about $3 million in funding from the federal and Manitoba governments. This money was used for victim and offender services. The Native Counselling Services estimated that if the program did not exist, the cost to the federal and provincial government of providing services would be considerably higher.

CHCH $3,000,000
Provincial costs $3,751,414
Federal costs $2,461,318–$12,150,471
Total costs to governments $6,212,732–$15,901,885

According to the Native Counselling Services report, the benefit of the CHCH program is significant. The CHCH cost $3 million over ten years. If the program did not exist, it is estimated that the cost to government for providing the services to the victims and the offenders would be between $6.2 million and $15.9 million. At a minimum, the CHCH saved government $3,212,732 over the past ten years.

As the Native Counselling Services report says, “for each dollar Manitoba spends on CHCH, it would otherwise have to spend approximately $3.00 for policing, court, institutional, probation and victims’ services. For each dollar the federal government spends on CHCH, it would otherwise have to spend a minimum of $2.00 for institutional and parole services.”

6.2.11 Systemic impact

Participatory processes move decision-making into the hands of individual disputants and their communities. The potential for developing what is sometimes described as “social capital” is obvious. The development and implementation of participatory projects build the community’s capacity to deal with problems collectively and consensually. This capacity-building can be further enhanced by incorporating training for volunteers into program design, equipping these individuals with conflict resolution skills they can use in the future in their workplaces and communities. Offenders and victims who have participated in participatory processes may be encouraged to return as volunteers in the program. Programs initiated to respond to particular needs and problems within the community—for example, a widespread drug culture or high rates of breaking and entering—might develop related social action projects to tackle the causes of these problems. Education programs—such as anger management programs—can be developed to create systemic impact from the work undertaken in conflict resolution.

In the design of participatory processes, this means ensuring that participants clearly understand what is expected of them in advance.

"Every time citizens participate in community-based processes like circles, neighborhood panels or family group conferencing, they communicate their expectations, their standards for behavior. Each incident involves only a small portion of the community in the discussion, but the cumulative effect of using these processes on a regular basis is widespread citizen involvement in decisions which require thinking about values and standards. These processes require citizens to struggle with the questions: How should we treat one another? How should we work through conflict?"

and that meeting time is used effectively as discussed above; providing easy access to renewed negotiation processes at any future point in litigation or trial proceedings; and providing appropriate follow up to ensure that matters discussed and resolved are implemented.

6.2.12 Flexibility and responsiveness

The principles described here are suggested as the hallmarks of good practice in the design of participatory processes, on the basis of Canadian experience to date. However, the essence of participatory processes is to provide personal experiences of conflict resolution—in the form of both process and outcome—that are meaningful to the individuals involved. This requires constant flexibility and responsiveness to the particular needs of each unique conflict. This means that programs should foster a spirit of responsiveness and respect for the unique circumstances of each conflict that passes through the process. Rigid structures and rules that unnecessarily reduce participant choices should be avoided if at all possible. The assumption of self-determination that lies at the heart of participatory processes for individuals and communities alike means that affected persons can and must be trusted to make appropriate decisions over the design details of their own processes—such as who should be present, how long the meeting should last, what will be discussed, and what types of solution or outcomes should be considered.24

6.3 ANTI-CIPATING PROGRAM EVALUATION

The evaluation of conflict resolution processes is a developing area for social science research. There is increasing interest in developing best practice approaches to program evaluation to ensure integrity in results and relevant information for policymakers and community members.25

Efficient design includes planning for evaluation; deciding whether it will be formal or relatively informal and anecdotal. The core objectives and values of a process are important resources for evaluators, as they offer direction on the problems the new process aims to address and its internal benchmarks for successful change. In
this way, the guiding principles for program design outlined above provide a basis for program evaluation. There are three key considerations with respect to evaluation.

6.3.1 Implementation evaluation

An evaluation of implementation assesses how far the program under examination meets the threshold standards of these guiding principles by reviewing program documentation, such as staff manuals and information provided to users, and by surveying or interviewing a sample of program users and staff. Satisfaction surveys are often used in this context. It is important to consider that initial satisfaction with a process may not prevail over time. Some evaluations may provide a better assessment by using longer term analysis and data collection.

6.3.2 Identification and measurement of evaluation priorities

The second task of the evaluator is to work with program staff to identify the program’s priority goals. For example, a program may wish to concentrate on increasing case referrals, in which case the priority goal will be enhanced accessibility by strengthening referral links, public education and outreach. There may have been complaints about parties being pressured to participate without being properly informed about their choices at the outset or without being empowered to withdraw, in which case the focus for an evaluation may be intake practices. Experience with low compliance may lead a program to prioritize durable outcomes, so the program’s “success” at this time is framed to some extent in terms of outcome compliance. Alternatively, a program may have reached a stage of development at which its priority becomes systemic change, measured by the long-term impact of the program on the wider community.

In each case, the evaluator must identify tangible and credible outcome measures that permit an assessment of this priority. For example, in the case of accessibility, the number of case referrals that continue through the conflict resolution may be important indicators. Similarly, focusing on compliance will probably require collecting follow-up data on cases that have reached agreement over
the evaluation period. In contrast, appraising intake and screening practices may require qualitative research, including interviews with parties reporting pressure. Finally, assessing the systemic impact of a program on a community probably involves both quantitative data (for example, local crime rates and recidivism rates from this program) and qualitative data (for example, interviews with community leaders and law enforcement agents about trends and changes they have observed).

6.3.3 Selection of an appropriate evaluation methodology

The third task of the evaluator is to assist in selecting an appropriate evaluation methodology that will provide useful data for the program users, the program staff and the policymakers. The evaluation of dispute resolution systems and processes presents many methodological challenges, both conceptual and practical. For example, it is difficult to develop an objective definition of “satisfaction” (often an important criterion in program evaluation). The extent to which parties feel “satisfied” with dispute resolution processes is usually a reflection of their past experiences and their expectations for this particular process—all entirely subjective. To properly take account of the personal nature of experiences of satisfaction, evaluators should gather information by using open-ended questions from a range of sources and not depend solely on structured surveys with preset answer categories.

Another challenge for evaluation methodologies is the volume of variables present in the implementation of any given process designed to expedite settlement. Comparisons between processes that are informally regulated and those controlled by a mediator or facilitator whose particular role and style will be critical to the outcome are especially problematic. Similarly, within any classification of case type, there are inevitably many variables—for example, how much money is at stake, whether disputants are acting in person or in a corporate capacity, what the quality of legal representation is—that may critically affect settlement outcomes. An external classification of dispute type also overlooks the fact that the disputants themselves may “redefine” the issues if they choose to settle the conflict consensually.
In light of these significant methodological challenges, the evaluator should determine, along with program staff and users:

- What type of data can be collected.
- What data would provide the most useful information for the priority evaluation questions.
- What forms of data would be most authentic.
- What types of data would be most credible to program staff, users, community members and funders.


3 In the same way as the RCMP has made training in facilitating community forums and conferences widely available to its officers. See *Restorative Justice: A Fresh Approach*, online: <http://www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca/ccaps/restjust_e.htm> (date accessed: 17 September 2003).


5 For example, legal clinics consistently report that a high percentage of the tenant clients they see seek assistance only after an order has been made to evict them.
6 Susan Silbey and Susan Merry suggest that at an early stage of conflict many people are embarrassed to find themselves in a dispute and prefer to ignore or hide this from others. See S. Merry and S. Silbey, “What do Plaintiffs Want? Re-examining the Concept of Dispute” (1984) 9:2 The Justice System Journal 151.

7 This may also affect the physical location of the program. Workplace programs that identify a particular individual as the first step in a conflict resolution process have often experienced resistance among employees who are reluctant to attend in full view of colleagues.


10 See, for example, the discussion in E. Kruk, “Power Imbalance and Spouse Abuse in Divorce Disputes: Deconstructing Mediation Practice via the ‘Simulated Client’ Technique” (1998) 12:1 International Journal of Law, Policy and Family 1.

11 For example, Minnesota General Rules of Practice for the District Courts, Rule 114. See further discussion in Chapter 8.


There may be other important factors besides legal advice in parties choosing a particular outcome, including concern about a future relationship, a desire for a timely outcome, and the need for closure.

There is continuing debate over whether it is feasible to exclude information from future discoveries. The Ottawa mandatory mediation program suggests the following clause: “Mediation is a confidential, off-the-record process. The objective of confidentiality is to protect an environment in which frank and open discussion can take place without the fear of future prejudice. This means that while not restricting any party’s right to pursue alternative remedies if mediation fails to produce a settlement, all statements made in mediation, documents (or copies thereof) produced in mediation, notes taken and any other communication during the mediation cannot be relied upon in evidence by the other party in any judicial, arbitral or tribunal proceedings, current or future, unless such information is otherwise discoverable without reliance on any confidential statement, material or communication made during mediation.”

The following is an example of a clause from a mediation agreement, setting out standard exemptions for the purposes of confidentiality:

The mediator shall not disclose to anyone who is not a party to the mediation anything said or any materials submitted to her, except:

i. to any person designated or retained by any party;

ii. where ordered to do so by a judicial authority or where required to do so by law;

iii. where the information suggests an actual or potential threat to human life or safety.


Except in cases where there has been clear pressure on one or more parties or some other type of mediator misconduct. See J.L. Schulz, “Mediator Liability in Canada: An Examination of Emerging American and Canadian Jurisprudence”, 32 Ottawa Law Review (2001) 269.

23 Failure to comply with voluntarily assumed obligations is a frequent criticism by clients of mediation processes, and it impacts negatively on program credibility. See J. Macfarlane, *Building on “What Works”: An Evaluation of the Saskatchewan Queen’s Bench Mediation Program* (Regina: Saskatchewan Justice, 2003).

24 For a practical example of the potential of informal processes to respond to context and be modified accordingly, see H. Ganlin, “Mediating Sexual Harassment” in B. Sandler and R. Shoop, eds., *Sexual Harassment on Campus* (Toronto: Simon and Schuster, 1997) at 191.


Chapter 7 Balancing the Role of Government and Community Autonomy

Chapter 7 explores the changes necessary to make participatory justice processes part of the mainstream of conflict resolution practice in Canada without losing their creative elements. The opening section of this chapter reviews some examples of best practice in a range of areas, including criminal, civil, administrative, family and extralegal conflicts. It is presented as a way of building on the current Canadian experience of participatory processes. The chapter then considers the role of governments in relation to community-based justice initiatives. Community participation is key to participatory justice initiatives and many proponents regard government as undermining their work. At the same time, as long as the traditional justice system operates as the hub of dispute processing, community justice initiatives must develop structural relationships with the criminal, administrative and civil justice systems.

7.1 BUILDING ON CURRENT PARTICIPATORY JUSTICE PROCESSES

The application of participatory models to many areas of disputing has demonstrable benefits for individuals and their communities. Canadian experience with consensus-building processes—in both civil and criminal matters and in both court-connected and community settings—suggests many positive outcomes from these initiatives. The following is a review of some of the processes that exist in Canada. Many others also prosper. The following list gives an indication of the breath of current Canadian participatory initiatives:

- Civil mediation programs in Saskatchewan,1 Ontario2 and British Columbia3 have resulted in high levels of user satisfaction. In Ontario, a 1995 study found that 89.5 percent of clients surveyed described themselves as either “somewhat” or “very” positive about the mediation process, following their
experience of mandatory court-connected mediation, with fully 95 percent stating that they would use mediation again in the event of a conflict. Notably, these high figures include clients whose cases did not settle at mediation. Ongoing evaluation of the Saskatchewan Queen’s Bench Mediation Program indicates widespread acceptance, among lawyers and both institutional and individual litigants, of early mediation as an appropriate response to conflict.4

- Civil mediation programs have demonstrated significant savings of cost and time to individual litigants. A 2001 evaluation of the Ontario program found that 80 percent of lawyers estimated major cost savings to their clients as a result of mediation.5 Cost savings for the system presumably flow from earlier case disposition.

- Where the option of mediation has been introduced into proceedings before administrative tribunals—such as the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal, the Canadian Human Rights Commission, the Ontario Human Rights Commission, the Ontario Residential Tenancies Tribunal, the Public Service Staff Relations Board, and the Canadian Immigration and Refugee Board—reactions and results have been mixed. This may reflect the unresolved relationship between the public mandate of these agencies and the private settlements reached in mediation.6 Nonetheless, program development and evaluation are continuing in these and other administrative agencies, indicating that mediation continues to be regarded as an appropriate dispute resolution mechanism for some cases in such settings.7

- Community mediation programs often collect feedback from client users. The biggest problem confronting community mediation services has been lack of case referrals, but not the enthusiasm of those who have chosen to use their services.8 Moreover, community mediation programs have clear potential for the development of strong communities in which levels of conflict are reduced and peace and order are widely promoted.9

- Early restorative justice projects in Aboriginal communities were welcomed by many, though not all, members of these
communities and in some cases have produced very significant results (see, for example, the earlier discussion of CHCH). Even those who raise the dangers of restorative justice processes do not reject their use; instead, they press for more information to be provided to potentially vulnerable participants, a strong emphasis on the dynamics of family violence, and the development of broader antiviolence initiatives.¹⁰

- Restorative justice processes in non-Aboriginal communities have recorded high rates of participant satisfaction.¹¹ A 1995 evaluation of four Canadian victim–offender programs—the Ottawa–Carleton Dispute Resolution Centre, Mediation Services Winnipeg, Victim–Offender Reconciliation Langley, B.C. (part of the Fraser Region Community Justice Initiatives), and the Youth

---

**Evaluation of the Collaborative Justice Project (CJP)**

"A preliminary review of the post-program interviews, with both victims and offenders, indicated that CJP participants, for the most part, are very happy with the Collaborative Justice Project. The majority of participants interviewed expressed satisfaction and concluded the interviews with the endorsement that this program should be continued. Participants praised the CJP staff for making this program possible, and being committed to providing ongoing support in a compassionate, understanding and non-judgmental manner. In general, participants expressed positive thoughts on meeting the other party, specifically the victims being able to address the offenders, and obtain answers for their questions. Furthermore, victims also voiced satisfaction about being involved in the overall justice process. Finally, participants appreciated the sense of closure that the program allowed them."

Advocacy and Mediation Services Program in Calgary—found consistently high rates of satisfaction among users. Parties who used mediation were significantly more satisfied with their experience of the criminal justice system than those who did not use mediation (78 percent compared with 48 percent, among victims; 74 percent compared with 53 percent, among offenders). Similar results were reported in the RCMP’s 1999 evaluation of its Community Justice Forums initiative (used for minor crimes, such as theft, assault, drug use and possession, and directed mainly at youth offenders). That internal evaluation reported that 96 percent of participants in these forums found the process to be “very” or “quite” fair; 89 percent of victims rated the agreement or outcome as “very” or “quite” fair, compared with 77 percent of offenders. Another restorative justice project, the Ottawa Collaborative Justice Project, is currently being evaluated by the Corrections Research and Development Division of the Department of the Solicitor General.

- Restorative justice processes consistently report high rates of agreement. The 1995 study reported that agreements were reached in 92 percent of cases surveyed across the four sites. Greater concern arises in relation to compliance, which may reflect the low level of resources currently available for monitoring and follow-up. However, note that the RCMP’s Community Justice Forums initiative reports compliance at 85 percent.

- Community interest in participatory justice has increased markedly over the past few years. Academic institutions have also supported a number of centres of excellence across Canada which conduct research and support program development. These include:
  - *Conflict Resolution Network Canada*—This broad-based conflict resolution organization develops, promotes, and extends the use of conflict resolution and restorative justice processes, such as negotiation, mediation, consensus-building and peacemaking circles.
- **Native Counselling Services of Alberta**—This non-profit organization employs approximately 150 full-time staff throughout Alberta. A board of directors, which is made up of Métis and Non-Status and Status Indians, governs the organization. The mission of the organization is to contribute to the holistic development and wellness of the Aboriginal individual, family and community. By respecting differences, it promotes the fair and equitable treatment of Aboriginal people. In addition, by developing and maintaining strong partnerships and honouring those relationships, the agency is committed to evolving proactively with the changing environment.

- **Regroupement des organismes de justice alternative du Québec (ROJAQ)**—This provincial non-profit organization promotes the development of alternative justice organizations in Quebec. ROJAQ also promotes community participation in the administration of youth justice; it supports training and exchanges of services between alternative justice organizations in Quebec; and it supports the development of youth justice community intervention programs.

- **Conflict Resolution Co-op of Prince Edward Island**—This cooperative promotes using and accepting non-violent approaches to conflict. It also fosters, develops, and communicates information on conflict resolution processes for individuals, families, organizations and communities and provides opportunities for education, skills development and understanding conflict issues.

- **Peacemakers Trust**—This Canadian charitable organization is dedicated to research and education on conflict resolution and peace-building.

- **YouCAN! (Youth Canada Association)**—This national non-profit charitable organization is dedicated to
empowering youth and building a culture of peace among youth today. The organization helps young people develop the skills needed to build peace, resolve conflicts, and participate actively in youth issues.

- **The Centre for Restorative Justice, Simon Fraser University**—In partnership with individuals, the community, justice agencies and the university, the Centre exists to support and promote the principles and practices of restorative justice. The Centre provides education, innovative program models, training, evaluation and research through a resource centre and meeting place that facilitates outreach, promotion, dialogue and advocacy.

- **The Restorative Justice Diploma Program, Queens Theological Program, Queens University**—The Restorative Justice Diploma program is a theologically grounded exploration of the vision of, the reshaping of relationships through, and the action of restorative justice. A three-week intensive study program combined with a 200-hour supervised field placement, this program can also form a concentration for graduate level studies.

- **The Church Council on Justice and Corrections**—This national coalition of faith-based individuals and churches acts as a shining light for a more humane way of doing criminal justice. The Council has been working toward a restorative model of justice for over 25 years.

These programs and many more throughout Canada constitute the backbone of participatory justice. Further initiatives to strengthen our commitment to participatory justice must build on the support and expansion of the current experience developed through the existing programs.
7.2 A PROACTIVE GOVERNMENT ROLE

Despite the demonstrated benefits that flow to citizens and communities from participatory initiatives, these programs often remain secondary, marginalized, or alternatives to the dominant justice model. The network of participatory justice programs that now stretches across Canada relies heavily on the enthusiasm and commitment of local volunteers and year-to-year project funding. Even court-based programming is often sustained on a pilot basis, while efforts are made to secure its continuity.\(^{15}\) Relying wholly or primarily on community initiative and public demand might not move participatory initiatives into the mainstream of conflict resolution processes. Because the status quo lies elsewhere—in the traditional criminal justice and civil litigation systems—a more intentional government strategy may be needed to achieve significant change in our habitual response to conflict and conflict resolution.

Public education about alternatives to conventional dispute resolution processes continues to be vital. The best efforts of a network of largely autonomous community projects cannot effect the type of change in public knowledge and disputing habits that is necessary to move participatory processes into the mainstream of Canadian life. The continued expansion and strengthening of participatory processes in both community and court settings requires instead that government play a part in the growth of stable, credible and successful programs that manage and resolve conflict consensually and through dialogue.

There are good reasons for looking to government to play a stronger role in sustaining existing programs and developing new initiatives. Those who work in community-based programs currently spend a large percentage of their time and energy seeking and then maintaining funding. Funding is piecemeal, from many different sources, and is frequently related to short-term projects. St. Stephen’s Community House Conflict Resolution Services in Toronto, one of the oldest community mediation programs in Canada, is a typical case. St. Stephen’s is currently funded by the Toronto municipal government, the Ontario Ministry of Citizenship and Culture, Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General, Heritage Canada, and the federal Department of Citizenship and Immigration. In addition, community mediation
services are sometimes able to obtain funding from the National Crime Prevention Strategy, the Department of Justice Canada and the Solicitor General of Canada, and provincial victims’ services departments. This patchwork of funding sources means that community programs face constant uncertainty and must continually search out new sources of potential funding. This often requires the organization to adjust its goals and service provision to meet the needs of the funding provider.16

"Having small grants from many sources means having to please many masters, each with different reporting demands ... [M]aking different reports to many funding agencies can be time consuming and resource demanding. Compare this to other projects funded by a single government department or a central agency ... with one report to make and usually a consistent contact person who understands the program and may even advocate for it."


Some programs have found that referral links to traditional justice agencies are critical to establishing their credibility within the community, at least at an early stage in their development, as well as in maintaining an adequate case-referral base.17 Partnerships between participatory processes and local agencies, such as a police department or a small claims court, are presently negotiated on an individual basis and often rely on a particular police officer or small claims court judge to encourage participatory dispute resolution. Such arrangements sometimes require years of careful nurturing. A clearer and stronger government commitment to participatory processes would render these negotiations more straightforward and certain.

Finally, it must not be forgotten that there are real concerns, described earlier in this report, that allowing dispute resolution programming to operate completely autonomously, without
government oversight might mean that some programs become tyrannical, intolerant or careless of the needs of marginalized individuals. The absence of external scrutiny and accountability might permit the development of closed systems in which those aggrieved with their experience in a restorative or consensus-based justice program would have nowhere to complain except to the program itself.

The Australian National Alternative Dispute Resolution Advisory Council concluded that while the climate of reform suggested that government regulation should be seen as a principle of "last resort," and there was little evidence of public dissatisfaction with alternative dispute resolution (ADR) services, nonetheless "there is a strong public interest in promoting ADR, and a purely free market approach would be unlikely to manage the risks associated with ADR or to enhance community confidence in ADR."


7.3 STRIKING A BALANCE: AUTONOMY, OVERSIGHT AND SUPPORT

If some type of government role is essential to ensure that participatory processes retain their vibrancy, impact and influence, just what should that oversight look like? The challenge of finding an appropriate structure raises questions of control and autonomy familiar to community activists and policymakers alike. The community justice movement—as well as some of the programs and leaders that have emerged from that tradition—has often regarded the involvement of government in community justice initiatives as detrimental and counterproductive. It is sometimes contended that giving government a role in the development of these programs will lead to a dependence on government-driven structures and resources.
that will ultimately undermine the ability of communities to make good decisions for themselves and their members. But without some role for government in legitimating and promoting participatory processes, these initiatives may simply cease to grow and flourish. The answer seems to lie in the creation of a partnership between state and communities that would combine the vitality and local knowledge of community-based initiatives with the accountability and resources offered by government.

The concerns of those who fear that government involvement would defeat the objectives of participatory processes must be addressed in any proposed regulatory framework. As well, the interests of government must be met in developing a regulatory approach that satisfies the contemporary context. In the discussion of how to strike this delicate balance, the following guiding concerns provide a useful benchmark.

1. How can government support participatory initiatives in a way that recognizes and celebrates the diversity of the field?
2. How can government support participatory initiatives in a way that protects the public interest in fair, non-coercive dispute resolution processes?
3. How can government support participatory initiatives in a way that values local knowledge and respects communities?
4. How can government support the outcomes of participatory processes, while monitoring their fairness and integrity?  

7.4 ROLES FOR GOVERNMENT IN THE PROVISION OF PARTICIPATORY JUSTICE

Governments may choose from a variety of possible roles to support the development and enhancement of innovative conflict resolution processes. Government may cast itself in the role of regulator or of coordinator. Regulation envisages a more proactive role for government in standard-setting and oversight, while coordination limits the role of government to facilitating the organization of programs for accountability and to supporting them with expert advice (for example, training or assistance with program design) and
funding. Governments can also support participatory justice in their role as participants in conflicts and in their role as providers of conflict resolution services. Government litigators can advance the development of participatory justice by choosing participatory processes to resolve their disputes. Finally, governments can promote participatory processes through information to citizens. These roles are not mutually exclusive.

Each of these possible strategies for the greater involvement of government in participatory initiatives will be considered in turn, drawing on current experience and models operating elsewhere.

7.4.1 Government as provider

Governments provide participatory justice processes in various ways. They currently offer mediation and conciliation services in various departments and through the justice system. For example, the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service (FMCS) is responsible for providing dispute resolution and dispute prevention assistance to trade unions and employers under the jurisdiction of the Canada Labour Code. FMCS, which is part of Human Resources and Development Canada, offers a number of services to assist employers and unions in resolving industrial relations disputes and in improving labour-management relations. These services include conciliation, mediation, preventive mediation and grievance mediation.

Recently, the Canadian Human Rights Commission also decided to put a stronger emphasis on using mediation techniques to resolve human rights complaints. The mediation provides a non-adversarial context in which parties can address their needs and interests and find a solution. Mediation is now offered at every stage of the complaint process. In addition, several federal government departments have taken advantage of a Dispute Resolution Fund to develop mediation programs. These are some examples.

- The Early File Review Project—Officials at Human Resources Development Canada took on a 2,000-case Canada Pension Plan disability case backlog, identified 900 cases for review, and settled 202 cases.
• Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency—The Dispute Resolution Fund provided support for implementation of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency’s (CEAA) dispute resolution strategy, including creation of a dispute resolution specialist position, building capacity for and acceptance of dispute resolution processes within CEAA; and for a pilot project that will use dispute resolution in the environmental assessment process.

• Citizenship and Immigration Canada—A new initiative was developed to design and develop dispute resolution models and processes for use throughout Citizenship and Immigration Canada. This initiative occurred concurrently with the implementation of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act.

Governments must continue to offer mediation services to their citizens. As governments develop new programs where disputes between citizens or between citizens and government are likely to occur, they should create participatory processes along the lines defined in Chapter 6. Ideally, these mediation services should not be late developments or add-ons to the existing dispute resolution mechanism, but constitute an integral part of the approach to conflict resolution proposed by governments.

In addition, governments can encourage the development of participatory justice by actively developing a culture of participatory justice within their organization. For example, the Correctional Service of Canada (CSC) has attempted to take a leadership role in using the principles of restorative justice to help resolve conflicts within prisons. CSC has advanced restorative justice and dispute resolution approaches to address various types of conflict including those that involve staff and inmates. Access to trained resource people is made possible through the use of peer mediation, shared mediators from other government departments and professional facilitators. In addition, facilitated processes are being used to resolve some policy issues and in departmental decision-making.

A culture of participatory justice cannot develop in isolation from the dominant culture of an institution. To be able to resolve disputes with citizens in a non-adversarial way, civil servants must have
experienced it within their work environment. It is therefore recommended that governments continue to actively provide participatory processes to resolve conflicts within their institution, in their disputes with citizens and when they provide conflict resolution services, such as in the court system or in administrative tribunals.

7.4.2 Government as coordinator and promoter

To date, government efforts to coordinate the development and delivery of alternatives to adjudicative justice have been limited to establishing offices to coordinate intra-governmental activities. For example, both Ontario and British Columbia now have a dispute resolution office, in each case located within the provincial ministry of the attorney general. These units offer training to government employees; promote the design of internal dispute resolution processes using interest-based approaches and consensus-building; and provide recommendations for mediators and interveners in specific disputes. In Quebec, ROJAQ exists to coordinate and promote the activities of those engaged in participatory justice processes.

The federal Department of Justice has also established the Dispute Resolution Services (DRS), which promotes and coordinates dispute resolution initiatives within federal government departments and sometimes facilitates discussion between departments and interest groups (for example, Justice and the plaintiff groups in the residential schools lawsuits; and fishers, resource managers and the Department of Fisheries and Oceans).

These dedicated government offices are important signals that government regards the development of policy in the area of dispute resolution to be a priority. However, none of these offices currently has a mandate to coordinate existing programs outside government (either court-connected or community-based) or to comprehensively promote participatory dispute resolution to the public.

In the United States, most participatory justice models are regulated by an office within the judicial branch of government. However, some state offices coordinate and support community-based resolution programs. For example, Nebraska's Office of Dispute Resolution (ODR) oversees the development of all dispute
resolution programs (both court-based and community-based) and has developed a public-community partnership that allows ODR to work collaboratively with Nebraska’s community mediation centres. This partnership operates across six regions served by community mediation centres but is adapted to the needs of each. The partnership enables shared decision-making, programming, training and fund-raising. The result has been a growing caseload at community mediation centres and the establishment of program policies and procedures for dispute resolution services provided by community groups. ODR also provides oversight of program quality through a Policy Manual and Training Institute Standards and Guidelines. Each centre submits quarterly reports, which ODR uses for a state-wide quarterly report of all system activity.

The Florida Dispute Resolution Center was established in 1986 as the first state-wide centre for education, training and research in alternative dispute resolution (ADR). Today the Center coordinates court-connected mediation programs in the Florida Supreme Court, certifies mediators and mediation training programs, provides introductory mediation training to volunteer mediators working in county court mediation programs, and provides technical assistance to state courts developing new program alternatives to conventional adjudication. The Center, which operates as a joint court-university initiative, also administers and coordinates the Supreme Court Committee on ADR Policy, which advises the state on matters of ADR policy.

For further information see the website: <www.flcourts.org/osca/divisions/adr>.

However they are organized, each of these agencies includes programs of public education, which strongly promote alternatives to traditional dispute processing. Public education on the issue of participatory justice processes is key.
It is recommended that governments assume a greater coordinator and promoter role in participatory justice and undertake the following:

- Coordinating sources of public funding.
- Actively promoting participatory processes through public education and accessible training.
- Providing specialized training for interveners and program staff.
- Facilitating networking and information exchanges among various programs.
- Sponsoring research and evaluation.

7.4.3 Government as regulator

The most delicate role that governments can assume is to assume a regulatory function in the context of participatory justice. In the traditional role of regulator, governments become gatekeepers for the development and maintenance of programs, linking their contributions to program resources to oversight and monitoring. The role of regulator opens up two separate but related tasks for governments: developing new programs and processes, and overseeing and monitoring initiatives.

Program development—The most direct approach to program development is for government to adopt a strategy that requires participation in particular programs, which are themselves closely regulated by procedural rules and requirements. Some examples of this approach include mandatory mediation schemes that have developed in provincial jurisdictions; mandatory case management that has been established by procedural rules of court in a number of provinces; and participation in mediation as a prerequisite for family legal aid. In New Zealand, family group conferences are mandatory for all cases involving young offenders, with the exception of murder and manslaughter offences.

Several jurisdictions have developed mandatory mediation schemes. As discussed earlier under the requirement of voluntariness, this strategy is only appropriate for certain types of programs for
given periods of time. Any mandatory requirement should operate alongside extensive public and lawyer education programs, to reduce the gap between conventional expectations and the experience of participatory justice. The strategy should be to persuade, not to punish, in response to non-compliance.

A slightly less directive approach is to make it mandatory to offer participatory processes. An example of this approach in the context of court-connected mediation can be seen in the rules of procedure applied in Minnesota,\(^{21}\) where counsels are required to meet to decide which dispute resolution approach, including mediation, will be most suitable for the progress of the case.

Another alternative is the new restorative justice initiative in Nova Scotia where justice officers must consider the potential for referral to an alternative-measures process at four stages: pre-charge, charge, pre-sentence and post-sentence,\(^{22}\) and police officers are required to complete a “restorative justice checklist” for all cases involving minor offences.\(^ {23}\) While the “participation rate” (the number of cases diverted in restorative justice processes) will still depend on the willingness of justice officers to consider this alternative, there is now strong government and institutional (through a new restorative justice community agency) support for at least an initial appraisal to be made of the appropriateness of a restorative justice strategy in each case.

The least interventionist approach to program development is for government to offer a range of support and incentives both to communities wishing to develop participatory projects and to individuals wishing to access these programs. Examples of support and incentives to communities and projects could include the following:

- Easily accessible grant programs;
- Provision of local training (and trainers);
- Assistance with design advice for new or expanding program ming; and
- Access to networking and dialogue.
Encouragement for members of the public to at least consider consensus-seeking approaches may operate even more informally. For example, many family mediation projects operating in the courts offer mediation on a voluntary basis, but in practice many family court judges in those courts will ask parties if they have considered mediation, and if they have not, will ask them to do so.

Additional structural incentives for individuals to use participatory processes should include:

- Accessible public information and education.
- The availability of professional advice outlining the various alternatives for dispute resolution in any particular dispute and locality and the ramifications of each.
- Access to legal counsel and other advocates. It is essential that those who choose to use these processes should have the same access to legal counsel and other forms of advocacy support as those who choose to remain in the traditional adjudicative system. For example, present legal aid rules do not always compensate counsel for participating in circles or appearing before community justice panels.

Oversight and monitoring—The oversight function of government as regulator can also take many different forms. Traditionally, government oversight of professional services has taken the form of accreditation and qualification restrictions placed on service providers, albeit often devolved through self-regulation. Self-regulation depends on a bargain between the service providers and the government, in which the former are granted autonomy and privileges (through accreditation) to offer their services, while in return the state receives a guarantee that services will be provided with competence and integrity. Each party to the mutual promise or agreement may hold the other to account: the state, by demanding that service professionals develop credible internal procedures to respond to public criticism (at the risk of losing their independence from government oversight); and the profession, by reminding government that it possesses the greater wisdom and experience in ensuring its services are delivered effectively.24
Assuming that some type of regulatory or oversight framework is necessary to strengthen and build existing programs, self-regulation offers participatory initiatives the greatest degree of autonomy from government. There is some logic, perhaps, to adopting the same regulatory model for dispute resolution programs operating outside the conventional justice model as that applied to professionals operating within the traditional adjudicative model.25

However, there are a number of difficulties with adopting self-regulation in participatory justice services. The most common criticism of self-regulation is that it cannot ensure that the public interest is placed before the private aspirations of the members of the group. Participatory processes have developed significantly from community projects and community empowerment. In a participatory model, the needs of the community (or individual disputants) are in many respects the same as those of the process facilitators: good outcomes that enable a reduction of the costs of conflict, closure, and perhaps even forgiveness and peace. To place the regulation of such a practice in the hands of a professional body would in many ways show a misunderstanding of the work that is being done in victim–offender programs, in community mediation services, and even in some court-connected programs.

Characteristic of all self-regulation schemes is that the body given statutory responsibility to regulate must assume and exercise very wide powers over those whom it regulates. The nature of participatory justice practice, as it is presently developing through

"Without some minimal standard of training, we risk causing harm to communities, instead of restoring harmony through joint problem-solving in a caring, respectful environment. We also risk losing credibility for this relatively recent restorative approach itself."

court and community groups, is that there is so much variegated and decentralized growth—perhaps localized in successful and highly credible court programs or voluntary services—that it is hard to imagine a single regulatory body. The debate over qualifications and standards in the conflict resolution field has a long history and remains unresolved in Canada where there is a patchwork of private qualifications offered commercially, but no provincial or national accreditation. Because of this history of the qualifications debate, this chapter will not consider the role of government in accreditation, although it recognizes that accreditation constitutes a possible regulatory strategy that government could choose to adopt.

A far more appropriate approach is to consider state–community partnerships providing oversight of local programs. In this framework, oversight could take the form of broad threshold standards, leaving the projects themselves to determine their specific operating practices, according to local conditions. These could be as diversified and need-specific as possible, as long as threshold standards of good practice can be maintained.

An example of a recent government–community collaboration occurred in British Columbia, where a group of practitioners and academics developed a model of self-regulation for restorative justice practitioners. The purpose of the document is to articulate what guides their work, practice and commitment to restorative justice. The British Columbia Charter is meant to be a “living, breathing document—a continuous work in progress.” It was developed following discussions with “various practitioners in the field of restorative justice in the Province of British Columbia and beyond.”

Government can gain from the experience of established programs by encouraging the development of flexible standards. These standards should cover areas such as:

- Process intake and screening practices (for example, taking special care when reviewing cases in which there appears to be the possibility of fear or intimidation or where one or more parties has expressed this concern);
• Conduct of the process itself (whether mediation, panels, circles or other processes), to ensure clarity regarding rules on confidentiality and participation, as well as any limits on possible outcomes;

• Procedures for enforcing compliance with outcomes; and

• Any stipulations regarding the qualifications (and any potential disqualifications) of those conducting the process (whether as mediators, facilitators or Keepers of the Circle).

This report contains a number of possible models for such standards, including the articulation of the values, principles and objectives of participatory processes; and the 12 guiding principles for program design elaborated earlier. These models reflect the

---

**British Columbia Charter for Practitioners of Restorative Justice**

"The purpose of this document is to articulate that which guides us in our work, practice, and commitment to restorative justice. The following is a Charter for Practitioners of Restorative Justice that is a living, breathing document—a continuous work in progress. This draft is based on the discussions and contributions of various practitioners in the field of restorative justice in the Province of British Columbia and beyond. We wish to recognize the many tributary streams that fed our dialogues and honour all who have taught us. We respectfully acknowledge that restorative practices strive to embody values and principles that are akin to and informed by holistic peace and justice making processes in many First Nations communities. We gathered as a group with history and experience, not to attempt to set the standard for the field, but to carefully consider the ethics surrounding our personal practice."

Available at Simon Fraser University's Centre for Restorative Justice website: <http://www.sfu.ca/cfrj/current.html#resources>.
present state of knowledge and experience in the field and provide a starting point for the collaborative development of generic, as well as project-specific, standards in partnerships between government and service providers.

A regulatory strategy based on collaboratively developed standards would enable government to have some knowledge and oversight of participatory initiatives, work cooperatively with program providers to maintain high standards, and encourage good practice. This approach may require establishing a government agency that would have responsibility for facilitating the development and review of program standards. Programs themselves could then be charged with self-evaluation and regular reporting, perhaps with periodic external evaluations. Alternatively, the standards could be used simply as an internal evaluation measure for the programs and users themselves. Individual programs should be encouraged to provide a means for concerns and complaints to be brought forward that can be addressed in program evaluation. Carriage of unresolved complaints could be a further function for a government agency; concerns and issues that surface consistently should drive future research and evaluation projects sponsored by government. The DVD produced by the National Film Board that accompanies this report provides an example of a self-evaluation exercise by mediators that could be used.

The regulatory model proposed is, therefore, one of persuasion by modelling, praise and encouragement of good practices, rather than rule-making and sanctions. This shifts responsibility to the programs themselves to apply standards in a contextually responsive manner, recognizing the unique services they provide. This approach not only recognizes the expertise of existing participatory processes and the importance of local knowledge, but also may be more efficacious. It is more important that authentic monitoring take place with the full cooperation of the programs themselves than that evaluation occur mechanically to satisfy a set of external rules.

This approach to standard-setting would be in the spirit of collaboration, flexibility and responsiveness to diversity, but would nonetheless allow governments to take leadership in monitoring and disseminating good practices.
7.5 A PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN GOVERNMENT AND COMMUNITIES

The roles set out above require that there be a partnership between government and participatory processes. This partnership strategy enables government to have oversight of dispute resolution programs, but in cooperation with service providers—courts, and community agencies. A co-regulatory partnership should also involve public interest groups by including representatives of the consumers of dispute resolution services, advocates’ groups and others who play a role outside court or community programs.28

In practice, co-regulation can operate across a continuum of interventions by government. This would mean a proactive government role in the building of participatory initiatives within communities and courts, consisting of both the regulation and the coordination of services.

The final component of this proposed new strategy is the intentional creation of a relationship between government and those communities that both deliver and access alternative processes. There are already within the field many excellent examples of partnering arrangements that have evolved naturally from local circumstances. For example, the John Howard Society of Manitoba has taken the initiative in developing Victim–Offender Mediation programs in some communities, and these programs have gradually become institutionalized in the local courts. Further examples can be seen in community mediation programs that have developed referral links with local police departments, courts and schools.

In the context of participatory processes, the components of a government-community partnerships might look like this:

- Government would explicitly endorse the development of initiatives that offer choices to disputants other than those of traditional adjudication, in both civil and criminal matters.
- Government would address the current piecemeal resourcing of such initiatives by coordinating funding and investing in core activities.
• Communities would take primary responsibility for management, program design and delivery.

• Government and communities would collaboratively develop standards for program design and delivery, for example, along the suggested model of the 12 guiding principles for the design of participatory processes.

• Government and communities would collaboratively develop evaluation and monitoring mechanisms for programs, along the model outlined in Chapter 6.

• While government would expect to receive assurances that core principles were being adhered to (for example, the principle of voluntariness), programs would be afforded considerable flexibility in adapting evaluation to local needs and conditions.29

---

1 Currently regulated under the *Queen's Bench Act*, S.S. 1998, c. Q-1.01; originally introduced in the *Queen's Bench Act*, 1994.


3 Currently regulated under BC Reg 127/98, Notice to Mediate Regulation, authority for which is contained in the *Insurance (Motor Vehicle) Act*, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 231. No evaluation data are currently available, although a study is in progress.


6 Critics argue that ADR methods “amount to a private justice system that does not always protect the public’s interest in procedural fairness or disclosure of how disputes were resolved.” See T.A. Kochan, B.A. Lautsch and C. Bendersky, “Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination Alternative Dispute Resolution Program Evaluation” (2000) 5 *Harvard Negotiation Law Review* 233.


A report for the government of Scotland on three community mediation programs concluded that “[C]ommunity mediation could be developed as an important component of a comprehensive strategy to promote civility and social integration, to reduce conflict, to deal with some offences which arise in the course of neighbourhood disputes, and to prevent the escalation of disputes at an early stage.” R.E. Mackay and A.J. Brown, *Community Mediation In Scotland: A Study Of Implementation* (Dundee, Scotland: University of Dundee, Department of Social Work, 1998).


Umbreit, *ibid*.

For example, the Hamilton Unified Family Court operated a “pilot” mediation program for eight years before it became a permanent feature of the courthouse, despite a very favourable evaluation; see D. Ellis, *Evaluation of the Hamilton Family Court Pilot Mediation Project* (Hamilton: Ellis and Associates, 1994). In Ontario, a debate over the development of a permanent Rule of Civil Procedure for court-connected mediation was conducted in the Civil Rules Committee for two years before the introduction of Rule 24.1 (O. Reg. 194/90).

Personal communication with Peter Bruer, Director, St. Stephen's Community House Conflict Resolution Services, 8 January 2003.


This has been the policy at the legal aid offices of London and Windsor.

Rule 114, Minnesota General Rules of Practice. And see the evaluation of that rule in B. McAdoo, *The Impact of Rule 114 on Civil Litigation Practice in Minnesota* (Minneapolis: Minnesota Supreme Court, Office of Continuing Education, 1997).


See, generally, the discussion by C. Schneider, “A Commentary on the Activity of Writing Codes of Ethics” (1985) 8 *Mediation Quarterly* at 83.

For example, the Law Society of Upper Canada is regulated under the *Law Society Act*, R.S.O. 1990, and this statute empowers the benchers elected by the Society's members to govern the profession “in the public interest.” *Law Society Act*, R.S.O. 1990, c. L-8, s. 10.


28 For a detailed discussion of tripartism, its rationales and implications for regulatory policy, see Ayres, supra note 27 at chapter 3.

29 Another possible model here is the existing funding agreement between Indian and Northern Affairs Canada and Aboriginal communities, which defines minimal accountability standards for a five-year block grant but allows Aboriginal communities “to redesign programs to meet specific community needs, subject to maintaining minimum delivery standards.” Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, Funding Agreements, online: <http://www.ainc-inac.gc.ca/ps/ov/agre_e.html> (date accessed: 17 September 2003).
Chapter 8  Recommendations

This Report sets out a number of recommendations for the continued development and improvement of participatory justice processes in Canada. The objective is to work toward achieving a culture of participatory justice within our society. Chapter 8 summarizes the recommendations under three headings: Developing Fair Participatory Processes (8.1), A Proactive role for governments (8.2) and Strengthening a Participatory Culture (8.3).

8.1 DEVELOPING FAIR PARTICIPATORY PROCESSES

The Commission believes that participatory processes are a positive development for our justice system. They represent a way of engaging Canadians in the resolution of their conflicts and offer many benefits. After study and consultation, we believe that they ought to be encouraged in all sectors provided that there are appropriate safeguards and awareness of the potential abuses that could occur.

The Law Commission of Canada considers that:

1. Participatory initiatives, community or court-based, operating in criminal and non-criminal settings, offer many benefits for both individuals and their communities. These benefits include the peaceful de-escalation and resolution of conflicts; the development of long-term strategies to deal with community problems; a response to the needs of victims; the reform of individual offenders; the restoration of business and personal relationships; and strong procedural satisfaction for participants.
2. Participatory processes are appropriate for all types of conflict—monetary, biparty or multiparty, about private concerns or public policy, involving harms defined as criminal or civil.

Special care and attention is needed when applying participatory processes to disputes in which one or more parties express fear or intimidation; when communities are at risk of making decisions resting on systemic bias and intolerances; or where there is a risk of process abuse.

Even in these cases, however, a participatory approach may be appropriate, given careful safeguards, authentic voluntariness on the part of participants, special training of mediators or facilitators and consideration of the potential for publishing outcomes.

3. Participatory processes as alternatives to adversarial justice have potential value for all types of Canadian communities, urban and rural, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal.

Participatory processes have flourished in communities with a strong collective spirit, especially Aboriginal communities with a history of conflict resolution through dialogue. The successful use of processes that build consensus is also possible in diverse communities that have sufficient motivation and commitment to seek peaceful long-term solutions to shared problems. This includes metropolitan communities and other communities that have shared needs.

4. It is appropriate for all levels of government and community agencies to consider developing new programs and enhancing those that already exist.

Different circumstances—including the severity of the behaviour, the impact it has had, how broadly the impact has been experienced, and the cultural context of the parties and the behaviour—may require different intake processes, dialogue procedures and degrees of formalized outcomes. Sponsoring organizations are thus encouraged to develop conflict resolution services that encompass a range of dispute types and processes.
The Law Commission of Canada recommends that:

5. Programs offering participatory justice processes, in the context of both criminal and non-criminal disputes, reflect the following guiding principles:

   i. Early intervention

      Early intervention aims at providing assistance when a problem first arises. Examples of early intervention are pre-charging restorative justice processes, or school-based programs that aim to inculcate good conflict resolution skills and practices among schoolchildren, or assistance for landlords and tenants to seek early mediation when a problem first arises and their relationship begins to deteriorate.

      Nevertheless interventions that occur post-adjudication (for example, victim–offender meetings) should continue to be encouraged as important contributions to the objectives of participatory processes.

   ii. Accessibility

      Processes should be easily accessible, user-friendly and not overly bureaucratic. This includes giving consideration to location (a place that is considered unthreatening and welcoming to potential users) and ensuring that all potential users are guaranteed anonymous or confidential access to information about the service.

   iii. Voluntariness

      Genuine voluntariness in entering dispute resolution processes must include full information about this process and about alternatives and all the assistance necessary for an informed choice. The participatory model assumes that individual parties are the best judge of whether a consensual approach is suitable for the resolution of their conflict, whether this lies in the criminal or the non-criminal domain.
Currently, there exist many disincentives to the use of participatory processes. Cost recovery mechanisms do not always provide sufficient recognition of the uncertainty of participating in a mediation. More must be done to reflect on the invisible obstacles both in the criminal and non-criminal systems that prevent parties from choosing participatory processes. More must be also done to create incentives for adopting participatory processes. Certainly leadership must be exercised to support the development and use of participatory processes. There may be times when a compulsory program may be needed. It is the view of the Commission that such mandatory programs are to be reserved for non-criminal conflicts, for a time-limited period, alongside accessible training and information opportunities for participants and with the possibility of refusal for reasons of fear of intimidation or coercion.

iv. Careful preparation

Intake processes should build in adequate time for preparation of the parties to the dispute and for the possibility of discerning fear and a history of violence.

v. Opportunities for face-to-face dialogue

Face-to-face dialogue should be offered as one of a range of strategies that parties may use to resolve conflicts. Under circumstances in which face-to-face dialogue is inappropriate or is rejected by one or more of the parties, there must be sufficient flexibility to enable a dialogue to take place—through shuttle diplomacy, conference call or video-conferencing—if the parties believe this to be constructive.

vi. Advocacy and support

Participatory processes should welcome friends, family and supporters (whether or not they are legal representatives), who may serve an important function offering emotional and intellectual support to participants. It is important that participatory processes remain within the ultimate control of the disputants and that this clarification be made to disputants and their representatives.
vii. Confidentiality

The assurance of confidentiality usually provided for processes working toward agreed outcomes is critical to their efficacy. However, there are many cases when the outcome of the process ought to be made public.

The issue of confidentiality must be discussed. It may be helpful to include discussing and signing a written statement at the beginning of a participatory process, explaining the importance of treating disclosures as confidential among participants.

In addition, it is important that the legal profession and tribunals recognize the importance of confidentiality in these processes. Courts should continue to demonstrate respect for the confidentiality of such processes and resist pressure to reopen agreements other than in exceptional circumstances.

In addition, emphasis should be placed on the need to ensure that the private discussions that take place within these processes do not spread throughout the wider community, introducing embarrassment and possibly mistrust into the process and undermining the continuation of such processes.

viii. Fairness

The principles of participatory processes require that the parties themselves ultimately make the decisions regarding what they can accept as “fair.” However, this does not remove the need to monitor both the genuine voluntariness of a decision to accept a particular outcome and the quality of the outcomes of participatory processes. Where there are standards, they ought to be discussed with the parties. Monitoring may be facilitated by some (limited, anonymous) publication of outcomes in cases. Dissemination of outcomes should be a matter for negotiation between the parties. As noted above, there are instances in which the public interest requires that outcomes should be made public in some form.
ix. Relevant and realistic outcomes

Agreements reached in participatory processes must reflect the available resources of the communities or be within the means of the individual disputants. Compliance and durability are important indicators of both the efficacy and the credibility of participatory processes. Where possible, compliance and durability should be monitored.

x. Efficiency

Programs should ensure that participants clearly understand what is expected of them in advance and that meeting time is used effectively.

xi. Systemic impact

Participatory projects have the potential to contribute to the development of capacity within the community to deal with problems collectively and consensually. This capacity-building can be further enhanced by incorporating training for volunteers and others into program design and equipping these individuals with conflict resolution skills that they can use in the future in their workplaces and communities.

xii. Flexibility and responsiveness

Participatory processes should foster a spirit of responsiveness and respect for the unique circumstances of each conflict. The assumption of self-determination that lies at the heart of participatory processes for individuals and communities alike means that affected persons can and must be trusted to make decisions over the design details of their own conflict resolution process—such as who should be present, how long the meeting should last, what will be discussed, and what types of solution or outcomes should be considered.
8.2 A PROACTIVE ROLE FOR GOVERNMENT

The Law Commission believes that although many participatory justice projects do well without governmental aid, the latter is often needed to flourish. The Commission believes that the role of government in this sector is one of careful balancing between supporting community autonomy and providing necessary help and guidance.

The Law Commission of Canada recommends that:

6. Governments adopt a proactive role to facilitate the development of participatory conflict resolution initiatives.

Governments must continue to demonstrate leadership in developing a culture of participatory justice. Governments can demonstrate such commitment by implementing international agreements that promote the use of participatory processes such as, the \textit{UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Conciliation}.

7. Governments continue to actively provide participatory processes to resolve conflicts within their institutions, in their disputes with citizens and when they provide conflict resolution services, such as in the court system or in administrative tribunals.

Governments must support participatory initiatives in a way that recognizes and celebrates the diversity of the field and values local knowledge while protecting the public interest in fair, non-coercive dispute resolution processes. The Law Commission proposes an oversight approach to regulation, using partnerships with existing centres of research. Regulation as oversight should take the form of broad threshold standards, leaving the projects themselves to determine their specific operating practices, according to local conditions.

8. Governments develop partnerships with existing centres of research in participatory justice and local communities that have an interest in participatory justice to stimulate the sharing of information and best practices and to educate the public on initiatives of participatory justice.
There is a range of actors and institutions currently promoting the development of participatory justice practices. Various governments have also expressed a desire to implement innovative methods of conflict resolution. A number of centres of research focus on promoting participatory justice. In addition, the private and the voluntary sectors also use and develop programs of participatory justice. There is a need for coordination to facilitate the exchange of information between these agencies and to encourage the development of best practices. Governments can accomplish this by:

- Establishing a network that connects existing research centres, centres of excellence, community groups and government departments engaged in participatory justice; and

- Providing funding to centres of research in participatory justice;

- Hosting conferences and workshops on participatory justice to bring together academics and practitioners working in criminal and non-criminal forms of participatory justice, to exchange information, research and best practices.

The coordinating function for governments should also involve informing the public about participatory justice and giving support in the form of advice (for example, training or assistance with program design) and funding. Governments can accomplish this by:

- Educating the public about participatory justice processes;

- Training community members and conflict resolution professionals in consensus-building processes and techniques;

- Providing opportunities for the media to better understand participatory justice processes;

- Assisting programs with evaluation and monitoring;

- Identifying and sponsoring ongoing research on program development, delivery and impact.
9. Governments encourage centres of research and excellence to work in partnership with communities to develop best practices in participatory justice, including evaluation frameworks.

Governance of participatory justice ought to support communities, whose programming needs should be determined in light of local conditions and challenges. To encourage the development of best practices, governments should work with centres of research and excellence to undertake the following:

- The development of evaluation criteria and processes that reflect the values and principles of participatory processes that could help maintain the quality of the programs;
- The development of strategies to ensure that programs function adequately and with transparency and integrity.

10. As governments develop new social or economic programs, they seek to incorporate participatory justice processes in them to resolve disputes between citizens or between governments and citizens, with the appropriate safeguards noted above.

8.3 STRENGTHENING A PARTICIPATORY CULTURE

The wholehearted acceptance and use of participatory processes will take time. A proactive government role is an important step and sends an important message. In addition, further steps can be taken by many other actors in the justice system and in civil society to promote the use of participatory justice. They include minimizing the existing disincentives to the use of participatory processes as well as promoting its use. The list below is by no mean exhaustive. It is provided as indicative of the type of initiatives that should be undertaken by different actors within the justice system.

The Law Commission of Canada recommends that:

11. The Legal Aid Plans should review their tariffs to include compensation for counsel preparation for, and participation in, participatory processes (such as mediation, circles, group conferences) at the same rate as conventional litigation or trial work.
12. The Canadian Institute for the Administration of Justice and the National Justice Institute should continue to create opportunities for judges to attend training in alternative conflict resolution processes and to develop appropriate skills in this area as well as to ensure that such training is available to all new judges.

13. Provincial law societies continue to ensure that the continuing education programs provide training for lawyers in participatory justice and should encourage all their members to undertake such training. Being able to advise clients on the suitability of selecting a participatory process, preparing clients for such a process, and representing them in such a process should be considered essential professional skills.

14. Provincial law societies review their codes of professional conduct to ensure that the role of the lawyer as an advocate in restorative or consensus-based justice processes is adequately anticipated. They should ensure that lawyers are charged with a duty to discuss alternatives to adversarial justice with their clients; that lawyers are alert to the vulnerability of some clients in such processes and take steps accordingly; and that counsel understands the basis of effective participation in such processes, including the duty to respect confidentiality.

15. Canadian colleges and universities, in particular law schools, continue to increase and encourage the teaching of participatory processes to law students.

16. Businesses and voluntary organizations consider reviewing their policies to ensure that employees’ participation in participatory processes is considered in the same light as court attendance.

17. Businesses and voluntary organizations continue to develop participatory justice projects to resolve conflicts within their organizations.
Conclusion

The capacity of citizens to participate meaningfully in the democratic process poses challenges for the design of public institutions. Increasingly, Canadians are disengaging from these institutions, and in the process, becoming more sceptical about the government’s capacity to respond to legitimate expectations. The Law Commission of Canada believes that the growth of participatory justice models is consistent with citizen-centred models of governance.

Participatory justice processes allow citizens to be part of decision-making that affects their lives. In this sense, they contribute to a healthy democracy. This report was designed to contribute to the development of participatory justice culture rooted in democratic principles. The report first reviews the context in which restorative justice and consensus-based justice projects developed, and describes the principles that support their on-going work. It identifies the special challenges that face participatory justice processes. It also aims at supporting a culture of participatory justice, where different actors, governmental and others, have a role to play. Finally, it serves as a basis for further dialogue and reflection on the way in which we resolve our conflicts and strengthen our social relationships.

Over the past three years, the Commission has consulted with Canadians about the provision of meaningful methods of conflict resolution. The Commission’s consultations revealed that Canadians want choices for resolving their conflicts. In addition, many Canadians want to actively participate in the conflict resolution process. They view this as an aspect of citizenship and of their ability to regulate their own lives. Participatory justice processes respond to this need.

Participatory justice processes are not a panacea. They will not solve all the ills that affect our society. As is the case for any human conduct, there will be mistakes. In particular, the participation of weaker parties, financially, emotionally or intellectually to participatory processes requires special attention. There are concerns that participatory processes may serve to reinforce existing vulnerabilities. This is the challenge of processes operating in an unequal society. Participatory justice processes
impose a special responsibility to mediators and facilitators to respond to power imbalance, just as judges should. But it is the essence of participatory justice processes that the responsibility to addressing inequality be shared among the participants. All actors in participatory justice processes must respond to the challenge of conflict resolution processes that embody our democratic values of justice and equality.

The challenge for governments is finding a way to support participatory justice processes without limiting their innovative potential. As discussed in this report, there are some tensions in this role for governments. On the one hand, there are pressures to create coherence and uniformity to prevent risks of malfunctioning of participatory processes. On the other hand, there is an even better case to be made for preserving the creative and innovative power of many participatory processes. We would not want to lose the ability to continue to respond creatively to the new problems that will confront our society. As citizens, it is incumbent upon us to recognize the delicate role that governments must play in the development and support of participatory processes. The solution to better conflict resolution will not come from governments but from the respectful and honourable participation of citizens in the resolution of their conflicts, through the many processes described in this Report.

In its consultation and research on this issue, and in this report, the Commission has attempted to strike a balance and respond to challenges similar to the ones facing governments. In a way, it wanted to lead by example. Therefore, this report does not propose a single orthodoxy to participatory justice. It presents and respects the different perspectives and fears toward participatory processes, supports and celebrates the committed work of many volunteers in participatory justice, and aims to create an occasion for self-reflection, dialogue and action.

It is in that context that we have partnered with the National Film Board for the production of the DVD, *Community Mediation: Two Real-Life Experiences* Experiences that forms part of this Report. This cinematographic work presents one of the many projects that exist in Canada. It is designed to stimulate reflection for mediators and participants alike. We hope that it will be a tool to strengthen our culture of participatory justice.
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